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Computer-controlled Speech Audiometry
ABSTRACT
Speech audiometry has been practised for many years and has proved useful in the 
diagnosis of hearing loss. The techniques currently practised in clinics in this country are 
reviewed briefly in Chapter 2. Some date back many years and the aim of this thesis is to 
show how recent technology can be used to advance the use and utility of speech audiometry.
The historical development of speech audiometry is discussed in Chapter 1 to outline 
the reasoning behind the traditional techniques. Up to date theories of speech perception and 
psycho-acoustic measurements methods are examined in Chapter 3 to establish which of these 
new ideas may be used in speech audiometry. Recent developments in speech and computer 
technology are discussed in Chapter 4, these allow the implementation of more complex 
testing methods based on these new ideas.
The measurement of speech, including speech level, spectral characteristics and word 
usage is discussed in Chapter 5. The importance of these properties to the subjective 
intelligibility of a set of test words is investigated in Chapter 6, using subjective data 
generated from the experiments described in Chapter 7.
A model of word intelligibility is described in Chapter 7 and is used in computer 
simulations to ascertain the most efficient type of adaptive paradigm to be used in subjective 
experiments. These experiments provided useful information about the intelligibility of 
individual words.
A new test of individual speech hearing acuity is developed in Chapter 7 using 
computer simulations. The new test results from the work on computer simulations and relies 
on the use of sets of specially selected words and an adaptive algorithm chosen on the basis 
of data collected both from simulations and also from subjective experiments. Informal trials 
of the new test on volunteers show that it is likely to be of use in the diagnosis of hearing 
loss.
The new test and existing speech and pure tone tests are implemented on an integrated 
low-cost computer based system. Preliminary trials carried out with this system in a clinical 
environment are reported in Chapter 8 and confirm its simplicity of use and utility in 
audiological investigations.
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Achilles: Padding?
Tortoise: Yes: what I  mean is, a lot o f extra printed pages which are not part of the 
story proper, but which serve to conceal the exact location o f the end from a cursory 
glance, or from the feel o f the book.
Achilles: I see. So a story’s true ending might occur, say, fifty or a hundred pages 
before the physical end o f the book.
Tortoise: Yes. This would provide the an element o f surprise, because the reader 
wouldn’t know in advance how many pages are padding, and how many are story.

1 INTRODUCTION
In this thesis we describe improvements to speech audiometry incorporating ideas and 
techniques developed in the Department of Physics and found by hterature review, whether 
or not originally applied to audiometry. The review covers developments in "enabling" 
technology for "computerised" audiometry and developments in techniques made possible by 
developments in technology.
We outline the development and use of Speech Audiometry from two viewpoints in 
the following sections; from the historical development of Speech Perception research, and 
from the use of Speech Audiometry in the path to diagnosis of hearing loss.
1.1 The use of speech in audiometry
Speech audiometry has been practised for many years. Mention of an early inclusion 
of speech in the measurement of hearing is found in Feldman (1970) by Huckvale (1984). 
Feldman describes Itard’s 1821 classification of hearing disorders which refers to difficulties 
in the understanding of spoken messages. Speech audiometry as we know it, developed in the 
late nineteen forties and fifties when workers such as Carhart (1951) saw a use for speech 
intelligibility tests in audiometry. Today the salient feature of the use of speech stimuli in 
audiometry is still the face validity of the task: most patients express their hearing loss as a 
difficulty in understanding what people say.
1.2 Speech science in audiometry
The principle that speech is comprised of a range of frequency components (discovered 
by Helmholtz) is useful in relating a subject’s problems in speech perception to their 
sensitivity to pure tones. Further discoveries of some of the properties of the ear by Fletcher 
and Munsen (1937) have also been incorporated into the theory of speech audiometry. These 
encompass the concepts of frequency selectivity and masking that explain the discriminative 
properties of the ear that are important for speech recognition.
1.3 Speech materials
Early techniques employed the use of a live speaker to provide a test stimulus since 
no signal recording apparatus was available. Spoken tests are still used today, often in  
environments where the use of sound reproduction equipment is not possible or with young 
children. Highly trained and able staff are required to produce suitably consistent stimuli for 
live speech tests.
With the advent of recording equipment, the earhest viable manifestations in this 
context being the phonograph and the magnetic wire recorder, it became possible to 
standardise the test stimuli being presented to subjects. Analogue recording developed further 
with introduction of the magnetic tape recorder which is still very much in use today. Use 
may now be made of widely accessible digital recording techniques to improve the reliability 
and durability of the speech signal.
1.4 Intelligibility Testing
Much work was done on intelligibility testing in the nineteen twenties and thirties at 
the Bell Laboratories. This work is reviewed by French and Steinberg (1947), and covers the 
use of many kinds of speech material presented under a range of conditions, including those 
of restricted bandwidth and dynamic range. They developed a measure called the Articulation 
Index that could be used with various test materials, for example with sentences or real and 
synthetic monosyllables. (The Articulation Index is a subjective measure of the distortion of 
the speech signal obtained from several different speech tests.)
French and Steinburg point out that a fundamental problem in speech testing is 
context: Figure 1.1 shows the effect of the context or the integral structure of speech over its 
physical properties. The graphs are of different shape for different kinds of test material; from 
syllables to sentences. They show that there is a more rapid increase in fractional score with 
articulation index with longer speech stimuli (a sentence) than with short stimuli (single 
words).
By definition, the reproduction of pre-recorded signals on standard equipment provides 
a source of well defined test stimuli. However, even "normal" variations in the psychology 
and physiology of a single listener may produce different results on the same day. To stop 
using real speech would solve this problem, but all the information gained from using a
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intelligibility. (Taken from French and Steinberg, 1947)
speech stimulus cannot be gained by any other method: for example, an individual may be 
able to "hear" sound perfectly but not "recognise" it. (i.e. detection versus recognition)
Important factors in speech perception are those of familiarity with language and 
familiarity with accent. The age, history and linguistic development of the individual is also 
a factor that has to be considered. For example, the Kendall Toy Test (Kendall, 1953) is 
designed specifically for children. All these factors may be controlled but are difficult to 
account for with confidence. The work described here largely deals with "normal" adults, 
however there are many problems in speech hearing testing even when working with "ideal" 
cases.
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Figure 1.2. Relative performance versus (a) sound pressure level (dB), and (b) Low pass filter cutoff 
frequency (Hz) for various word categories. (Taken from Hirsh et al., 1954)
Hirsh et al. (1954) reviewed results obtained with various types of single word speech 
material. Figures 1.2 show some results for articulation score versus presentation level (1.2a) 
with little or no noise and versus low pass filter cutoff frequency (1.2b). The graphs show that 
different scores may be obtained with different kinds of words. For example scores more 
rapidly increase with sound pressure level using double stressed dissyllables (spondees) than
with single stressed dissyllables (i.e. trochees). The articulation score shown here is the mean 
percentageof correct phonemes obtained from a list of words, (i.e. a phonemic score)
Intrinsic features within the scope of single words differ, thus causing differences in 
their intelligibility: Figures 1.2 also show the difference in performance using real words 
(monosyllables) and nonsense syllables. Removing the intrinsic features of "real" speech by 
using nonsense syllables, for example, does not seem to have any advantage over "real" 
speech. These synthetic words are often not fully intelligible even under the best conditions 
(Figure 1.2b). Nonsense words have their own problems in that they are unfamiliar to the 
subject and there is a desire to make what is heard into a meaningful "real" word.
Intrinsic factors in speech perception have moved some researchers to look at the use 
of segments of speech in audiometry (Fourcin, 1980). The removal of intrinsic features (or 
context effects) makes the results generally more consistent. Selectivity, however, is obtained 
at the expense of sensitivity; so that a wide range of stimuli is required to cover the full range 
of the subject’s ability.
1.5 Problems with test design
Many of the problems encountered in using real speech in intelligibility testing result 
from the way that the speech is used and presented. Phonetically or phonemically balanced 
designs are traditionaUy used (see Boothroyd, 1968a and 1968b). In these designs the subject 
is presented with the same set of phonetic units for each listening condition. Methods like the 
diagnostic rhyme test (DRT) (Fairbanks, 1958) follow the same principle but use a different method of scoring. 
In these tests it is required that the subject is presented with a range of speech sounds under 
each condition. Such tests are invariably inflexible because a whole set of presentations have 
to be made to satisfy the requirements of the test and therefore to gain any interpretable 
results. It may be more advantageous to use a test design where at least some accurate 
information is recoverable at any stage, and a minimum number of presentations are made 
in obtaining satisfactory results in all cases.
Further problems are encountered when inflexible presentation media are used, such 
as magnetic tape (reel to reel or cassette). For example, a separate tape is required for each 
subject if fully random presentation orders are to be used in experiments.
1.6 Summary
Speech audiometry has been used successfully in the initial diagnosis of hearing 
impairment for several decades. It is often encouraging for the patient to have a test involving 
speech since their problem may have been expressed as a difficulty with the spoken word. At 
present the structures of traditional tests are such that speech audiometry is often time 
consuming. Only limited information may be obtained from the results because current 
methods do not make full use of modem technologies and modem theories of speech 
perception. Also, it is reported that the master recordings currently used to generate material 
for clinical testing are in a poor condition. Any recent copies of this test material are therefore 
of poor quality.
The use of speech is well known and well loved in audiometry. New techniques and 
new technologies may be used to enhance the accuracy and quantity of information provided 
by speech audiometry. This project goes some way toward achieving this aim.
Anteater: What is acoustico-retrieval?
Achilles: The name tells it all: it is the retrieval of acoustic information from 
extremely complex sources. A typical task of acoustico-retrieval is to reconstruct the 
sound which a rock made on plummeting into a lake from the ripples which spread 
out over the lake’s surface.
Crab: Why, that sounds next to impossible!
Achilles: Not so. It is actually quite similar to what one’s brain does, when it 
reconstructs the sound made in the vocal cords of another person from the vibrations 
transmitted by the eardrum to the fibers o f the cochlea.
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2 TESTING THE AUDITORY CHAIN
\
Introduction
In this chapter we discuss the methods in current use for testing the auditory system. 
We start by describing the properties of the system which we may generally quantify: these 
are the dynamic characteristics and frequency characteristics (Section 2.1). This then gives 
us a base on which to discuss the perception of speech (Section 2.2).
In section 2.3 we describe how information about the hearing mechanism is gained by 
various methods. The discussion will refer to various techniques that may be used to examine 
auditory functioning at various levels. Whilst objective measurements are very specific in their 
"working" area, subjective pure tone methods indicate only general properties of the whole 
system.
We next discuss (Section 2.4) another parameter which should be taken into account 
when designing or interpreting speech tests; subject categorisation. This is important since 
speech perception is essentially a comparison process: we need to categorise the linguistic 
abihties of the subject so that we may more meaningfully interpret their responses. This done, 
we can run tests to make general or specific measurements. Different test materials and 
designs allow a wide range measurements to be made on a wide range of subjects.
The results provided by the use of different test stimuli are outlined in section 2.4, but 
without reference to particular implementations or test designs. In effect, the results from 
particular tests are used themselves | as the parameters describing the auditory systems 
performance (Section 2.7), rather than the more abstract parameters hsted in section 2.1. Test 
designs are discussed in detail in Chapter 4, after discussion of technological considerations 
(Chapter 3).
2.1 Subjective measures of the Auditory System
2.1.1 Loudness sensitivity
The subject’s "connection" to the outside world may be checked using probably the 
simplest form of audiometry: pure tone audiometry (Martin, 1988). This is used to assess the 
sound pressure sensitivity of the subjects hearing at different frequencies.
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2.1.2 Maximum Comfortable Loudness Threshold - Loudness Adaptation
' Other functions can also be assessed such as the integrity of the neurons in the 
auditory nerves. Neurons may become "tired" of firing, producing the sensation of a giadual 
loss in the subjective level of a sustained sound.
2.1.3 Loudness Recruitment
Similarly the dynamic range of the system may be checked by obtaining maximum 
comfortable loudness level at various frequencies. Abnormal dynamic range (or loudness 
recruitment) is usually a sensorineural problem.
2.1.4 Frequency selectivity
Noise may be added to the signal, either in the test ear or applied to the other ear, to 
assess the effect of one ear’s deficit on the overall hearing of the individual. Other, more 
complex tests are available using simple sounds, these have been designed to asses frequency 
selectivity (Moore, 1985). The use of these is not widespread in clinical practice, use of such 
is generally restricted to experimental centres.
2.2 The Perception of Speech
2.2.1 The Speech chain
A model of the speech perceptual chain has been outlined by James et al. (1991 and 
1992) in a discussion of the non-equivalence of isophonemic lists. A summary of this model 
is presented here, starting from the bottom level: sound impinging on the listener is 
transmitted to the cochlea via the ear drum and middle ear. There are then further stages in 
the perception of speech:
(i) The detection of acoustic signals by the cochlea producing neural activity.
(ii) The integration of neural firing patterns into perceptual "sounds" found in 
speech.
(iii) The integration of neural firing patterns representing speech sounds, or 
features, into plausible articulatory units (phonemes).
(iv) The assembly of articulatoiy units into plausible lexical structures (real words).
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(v) Combination of words to make sensible "language" given the context of the 
iteration (phrases, sentences).
The mechanism of hearing as outlined here is described in more detail by Fletcher (1953). 
The representation of auditory information is still not fully understood and thus it is difficult 
to discuss the physiological processes which enable the perception of sound and its 
categorisation. Here we may be satisfied by breaking down the process into necessary 
functions rather than explaining their mechanism.
2.2.2 The "robustness" or redundancy in speech
It is generally agreed that speech contains a high level of redundancy: it may distorted 
or degraded to a large degree before the information in it is lost. We must also remember that 
an axiom of information theory applies: roughly, if we know the likely information contained 
in the signal (i.e. we have a context) then we are more likely able to interpret the signal 
correctly.
Huckvale (1984) interestingly lists the hsts of processes shown above (i-v) in reverse 
order, however the question is not what came first; language or speech, but to what extent 
these levels interact. The importance of context may be exhibited by an example: at the start 
of a race the only sound of significance to a runner is the word "go". Therefore, his or her 
sound perception processes will be tuned to respond to this task. Huckvale goes on in his 
discussion to argue that the requirement that speech must satisfy rules at each level produces 
the robustness and redundancy of speech. However it could be argued that there must be 
interaction between the processes of different levels (i.e. i-v). This would allow the adaptive 
modification of recognition targets, such as being able to work withm given contexts, and 
recognise changes in context. (Studdert-Kennedy et al., 1970)
Whichever model is envisaged, there must be correct functioning at aU levels in order 
for good performance. The redundancy of much of the information in speech allows the use 
of implication and probabihstic decisions, alongside certain more physiological "hard wired" 
processes. "The whole is greater than the sum of the parts" is an apt description of the 
properties of the speech signal. It follows that the complexity of the recognition process will 
cause difficulties in the interpretation of speech hearing ability.
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2.3 Objective testing of the auditory system
We can now briefly survey the methods available to test the auditory system at the 
different levels described in the model above.
2.3.1 Outer ear tests
Only in the last twenty years has completely objective measurement of the properties 
of the more peripheral parts of the auditory system, the outer, middle and inner ear, become 
commonplace. The outer ear can be assessed by simple observation, however the ear drum 
can appear healthy even though it has the wrong properties for the correct transmission of 
vibration to the middle ear. Problems may arise if the ear drum is too thick or too thin, or too 
flaccid, such as may arise from the healing of injuries suffered early in life.
2.3.2 Middle ear tests
2.3.2.1 Tympanometry. The middle ear consists of a chain of small bones, the ossicles, 
that match the acoustic impedance of the outside air to those of the fluid in the inner ear. If 
the energy loss between drum and inner ear is too great, hearing loss results. This may arise 
if the ear drum has been damaged or if there is some stiffening of the ossicular chain. There 
may also be an increase in resistance due to otitis media build up in the middle ear. This 
matching system may be tested by acoustically exciting the ear drum whilst various static 
pressures are apphed in the ear canal. This gives us the acoustic comphance of the ear and 
is called Tympanometry.
2.3.2.2 Stapedial reflex. Another property of the middle ear is the stapedial reflex. At a 
certain sound level impinging on the ears, an involuntary response causes small muscles in 
the middle ears to tense, producing a change in the transmission properties of both ears. The 
lack of distinct change in the impedance measured at the drum often suggests a middle ear 
problem. There is also a contra-lateral stapedial reflex that indicates communication between 
both sides of the auditory system. This contra-lateral reflex may not be present in patients 
with certain central-auditory problems. It is also possible to evoke this reflex by means of 
other stimuli to the Vlf^ nerve.
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2.3.3 Inner ear tests
The inner ear consists of the vestibule, semi-circular canals and the cochlea, the latter 
being the only part of importance to hearing. The cochlea is a spiral shaped tube containing 
fluid in three cavities separated by two membranes, the basilar membrane and the tectorial 
membrane. The basilar membrane has an organ running along its surface, called the organ of 
Corti. This contains nerve terminals in the form of small hairs extending into the canal of the 
cochlea. These hair cells pick up relative movements between the basilar membrane and the 
tectorial membrane. The integrity of the hair cells may be tested by measurement of their 
normal minute reflex vibrations to presented signals (Kemp, 1978). This technique is passive 
and requires no cognitive responses from the subject. It is also non-invasive, requiring only 
that a small probe be inserted into the subject’s ear.
2.3.4 Tests of the auditory nerves
Objective techniques may be used in the detection of activity between the cochlea and 
the neural system (Reneau and Hnatiow, 1975). By presentation of particular signals to the 
subject’s ear certain patterns of neural activity may be detected electrically. These kinds of 
assessments are called evoked response audiometry (ERA). They are generally awkward, 
requiring that electrodes be attached to the patient’s head. These tests also have to be 
performed in electrically screened rooms due to the minute electrical voltages involved. They 
are becoming more frequently used as advanced technology becomes more widely available 
and are often used to confirm diagnosis made with results from subjective techniques such 
as speech audiometry. ERA techniques can also be applied to infants who are unable to 
express cognitive responses (Sewell, 1989).
2.3.5 Tomography
Computer tomography can be used in the identification of lesions in all parts of the 
body, not least the brain and its connections to other organs such as those of the ear. Hearing 
problems may be cause by lesion of the "hearing nerves" connected to the brain (Jerger and 
Jerger, 1981). Usually tomography would be carried out at a late stage for exact identification 
of hearing loss pathology and as an aid to planning surgery.
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2.4 The classification of subjects in speech audiometry
Speech perception is basically the task of matching the presented stimulus with one 
which has previously been experienced with an attached meaning. Thus if a stimulus is likely 
to be outside the firm knowledge of the subject then we can not assume that an error in 
perception is due to hearing loss, at any level: the demands of a subjective test must always 
lie within the abihties of the subject. In the case of a speech test it must be possible for 
subject to obtain and express the correct response. Audiometry is practised with every area 
of the community, not just with "normal" adults, thus we must identify problems that may 
arise and design tests to compensate.
This section serves merely as an introduction to some of the problems encountered in 
speech audiometry. In fact we find that there are many problems in the testing of even "ideal" 
subjects as we will see in later chapters.
2.4.1 Neonates
It is very important to identify sensory birth deficiencies at as early a stage as possible. 
We cannot generally use any subjective method of testing on neonates and so must resort to 
purely objective techniques. It is, however, possible to perform reaction tests at a later stage 
(within 1 to 3 years): a sound is presented to either side of an attentive child and there should 
be an instinctive head movement toward that sound. Sounds of various amphtude and 
frequency content may be used to build a picture of the child’s hearing sensitivity. In most 
cases these tests are conducted entirely manually using rattles and hand held tone generators.
2.4.2 Children
An attentive subject is always "useful" when conducting subjective experiments: thus 
it is necessary to design tests which are both productive, and interesting to the subject. Tests 
for adults can generally be apphed to children except that they must be made more 
immediately attractive, such as by providing a task that involves toys or pictures. In the case 
of speech tests it is also necessary to tailor the stimuh to the child’s knowledge of language 
such as achieved by authors such as Bench and Bamford (1979a) (see also 
Bench et al., 1979b). There may also be problems with presenting stimuli via headphones, 
either because of poor fitting or because of lack of cooperation.
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2.4.3 Adolescents/Young-Adults
There is a similar need with this group to employ an interesting task (or at least of 
short duration) in any kind of hearing test.
2.4.4 Adults
We assume that in reaching adulthood one has obtained a full grasp of language, thus 
we are able to use the fullest possible range of stimuh available to us. However, "people" will 
never be ideal subjects, it is still necessary to make the most efficient use of time in 
conducting audiometric investigations. It is also of benefit to have as simple tasks as possible 
so that the subject is soon famiharised and confident.
2.4.5 Elderly
Elderly patients probably form the largest group attending audiometric centres. Most 
hearing loss due to old age is attributed to Presbyacusis, usuaUy affecting both ears. Again 
procedures should be simple and obvious to speed up procedures and keep the subject 
confident.
2.4.6 Mentally Handicapped
Mental handicap produces similar problems to those experienced with children, with 
the additional problem that the learning of even very simple tasks may be difficult.
2.4.7 Physicahy Handicapped
Problems in using audiology with the physical handicapped usuaUy only arise if the 
person has basic speech impediment. It is possible to perform speech audiometry if there is 
some method to check responses, such as by using multiple choice designs.
2.4.8 Hearing-Impaired
It is well known that hearing impairment suffered early in life will restrict the 
development of language skills. The import of this is discussed by Bench 
and Bamford (1979a), they assess the language usage of both normal, and hearing-impaired 
children for the purposes of developing speech-hearing tests and material.
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2.4.9 Ethnic-minorities
The process of human speech perception is still not fully understood and therefore it 
is difficult to quantify how multi-hngual subjects are likely to perform in a speech test 
conducted, for example, in a second language (Stevens and Jones, 1989). There is also a 
difficulty in interpreting responses which are produced with incorrect accent. These problems 
do not apply to ethnic-minorities alone but also to groups originating in different native areas. 
One of the best examples of this is experienced with recordings of Boothroyd’s English word 
lists. The hsts were originally phonemically balanced, given that they would be spoken in a 
Northem-English accent. However, standard recordings of these hsts are available (AB(S) 
recordings - Markides, 1978) recorded with a Southem-English accent, in this case they are 
not, strictly, phonemically balanced. Another problem arises in using the Southem-English 
recording with Northem-English speakers and with Ethnic groups who speak, for example, 
Gujarati as first language. Allowances can and should be made for hnguistic differences such 
as these (James et al., 1991 and 1992). Provided that normal measures can be obtained and 
that the subjects first language can be identified speech audiometry can still be apphed 
usefuhy to ethnic groups.
2.5 Standard Practice in Audiometry - The Investigation of hearing problems
The first signs of hearing impairment are frequently reported by the sufferers 
themselves, often as a difficulty in understanding speech. Initial investigation usually involves 
questioning a patient about the symptoms encountered. Objective assessment first consists of 
direct observation of the ear using an otoscope. Later, techniques known as acoustic 
impedance audiometry or tympanometry may be used to make measurements of a patient’s 
middle ear function. These tests provide objective information about the conductive abihty 
of the patient’s ears.
A Pure-tone sensitivity test is used for further investigation of the patient’s auditory 
system. The sensitivity is measured by obtaining levels at which pure tones of various 
frequencies may just be heard by the patient, called pure tone thresholds. These thresholds 
may be obtained by an adaptive procedure such as the "Manchester" method (ISO 6189: 
1983). Another measurement commonly made is the maximum comfort level for pure tones 
(i.e. the level at which the patient complains that a sound is just too loud for comfort). Such
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measurements are usually undertaken on a one to one basis, the tests being administered to 
the patient by a qualified audiometric technician. Sounds are presented either via a headset 
or by using loudspeakers in a suitable environment. The results from these tests are then 
presented in a standard format for interpretation by the consultant physician.
Pure-tone tests give an indication of overall sensitivity, but not of the ability to 
discriminate different sounds. Tests of discrimination and identification are described in more 
detail in Chapter 3. To measure discrimination or identification there are many kinds of 
speech test available, but it is normal to use a simple identification test in the initial 
investigation of hearing problems. The patient is presented with hsts of words presented at 
different levels and asked to repeat what was said. A fractional score is thus obtained for 
various presentation levels. Words may be presented via headphones or loudspeakers, or hve 
by a trained speaker.
2.6 The format of test results
Tympanometry results (a tympanogram) are usually presented as a plot of the variation 
of the compliance of the patient’s middle ear, measured using a 226 Hz pure tone for a range 
of steady pressures applied in the ear canal. These results are often printed automatically by 
the tympanometer.
The pure tone threshold graphs or audiograms are shown in Figure 2.1a for left (X) 
and right (O) ears. In this case the recipient has ’normal’ pure-tone sensitivity, thresholds 
being around 0 dB hearing level (HL) for each ear. When a patient has one normal and one 
very badly affected ear, a tone presented to the bad ear may be more easily detectable by the 
opposite (normal) ear due to conduction of the sound through the bones of the head. 
Erroneous results are produced if this effect is not taken into account by, for example, 
"masking" the opposite ear with a masking noise. (Where used, the right ([) and left Q) 
brackets are for denoting masked bone conduction thresholds, not shown on this audiogram).
The speech test graph in Figure 2.1b shows a plot of phonemic (%) score against 
speech level for each ear. The Speech Reception Threshold (SRT) is given by the presentation 
level at which a 50% score was obtained. The normal range for SRT is up to 30 dB (Speech 
Level). In the example the patient had normal hearing in the right ear with an SRT of 10 
dB (Speech Level) and a "normal" speech curve. For a "normal" speech curve a maximum
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Figure 2.1. Examples of (a) pure-tone audiogram and (b) speech audiogram presentation. Results are given 
for right (O) and left (X) ears, and (*) right ear masked in left ear speech test.
(100%) score is obtained at around 50 dB (Speech Level) and there is no reduction in score 
with further increase in presentation level. The left ear in this case is abnormal even though 
the SRT hes at only a slightly higher level of around 20 dB (Speech Level): with this speech 
curve a 100% score is not attained at any level and there is a reduction in score with increase 
in presentation level above 50 dB (Speech Level). The (*) denotes a measurement made for 
the left ear with some masking noise applied to the other ear. As with pure-tones, masking
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noise is frequently used in this way when the ear being tested has been shown to have poor 
sensitivity.
2.7 The Classification of Hearing Loss
2.7.1 Abnormalities in the pure tone and speech audiograms
There are two classes of hearing loss: conductive hearing losses are due to losses in 
the transmission of vibrations between the outer ear and the inner ear (or cochlea). Losses 
occurring in the cochlea and between the cochlea and the brain are termed sensorineural. 
These losses manifest themselves in different ways depending on the test. For example purely 
conductive losses tend to shift the position of tone or speech sensitivity curves, whereas other 
kinds of loss tend to change the shape of these curves.
2.7.2 Conductive hearing loss
Purely conductive losses are indicated by a loss in pure tone sensitivity and shift in 
the position of the normal speech curve or the SRT. However, if the tympanogram does not 
indicate an unusual compliance then the loss may be sensorineural and it is not due to a 
fault in the middle-ear but is due to dysfunction of the inner ear. A normal pure tone 
audiogram is given for example in Figure 2.1a. We would expect for a purely conductive loss 
for the whole curve to be shifted down the graph.
2.7.3 Sensorineural hearing loss
Noise induced hearing loss is often indicated by an increase in the threshold of hearing 
with frequency, or in some cases, loss in sensitivity over a particular frequency range. This 
effect would be shown up most obviously in pure tone sensitivities, however there will also 
be a change in the shape of speech audiogram since the recognition of certain words may be 
highly dependent on particular frequency ranges.
An abnormal speech audiogram is shown for the left ear in Figure 2.1b. As described 
above there is no attainment of 100% score at any presentation level and there is a decrease 
in score with increase in presentation level above 50 dB (termed ’roll-over’). Abnormal 
speech curves may indicate the presence of a non-conductive loss. Discrepancies between the 
shift in pure tone threshold and shift in SRT may also indicate a sensorineural loss
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(Carhart, 1946). Such losses can be further Investigated by, for example. Evoked Response 
Audiometry. In the case of Figure 2.1b the shape of the left ear speech curve is indicative of 
a condition known as acoustic neuroma (see Jerger and Jerger, 1981 and Smith, 1990). The 
relationship between speech hearing deterioration and ERA was studied by Debruyne (1989).
2.7.4 Central-auditory dysfunction
Various tests exist for the detection of particular conditions, these tests generally 
concentrate on the integration of information from both ears. For example, the integration of 
speech sounds from both ears may be tested using the ’staggered’ presentation of speech 
sounds. In the central auditory nervous system (CANS) test filtered speech is presented to 
each ear so that the subject receives insufficient cues to identify the stimuh in isolation but 
by addition of the two filtered signals the original signal is reconstructed in its entirety 
(Katz, 1962). Other tests may be devised which ask the subject to localise, or name the 
direction of origin of the stimuh.
2.8 Summary
The objective methods described above used especially in a test battery are very useful 
in the quantification of hearing loss. They are particularly concentrated on the conductive part 
of the hearing chain. The pure tone tests are also very useful in identifying the gross qualities 
of the auditory system; sensitivity and frequency response and resolution. However, ’’the proof 
is in the pudding” in that even if these measurements are relatively normal it may be that an 
individual still is unable to integrate the raw signals into something identifiable.
We have seen in Section 2.5 that hearing loss is classified in terms of the results from 
some of the tests currently used. This inflexibility could be countered with test designs which 
converge on the properties of the loss in question. It seems unnecessary to ’’throw” a large 
number of stimuh at the patient in order to track down a specific problem.
In a discussion of the various approaches to speech audiometric testing, one might ask 
what kind of material will give us the most efficient and accurate results; the human auditory 
system is complex, there are many aspects that we are interested in. Are we interested in a 
patient’s overall ability to perceive speech, or do we wish to fine tune rehabilitative measures 
such as the provision of hearing aids? Real speech tests are not always satisfactory as
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currently used in two respects; speed and accuracy. There is also a need to integrate more 
specialised tests, such as speech pattern audiometry (Huckvale, 1984), into the diagnostic 
chain. Starting with the scope of real speech tests, the usefulness of segmental speech tests 
may be enhanced by applying them to suspected problems that are indicated by less sensitive 
real speech tests. In the next chapter we discuss the theory of speech audiometry and the 
design of speech audiometric tests.
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Achilles: You say that the parts are "independent", yet that can’t be literally true. 
There has to be some coordination between them, otherwise when they were put 
together one would just have an unsystematic clashing o f tones—and that is as far 
from the truth as could be.
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3 TEST STRUCTURES
Introduction
In this chapter we bring together information relating to the theory of audiometry and 
how tests may be designed to work in practice.
Speech material may be presented in hsts, or individual words may be used to obtain 
results for a given situation. The manner in which the words is presented wih dictate the 
kinds of result made available. Frequently it is the case that the easier the test is to conduct, 
the less informative it may be; however it should be possible to optimise the use of a test in 
a given situation. It is thus necessary to discuss the concepts behind a variety of tests to 
deduce the possible results and predict where errors might occur, and, if errors do occur, 
estimate their magnitude.
3.1 Theory
We first look at some results obtained with various source materials presented under 
various conditions. From these we build a theory for speech perception, looking at speech on 
different levels. The interaction of information in speech perception was tackled by 
Morton (1969), most attempts since look at particular features and results, here we try to 
bring together the various factors involved in speech perception relevant to audiometry.
3.1.1 The inteUigibihty of different source materials
Various studies have concentrated on the effects of bandwidth and noise level on the 
inteUigibihty of speech forms. Speaks (1967) showed the interactions of bandwidth and 
presentation level on the inteUigibihty of sentences. His work highhghted the use that the 
subject can make of hnguistic context in the recognition of sentences. SpecificaUy he showed 
that the inteUigibihty of sentence material is less sensitive to bandwidth restrictions than had 
been observed for mono-syUables (French and Steinburg, 1947 and Pollack, 1948). He also 
showed that the shapes of the inteUigibihty curves are different for sentences and mono- 
syUables for the same change of filter characteristics.
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In the assessment of communication systems, optimum listening conditions are 
normally used, including the use of normally hearing subjects. However, Cooper and 
Cutts (1971) studied the effects of noise on the discrimination of monosyllables for both 
normal and hearing impaired subjects. They utilised a high presentation level so that any 
effects observed should have been due only to the signal to noise ratio and the hearing 
impairment. The study showed a similar increase in performance with increasing signal to 
noise ratio for both groups under the optimum conditions, though the overall performance of 
the impaired subjects was around 25% lower than the normals. This showed an interaction 
between hearing impairment and noise.
From these kinds of studies we can see not only the interactive effects between 
conditions but also a strong dependence on the type of speech material used, reflecting non- 
linearities due to the introduction of a linguistic context. This leads us to believe that there 
will be parallel interactive effects within a single lexical context at the phonemic level. We 
may predict, for example, from the evidence of the differences in intelligibility between high 
and low predictabihty meaningful sentences, that isophonemic word hsts wih be rendered 
inhomogeneous under certain conditions. This may arise because of the effects of context 
within the words, which is not normaUy controlled.
3.1.2 Feature perception
As soon as we deal with speech perception at any level we involve context; that is, 
knowledge of speech structures helps us to perceive speech. When confronted with a speech 
sound we automaticaUy try to interpret a meaning, we try to fit the sound to something we 
know. Thus it is impossible to use real words in the measurement of our perceptual abilities
without the problem of lexical context effects.
Let us assume that every single-syUable word has a number of unique acoustic features 
72;. Then,
p[correct perception] depends on n.. [3.1]
That is, the subject may hear the acoustic features, try to interpret them and then repeat them. 
Now if the number of received acoustic features is n^ such that:
plcorrect perception ! n =  n.] = I. [3.2]
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Then by removing some features, leaving < n^ .
plcorrect perception /  «y < n.] < 1. [3.3]
The exact dependence of recognition probabihty on the quantity «y has been suggested as 
being a power function of the quantity n^  (Boothroyd and Nittrouer, 1989), here we will leave 
it as being some function of n^ .
plcorrect recognition /  n^ = f{n^. [3.4]
3.1.3 The effects of physical resolution on features
It is clear that reducing the dynamic range of the signal will remove certain 
information across all frequencies, whereas reducing the bandwidth wiU remove selected 
frequency components.
= nfn., r ,^ r). [3.5]
Where r^ , is the bit resolution which for digital signals limits the dynamic range, and is the 
temporal resolution or bandwidth. Thus and effectively define an area in the frequency 
domain in which values may be defined, n^  is the total area representing the information in 
the speech signal and n^  is the area formed by the intersection of n^  and x (see 
Figure 3.1).
The presentation level of the speech effectively limits the value of ny by further raising 
the horizontal line bounding the bottom of the area representing n^ . Thus an increase in 
dynamic range will not necessarily increase nj- if the presentation level is too low (see 
Figure 3.1). The reason for this is the threshold of human hearing, which is a meta-restriction 
on r^ ,. The factor r^ , imposes the maximum dynamic range on the signal, and the presentation 
level imposes the actual dynamic range available to the subject. Thus if the presentation level 
is high enough, the speech signal will appear to be accompanied by noise due to this upper 
hmit on the dynamic range imposed by the resolution of the system.
The bandwidth has a selective effect in that it removes information depending only 
on the spectral quahties of the information. Looking at the spectral form of a particular 
section of speech will show what is present in an articulatory unit, or phone. Figures 3.2 (a), 
(b) and (c), show the spectra of a slice of speech, from an articulation of the word "cheese”
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Figure 3.1 The effect of - bit resolution on dynamic range and r, - temporal resolution on bandwidth.
taken at different points. Inset are time amplitude traces of the sample "cheese" the arrow 
indicates the approximate position where the spectral shce was taken in each case. The spectra 
were obtained by Fourier transformation using 1024 points about the time of interest (12-bit 
resolution). The first, 3.2(a) shows the first phone "ch", there is a rise in level around the area 
2 to 5 kHz with a less prominent feature below 1 kHz. The 2 to 5 kHz rise is the "noisy" 
sound of the palatial-dental fricative "ch". Figure 3.2(b) shows the formants of the vowel "ee" 
first peak and make a plateau with accompanying breath noise. Finally, Figure 3.2(c) shows 
the higher pitched "whistle" of the "ss" around 5 kHz. What can also be seen are the relative 
intensities of the characterising features, the vowel feature "ee" in 3.2(b) being around 20 dB 
more intense than the consonantal features in 3.2(a) and 3.2(c); this is generally the case. 
Thus, as the resolution of the signal is reduced the consonantal features of the speech signal 
are lost first; the same is true when the presentation level is reduced, both these factors have 
an effect on the dynamic range of the signal and thus the signal to noise ratio at all 
frequencies.
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Figure 3.2 Spectral ’slices’ of the word ’cheese’ taken at (a) 0.125, (b) 0.25, and (c) 0.6 seconds through 
the total duration of 0.82 seconds.
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3.1.4 The perception of phonemes
The effects of the test conditions imposed on the physical features of the speech signal 
have been mentioned above. We now build the phonemic speech units Jfrom basic acoustic 
features. This process is proposed by supporters of the phonetic model of speech perception 
(Repp, 1982), who claim that phonemes are the fundamental perceptual units we use to 
categorise speech sounds.
Though phonemes are claimed to be fundamental units, their categorisation has been 
shown to depend, generally, on more than one physical parameter (Massaro and Oden, 1980), 
such that the perceptual unit could be said to lie within a field in a two or more parameter 
space (Lyregaard, 1987). The discrimination of these perceptual units will be easier at the 
phoneme level when in the context of some occurrences than in others because:
(i-a) The actual physical structure of the phoneme varies depending on the 
context of the utterance - one feature may be physically more prominent in one 
situation than in another. This means that the phoneme may "survive" under 
a condition in one context but not in another.
(i-b) Considering acoustic features alone, some features may in effect, obscure 
others. That is, some critical features are shown to be more indicative in some 
cases than others for a given phonetic contrast. So that if a test condition 
removes a critical feature suggesting the identity of a phoneme, there may only 
remain some other feature which is contradictory in its isolation to the actual 
identity of the phoneme.
(i-c) The occurrence of the phonetic unit may be predicted from the remaining 
known information, by knowledge of lexical structure. This is in some ways 
similar to (ii-a) below.
Due to the particular environment in which a phoneme occurs, it may be that there is 
increased information in the vowel sound as to the identity of the word or single consonant- 
vowel beginning or vowel-consonant ending. This is often heard as a characteristic transition 
in the voice sound when merging the pronunciation of the consonants and vowel, and is called 
co-articulation. Co-articulation occurs most obviously in the pronunciations of diphthongs
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such as "veil" and "fail". In this case the "1" sound is predictable from the characteristic 
transition in the formants. Let us take a mono-syllabic word form, if we use phonetic 
representation:
[q][v j[c j. [3.6]
That is, a consonant vowel consonant combination.
If CjVi, or V1C2  are coirectly perceived then by linguistic elimination (i-c), the 
probabilities of correct re-iteration of Cg or c^  respectively, are:
p [q  /  CjVj ^  p[c^. [3.7]
p[Ci /  ^  p[cj. [3.8]
So the individual phoneme will most likely be harder to perceive out of context, but 
its probability of being inferred correctly will still depend on the particular situation.
3.1.5 The perception of Words
Let us now treat the smallest hst constituents as being whole words, in this case real 
English words. The reasons for the list constituents, the words, having different difficulties 
are hsted in James et al. (1991 and 1992) and include:
(ii-a) Linguistic frequency effects (Broadbent, 1967, and Rosenzweig and 
Postman, 1957). These were described by Boothroyd (1968a) as being first 
order word context effects.
(ii-b) The number of similar sounding words (i.e. rhyming) and the 
distinguishability of these words, (i.e. how similar they sound)
(ii-c) Non-linear combination of the previous two effects (i) and (ii). For 
example there may be many frequently used words which sound very similar 
as opposed to a small number of words which are in some respects similar.
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Points (il) tell us that even if there were no featural-phonetic context effects, there 
would still be unequal recognition probabilities between words. These effects are looked at 
more closely by Lyregaard (1976) in a study into the relationship of familiarity and 
recognition.
3.1.5.1 Familiarity and Phonetic similarity. Lyregaard treats the probabihty of recognition 
(intelligibility) initially as the probability of a word being responded for the stimulus word 
Wj, thus we have the relationship,
P{w.\wp  = Pp/.. [3.9]
where j3,- is related to the famiharity of the word and is the phonemic similarity of the 
words Wj and Wf. Therefore the intelligibility /  of the word Wj is given by:
= 1 -  E  ( W  [3.10]
He then uses this definition in an example when the acoustic intensity is zero: here we can
look at another example, consider a sound that sounds equally like two words, such that,
% = % [3.11]
and therefore,
p(w^\w) = PjYg, [3.12]
This leads us to the conclusion that is equal to thus in this treatment the familiarity
p is a property of the sound of a word and not semantics. Thus when using the frequency of 
usage to assess famiharity we should treat all homophones and homonyms as the same word.
The phonemic similarity y is a harder factor to derive from objective measurement as 
it is in essence a function of the listening conditions and the hearing of the hstener. We also 
would like to know what the likely set of confusable words is for a given word w,., 
ostensibly Lyregaard assumes an infinite set of Wj. Some attempt at a solution of this problem 
is made by authors such as Foster and Haggard (1979) and Fairbanks (1958) by allowing the 
test recipient a fixed set of possible responses. Rather than enforcing this kind of solution, the
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process of recognition may be treated by direct observation of the selection of candidates for 
the stimulus word.
3.1.5.2 Cohort Dynamics. This approach has been used by Wayland et al. (1989) in the 
analysis of recognition of gated words. The first step in this approach is to "measure" the 
likely information available to the subject. This is difficult in a normal audiological situation 
since it requires pre-knowledge of the subject’s hearing. In experimental situations we could 
choose normally hearing subjects, but this still only gives us the scope of the information 
presented to the subject, that is the quality of the signal. At this stage we might want to use 
phonetics in comparing the similarity of the stimuh to other words. For Wayland et al. the 
choice of using gated speech as stimuh allowed easy prediction of similar sounding 
candidates. In the case of using words presented at different levels as stimuli, the collecting 
of similar groups (cohorts) is more difficult.
Lyregaard’s model and the cohort model suggest if the word sounds similar to the 
stimulus then it might be confused with the stimulus. Famiharity may be used in combination 
with the cohort model: it must be remembered, however, that the cohort model also allows 
complete rejection of words from the set Wj for w,-, whereas for Lyregaard’s model there could 
be a very diverse set of Wj. Using both these approaches, however, we confirm the intuitive 
assumption that recognition probabihty will be increased given that the number and likelihood 
of possible confusions is low.
If we are to reahse a complete model of speech perception we must finaUy account 
for the influence of contextual information encountered at the sentence (or meaning) level of 
language. The substance of the response cohorts wül depend upon the implications gained 
from the grammatical structure already recognised and upon the instrinsic structure of the 
dialogue as suggested by the influence of intonation contours on the recognition of words 
(Ainsworth et al., 1979).
3.2 List-Score Tests
Most tests developed over the years have incorporated the use of fractional scoring. 
This would seem to be the most obvious approach: to present equivalent lists under different
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conditions and thus obtain a fractional score for each condition, indicating the effect of the 
condition on the intelligibility of speech.
3.2.1 Isophonemic Lists
The most used test for speech-hearing impairment in this country over the last twenty 
years has been the AB monosyllabic word hsts developed by Boothroyd (1968a and 1968b). 
These use the principle of phonemic balance to achieve inter-list equivalence. The responses 
to presented words are marked phonemically such that a maximum score of three is 
obtainable for each word.
3.2.2 Sentence Lists
Other list tests have been developed using sentences, such as those by Fry (1961) and 
more recently. Bench et al. (1979b). These tests were designed to overcome some of the 
problems associated with isophonemic word-lists by using overall sentence context to add 
further inter-list balancing. The test developed by Bench et al. (the BKB sentence lists) goes 
further and controls the structure of the sentences, by grammatical and vocabulary restriction. 
Other methods of context control have been used: using nonsensical sentences (Speaks, 1967) 
and by controlling word predictabtiity (Kahkow et al., 1977 and Morgan et al., 1981). 
Responses in such tests may be marked correct if they contain a key words as specified in 
the design, rather than complete repetition of the stimuli.
3.2.3 Scoring Rationale
Using the theories of speech perception described above in 3.1 we may expect that the 
many factors involved will unbalance the isophonemic designs, particularly when the 
presentation conditions adversely affect those physical qualities of the speech sounds critical 
to the perception of the whole word. The various contextual effects will probably be most 
significant where conditions produce around 50% intelligibility. At this level some words 
whose perception is heavily dependent upon on many physical features wtil be entirely lost 
whereas other, more robust, words will be intelligible on the basis of a few physical features.
An assessment of intelligibility based on the number of correctly perceived phonetic 
units for each hst could therefore be inaccurate, especially if dealing with only one subject.
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This has obvious and important ramifications for speech audiometry as currently practised 
since word-hsts are widely used.
"Whole word" scoring may be used; with this procedure there are some different 
problems. The probabihty of perceiving the whole word correctly is not simply the product 
of the probabilities of correct perceptions of the first consonant, the vowel and the second 
consonant:
piwhole word correct] ^  p[c^p[v^p[v^. [3.13]
Whole word scoring turns uncertainty in one or more elements into a zero score, thus giving 
a pessimistic intelligibility measure, and not necessarily a more useful or accurate one.
There are also problems with the statistical treatment of ratio scores (Howell, 1982) 
encountered with word-hsts and with ceihng effects as encountered by James et al. (1991 and 
1992). The fundamental axiom of general statistical theory is that of the shape of the normal 
distribution. This ahows an infinite range of values, albeit the probabihty of 
encountering extremes wiU converge to zero. With ratio scoring systems the distribution of 
results has very definite limits (i.e. between 0 and 1) thus normal statistical treatment, such 
as calculating standard deviations or testing validity, will fall down. A second problem arises 
when conditions do not ahow, for example, the perception of particular sounds, or non­
perception in most cases, thus providing false hmits on the range of results and giving offsets 
to the range of the ratio score. (This is shown very clearly in the results of the experiment 
described in Section 4.3 where the presence of the vowel increases the floor, and certain 
words remain unintelhgible under the best of conditions, creating a ceihng.)
3.3 Forced Choice tests
In this type of test the subject is given a choice of possible responses to a given 
stimulus word. Several forced-choice tests have been developed, most notably by Foster and 
Haggard (1979 and 1984), the Four Alternative Auditory Feature Test (FAAF), and Fairbanks 
(1958), the Diagnostic Rhyme Test (DRT). These tests vary in the number and type of choices 
available to the subject and the effects of variable word difficulty are reduced. There are other 
variants on the theme of rhyme tests such as described by Grose and Pick (1979).
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3.3.1 Forced-choice and phonemic balance
In both these designs (FAAF and DRT), however, a phonemicaUy balanced design is 
still used: aU the choices for a given stimulus may themselves be interchanged and used as 
stimuh. There still seem to be some imbalance between the "equivalent groups" as is shown 
in the FAAF test manual (Foster and Haggard, 1984).
3.3.2 Identification versus Discrimination
The task of identification is in effect replaced by discrimination with forced-choice 
designs. We might expect to remove some of the effects of famiharity mentioned above by 
restricting the size of the cohort for the target word. Thus we might hope to be left with only 
the effects of feature and phonemic perception: these are used by making the possible 
response words very close in articulatory structure to the target word and the selection of 
response relies upon discriminating between smah contrasts. Again it seems the attempt is 
foiled by the differences in "Robustness" between phonemes in different contexts and perhaps 
by higher level factors such as famiharity. This is shown, for example, by the great 
differences in subjective difficulty of the words within the response groups used in the FAAF 
test (Foster and Haggard, 1984).
3.4 Adaptive Tests
The use of adaptive procedures in psycho-acoustics is reviewed by Levitt (1970), who 
describes them as "up-down" methods; the use of sequential tests where the test parameter 
is varied according to the experimental data already collected. In speech testing we may 
define the iQim positive response as being a word being repeated correctly or, in the case of 
sentence tests, a whole phrase being repeated correctly. The case of 2i positive response would 
ehcit a reduction in level for the next presentation in a speech audiometric test (or indeed a 
change of conditions which is expected to reduce the intelligibihty of speech), this is called 
the simple up-down method. Levitt also describes other up-down strategies where the 
adjustment of conditions is dependent on more than one previous data point (for example he 
mentions the rules employed by Levitt and Rabiner (1967) for intelligibility testing). The 
principle of the simple up-down technique is to converge on the threshold (50% correct point) 
of the subject’s hearing, using the other methods mentioned by Levitt other points may be 
obtained such as 70% recognition.
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The use of speech stimuli in adaptive testing provides a few distinct problems from 
those using simple stimuh such as tones: the principle assumption with up-down methods is 
that the experimental parameter makes the only modifications to the test stimuli (i.e. loudness, 
frequency), that is we are working within a continuum. However, with speech we necessarily 
present a different word for each trial, thus changing the stimulus completely. It is obvious 
therefore that we must know rather more about each stimulus than just, for example, it being 
a word in common use. One of the principal developments described in this thesis is that of 
an adaptive speech test. In this test we use stimuli which are deemed well behaved from 
previous experimentation. For extra stabihty we present pairs of words of which we know one 
is more inteUigible than the other (under the conditions as set out), thus we may predict the 
outcome for situations such as, above threshold, below threshold and at threshold. There are 
other approaches to this problem such as ignoring the fact that the results never settle at a 
particular point, instead the method is used to collect results about some mean settling point. 
Some of the adaptive tests described below employ this approach, this is also used in the 
experimentation described in Chapters 7.
3.4.1 Adaptive testing with mono-syllables
Dermody and Mackie (1987) describe earher work on adaptive testing using mono­
syllables (Bode and Carhart, 1974, Levitt and Rabiner, 1967, Dirks, Morgan and Dubno, 
1982). They also show an example of the results from an adaptive test using the simple up- 
down method (outlined above). They use the apparent "wandering" or oscillation of the data 
points about the threshold, in the assessment of the standard error and confidence intervals 
of the technique: the greater the oscillation (or number of reversals) the smaller the standard 
error. It is also possible to calculate other List-Score type results such as PB^^x (Chapter 2) 
and the slope of the speech audiogram curve (Haughton, 1989) from adaptive data. 
Haughton (1989) also incorporated forced-choice alternatives using a simple up-down 
procedure.
3.4.2 Adaptive sentence tests
One of the advantages of adaptive testing seems to be the reduction in the number of 
test stimuh required to obtain results compared, for example, to List-Score tests. Since the use 
of sentences in speech testing naturally requires more storage space (and often greater
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test time), adaptive procedures may be well applied to sentence tests. Plomp and 
Mimpen (1979) use a simple up-down adaptive procedure in the design of an accurate test 
for the determination of the SRT for sentences. Macleod and Summerfield (1990) use a 
similar approach except that the test may also be used for the assessment of audio-visual 
thresholds and thus used to estimate visual benefit to speech recognition. Both these authors 
used phonemic and grammatical constraints on the content of the test material to combat the 
unsteadying effects of context and familiarity on test results.
3.5 Summary and Conclusions
In the opening section of this chapter we described the structure of speech and its 
relationship to recognition. In the following sections we described the contributions of various 
authors to the problems associated with the measurement of speech perception in various 
situations. It seems that the List-Score designs outlined in section 3.2 have largely been 
superseded by the Forced-Choice methods and adaptive procedures, at least for laboratory 
work. The principle of phonemic balance is questioned by James et al. (1991 and 1992), and 
by the other authors mentioned above in their search for alternatives: there are also problems 
inherent in the analysis of results from list type tests in the treatment of the ratio scores 
obtained. It would seem also that the performance of Forced-Choice designs, such as the 
FAAF, is also affected by the problems with phonemic balance. Adaptive procedures seem 
to be the answer to such problems; many authors have sought to increase the reliabihty of 
these tests by using both ad-hoc phonemic and grammatical controls and post-hoc re-sorting 
of the test material.
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Tortoise: Oh, yes. Well, you see, the crab came over to visit one day. You must 
understand that he's always had a weakness for fancy gadgets, and at that time he 
was quite an aficionado for, o f all things, record players. He had just bought his first 
record player, and being somewhat gullible, believed every word the salesman had 
told him about it—in particular, that it was capable o f reproducing any and all 
sounds. In short, he was convinced that it was a Perfect phonograph.
Achilles: Naturally, I  suppose you disagreed.
Tortoise: True, but he would hear nothing of my arguments. He staunchly maintained 
that any sound whatever was reproducible on his machine. Since I  couldn't convince 
him of the contrary, 1 left it at that. But not long after that, I returned the visit, taking 
with me a record o f a song which I  had myself composed. The song was called "I 
Cannot Be Ployed on Record Player 1".
Achilles: Rather unusual. Was it a present for the Crab?
Tortoise: Absolutely. I  suggested that we listen to it on his new phonograph, and he 
was very glad to oblige me. So he put it on. But unfortunately, after only a few notes, 
the record player began vibrating rather severely, and then with a loud "pop", broke 
into a large number o f fairly small pieces, scattered all about the room. The record 
was utterly destroyed also, needless to say.
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4 SPEECH AND COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY
Introduction
In this chapter the technology available for the implementation of audiometry using 
digital and computerised systems is examined. The first section, 4.1, covers available 
hardware that could be considered viable for general use in hospital clinics. In this section 
we also consider what might be required to make up a fully operational audiometer system.
The second section, 4.2, reviews more specifically the techniques available for speech 
recording and reproduction with a view to choosing a suitable format for a future system. The 
choice of this format wiU largely be dictated by the technology available and our own quality 
requirements. Finally an experiment is described in Section 4.3 which was designed to 
investigate the use of digitised speech, employing speech material widely used in the clinical 
practice. Thus we review both the problems of the old analogue systems and look at some of 
the problems with the new digital technology.
4.1 Computers and ’’enabling" technology
The technological requirements of our system fall into two parts; the actual 
reproduction of signals such as speech and the method of access to these signals.
With the first part we need to address two problems; how to store the signal data and 
how to reproduce them. Thus we need to investigate storage requirements, data transfer and 
conversion. Doing a rough calculation based on 16-bit pulse code modulation (the most 
common digital signal format), we might require data rates of 80 kilobytes per second to 
obtain a 10 kHz bandwidth two-channel signal (for contra-lateral signals). This is easily 
achieved by using a hard wired system such as a CD-Audio, however we also need to able 
to manipulate the signal, such as change the output level or add noise. Thus we require 
facilities either to process the data directly or make additional signals.
The second part of the requirement deals with the environment in which the 
reproduction is found. That is, how a user may access the data and record the results. This 
requires an interface coupled to some processing power. It seems certain that a computer 
system would fill the second requirement with some additional hardware.
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4.1.1 Storage
4.1.1.1 Media. The amount of storage space required for speech reproduction would be 
dictated by the method of coding and our quality requirements (see Section 4.2). Let us 
approach the question of media by looking at the advantages in terms of byte for byte size 
and access speed.
Media Type Typical Access Time Transfer Rates Capacity
Floppy Disc^ 94 ms 70 KByte/sec 1.4 MByte
Winchester Disk 10-40 ms 800 KByte/sec 30-600 MByte
Cartridge^ 500+ ms 100 KByte/sec 160 MByte
CD Optical ROM^ 800 ms 153 KByte/sec 500 MByte
CD Optical R/W 28 ms 512 KByte/sec 128 MByte
DAT^ 800 ms 183 KByte/sec 1.3 GByte
Static RAM 60-100 ns 8 MByte/sec 0.2-4 MByte
Cache RAM 20-40 ns 20 MByte/sec 1-64 KByte
Table 4.1. The specifications of various types of computer storage media. Some figures are taken from 
specific devices; 1. Citizen 3.5" OSDA, 2. Memory Technology, 3. Hitachi CDR-3500, 4. Pinnacle 
Micro REO-130, 5. Pinnacle Micro DAT-1300.
We can see from Table 4.1, as a general rule, the larger the capacity of the medium the 
slower the access times (with the notable exception of floppy disc). Typical specifications are 
improving rapidly all the time and there are probably already better versions than these 
available.
In practice there are always extra considerations to be taken into account, such as; 
noise generation, pure tones, stereo presentation, real-time user interaction. These have a 
tendency to limit the achievable transfer rates.
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4.1.1.2 Format. Pulse Code Modulated speech signals are usually recorded in a raw binary 
format since this does not require any other conversion before being converted back to an 
analogue signal. Unfortunately some systems are not always binary byte or more usually 
binary word compatible (e.g. the differences between systems using 68000 series processors 
and 8086 series processors) thus it might be useful to use an ASCII character format to 
support a wider range of systems.
Effective storage capacity can be increased by software compaction of the data. 
Though increasing the storage available, this invariably leads to longer access times and lower 
effective transfer rates because the data has to be de-compacted before use or analysis. 
Typical compaction ratios of 3:2 can be achieved by programs such as (Masscomp 5300/5400) 
"compact", which use an adaptive Huffman code (Gallager, 1978). Compaction systems 
specially designed for use with audio signals are still under development. These are able to 
compact 16 bit audio into 4 bits using such processes as adaptive delta pulse code modulation 
(ADPCM). Until practical devices are available to do this in real-time it is unlikely that there 
will be any use for these in the everyday reproduction of speech for audiometry.
4.1.2 More About Signal Generation
If we are using a digital system for signal generation there is always a point where we 
must convert the digitised signal to an analogue signal (since this is the type of signal which 
may be received by the ear!). This is done using a solid state Digital to Analogue Converter 
(DAC) which regenerates a single sample of the signal in every clock cycle. Whatever the 
original data format, the end device will usually be a Pulsed Code Converter or less 
frequently a Delta-Demodulator (see 4.2). In both cases the signal reconstruction is not 
entirely accurate and its quality depends on two basic parameters; sampling rate and bit 
resolution (Papamachalis, 1980, and Sinclair, 1988).
* Note: At the time of writing the reverse is true. This is due to a significant increase in the relative 
speed of de-compression compared to data transfer rates to and from disk.
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4.1.2.1 Sampling Rate. The Sampling rate hmits the bandwidth of the signal. Specifically, 
the reliable bandwidth will be slightly less than half the sampling frequency and limited by 
the cutoff frequency of filtering applied to the signal on recording and reproduction to prevent 
aliasing noise (Sinclair, 1988). The lower the sampling rate, the smaller the number of 
samples required to represent a signal of given duration, thus the smaller the storage space 
required.
4.1.2.2 Bit resolution. The sample or bit resolution in physical terms has an effect on the 
maximum dynamic range of the system. This is dependent on the relationship of the smallest 
detectable signal representable by the l.s.b. (least significant bit), to the largest representable 
signal with all bits present. In practice this is equivalent to a signal to noise ratio. The lower 
the resolution of the system the greater the saving of storage space for a given section of 
speech. However because of the arrangement of data, storage bits are stored in whole numbers 
of bytes (8 bits): thus there is unlikely to be a saving in space, for example, between using 
seven and eight bits per sample.
4.1.2.3 Noise and pure tone generation. Noise, hke speech, can be represented by digital 
data and thus may be reproduced from pre-recorded or generated sections. If the noise is to 
be presented continuously two methods of productions are often employed; looping, or 
continuous synthesis using a software algorithm. The first method is simpler because no 
calculations are involved, it is only necessary to make sure that the join between the end and 
start of the loop cannot be easily discerned. It is also important that the repeated section is 
not too short, otherwise some oscillation may be audible. The second method requires 
calculation functions that can keep up with the data rate and thus may only be suitable for 
poorer quality reproduction.
4.1.2.4 Calculated noise and speech noise. Noise for use in audiometry has been taken 
from many sources. Most recently noise has been synthesised by using computer algorithms: 
in this way the properties of the noise may be tightly controlled.
Historically analogue noise has been generated by use of electronic circuitry. These 
types of generated noise are considered adequate for most purposes but many workers in 
audiometry have used noise manufactured from either natural environments (such as "cocktail
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party" noise) or by mixing together speech from many different speakers or from many 
examples of the same speaker. It is also possible to analyse the stimulus speech and generate 
by computational means noise with a similar spectrum.
4.1.2.5 Two channel presentation. A two channel signal is often required in audiometry 
so that, for example, noise may be presented to the contra-lateral ear whilst the test signal is 
presented to the test ear (this occurs in such cases where the air-bone gap for the test ear is 
small). These signals are usually coded in a multiplex format where samples are in the format; 
channel 1, then channel 2, then channel 1, then channel 2 etc. Thus again the data has to be 
carefully organised before being ready for transfer to the DACs.
4.1.2.6 Real-Time /  User Interaction. Particularly in the case of manual pure tone tests, 
it is necessary to have means of cuing the test signal very accurately for presentation. The 
other complication to this is that if noise is being presented to the non-test ear then this must 
not be interrupted by cuing the test signal. Thus some means of changing data is required 
during the continuous transfer of data. This is probably only possible using a DMA transfer 
technique (see Section 4.1.3.3) for good quality signals. Such systems are usually described 
as being "Real-Time", since operations are completed within the time necessary for the data 
transfer.
4.1.3 Data Transfers
There are three methods of data transfer available in a typical micro-computer system: 
Software Controlled, Interrupt controlled and Direct Memory Access (DMA). The latter is the 
fastest and is similar, in essence, to that employed in hard wired systems.
4.1.3.1 Software Controlled. Data are transferred from main memory by action of the 
mam processor in addressing the converter device then putting the data on the data bus. 
Timing is usually achieved either by use of delay loops (within which useful actions may or 
may not be taken) or by interrogation of timing devices (such as the system clock) by logical 
operation. In both cases it may be that timings are erratic because operations are of uneven 
duration or system interrupts interfere. Additionally, the required timings may be thrown out 
because of a lack of synchronisation between the execution of the program loop and the
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incrementation of the timing clock. Such operations take in the region of 30 processor cycles 
(INTEL 80286).
4.1.3.2 Interrupts. Data transfer using interrupt control is identical in operation to software 
control except that timing is invoked directly from a separate hardware device and data 
transfer can take precedence over all other system functions. The processor is still used as the 
addressing device but is "interrupted" by the hardware timer during its normal operations. At 
this point all other processes are suspended and their state stored to make continuation 
possible afterwards. The processor then executes a previously set up sequence (interrupt 
service routine) which in our case is simply addressing and putting data on the system bus. 
The rate of transfer is limited by the time required for storing the system status and the length 
of the interrupt cycle (i.e. how many commands are executed during the interrupt service 
routine). Thus typically single channel rates of up to 30 kilobytes per second may be 
obtained.
4.1.3.3 Direct Memory access. In this method the operation of the processor is suspended 
so that data transfer may be controlled by an external device; the DMA controller. This 
controller is preprogrammed via registers to put data on the system bus when signalled by a 
hardware timer. Every time data are requested, operations by the processor are suspended and 
data are put on the bus from successive memory locations. Thus the data must be carefully 
prepared before the start of data transfer. In this case only 5 cycles of the system clock are 
required for each transfer. Transfer rates of the order of 1 MByte per second are possible 
using this method and any spare time in between transfers may be used by the processor for 
other purposes.
4.1.3.4 Timing considerations. Let us stül bear in mind the transfer rate quoted in 
Section 4.1 of 80 kilobytes/sec for speech reproduction. This data rate must be continual 
with no break in the data stream caused by system interrupts. Unless a computer system is 
specially equipped (Re. Masscomp 5300/5400), it is difficult to maintain uninterrupted data 
flow directly from storage medium to converter, therefore it is usual to "buffer" the data in 
much faster RAM memoiy before final conversion.
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4.1.3.5 Summary. We can see from the above that transfer using a hardware device 
separate from the main system processor enables the highest transfer rates. It should be noted 
that use of rates too close to the maximum enabled by any these methods may result in 
system errors where the next transfer is initiated before the end of the previous transfer.
4.1.4 External/Peripheral Devices
As outlined in Section 4.1.2.2,, there is a restriction on the dynamic range made available 
by simple bit reduction and a trade off in the quality of the signal. It is always best to 
maintain the noise floor below the normal audible range and maintain optimum dynamic 
range. Signal levels in audiometry range typically from around 0 dB(HL) to 110 dB(HL), 
therefore, for 16-bit (90 dB S/N) signals, extra level control is required. In most cases it is 
usually necessary to further condition a signal for transduction, thus some external signal 
processing is required. Preferably, this should still controlled via the computer to minimise 
distractions to the operator. Other electronics, for example reconstruction filters, are also 
required (see Section 4.1.1 above).
4.1.5 Amplification and Transduction
There is no requirement to go into great detail about transduction of signals for 
audiometry, except to say that the amphfication and transduction stages must be of sufficient 
dynamic range and quality, and that stable calibration may be achieved over the whole 
system. The specifications of such systems are stated in standards such as British Standard 
5966 (1980).
4.1.6 User Interfaces
4.1.6.1 Display of Audiometer Functions. As a general rule it is important not to show 
more information than is readily useful at any one time. In this design we wish to provide as 
much information to the user as would be available in the case of a manual test (or non­
computer implemented). Thus he or she would require, for example; current audiometer 
settings, the current test signal (or word) and the present score.
4.1.6.2 Access to Audiometer Functions/Pointing Devices. We must remember that most 
computers are fitted with a standard ASCII computer keyboard and that this is the only instant
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means of input to the computer. Thus control such as level adjustment is not intuitively 
obvious from the standard keyboard lay-out. Some learning of the function "hot" keys will 
be required for any new operator. An alternative is to provide virtual control of functions via 
a screen display with a mouse, tracker ball or touch sensitive screen. These "icons" may be 
similar in appearance to conventional audiometer controls thus facilitating use by an 
inexperienced operator. An alternative is a specially designed console or keypad for use with 
the audiometer system, the disadvantage with this is the extra cost of providing a non-standard 
device.
4.1.6.3 Helpful information. A useful feature of a computer based system would be the 
availability of operational information at the touch of a button (or the click of a mouse!). This 
is enabled by the computers basic storage capabilities. If a problem arises in the user’s 
operation of the device, a simple procedure may be initiated to provide information on the 
possibilities open.
Such information may also be provided if the user decides to interrupt the normal 
sequences of operation of the device, and thus may confirm or withdraw the decision. It is 
obviously important not to implement these kinds of features to a level where the operator 
is continually re-affirming eveiy decision.
4.1.6.4 Good practice. The design of any user interface must always be a interactive 
process incorporating both general design rules and comments from prospective users about 
successive modifications.
4.1.7 Additional Features
There are various standard requirements of the safety of electronic devices both in 
general use and more particularly in clinical use (re. BS 5724, 1979). Such devices require 
a high level of electrical isolation between the operator and patient and any high voltage 
sources.
There are now laws in place that require a certain degree of security in data bases, 
such as patient details. Also required is that data are properly guarded from corruption or 
accidental deletion.
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4.1.8 Summary
In this section we have surveyed the technology available to implement speech 
audiometry. Because of the very nature of the "programmable machine", there are many 
options open to us in designing and using digital systems. In Section 4.2 we discuss the 
various approaches to reproducing speech signals using such systems.
4.2 Speech Coding and Technology
In audiometry the quality of the test signal has always been an important 
consideration. Because we must know firstly what it is we are presenting to the subject, and 
secondly that the test signal is the same physically when presented to different subjects. The 
defined physical properties signal level, noise level and frequency characteristics are usually 
used; these are necessarily measured instrumentally either directly electrically or, after 
transduction, acoustically.
Assessment of the absolute quality of pure tones is a relatively simple task compared 
to speech quahty. However provided that the reproducing system’s speech channel has the 
necessary amplification, bandwidth, level indicators etc. and the transduction is satisfactory, 
then we can be assured that what we have "on tape" is faithfully reproduced.
A more complex question is the quahty of the source and the storage medium used. 
Historically, analogue magnetic tape has been used to record speech for audiometry simply 
because the medium is generally accessible and economically viable. However there are 
certain limitations in signal to noise ratio, dynamic range and bandwidth and there is 
degradation of the signal with age; magnetic tape does wear out. Due to standardisation 
problems no noise reduction system has been employed generally. The tape speed generally 
used with reel to reel machines is 7’/% ips, a fairly economic standard, and practical since 
many cheaper tape machines are not capable of 15 ips. Bandwidth and dynamic range are 
improve as tape speed is increased (Camras, 1987). Audio tape cassettes are also used in 
Audiometry using a significantly lower tape speed of 1% ips, thus with reduced quality 
compared to reel to reel tape. This reduction in quality is compounded by the lower channel 
separation offered by the audio cassette tape format (Camras, 1987). A practical disadvantage 
of analogue tape is the inflexibihty of timing and of presentation order (i.e. words within a
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list are always in the same order even if the hst order is varied), however, magnetic tape has 
been the only acceptable solution for many years.
By far the most common technique for digitally encoding any analogue signal is pulse 
code modulation. Basically this reduces a continuous analogue signal into a series of 
discretely sized pulses. The bandwidth and resolution are defined by the number of pulses per 
unit of time and the number of discrete levels available on the ericoder. All the recorded 
discrete levels are absolute by this method. A variation of the technique is delta-modulation 
where the only recorded quantity is whether the level increased or decreased relative to the 
last level, therefore only requiring a binary (up or down) indicator. Again this technique’s 
properties depend on the rate of conversion/coding and the size and number of quantising 
levels. These techniques can in theory reproduce the speech signal perfectly, provided that the 
sample rate and resolution are adequate.
Techniques have been developed to encode speech signals using the particular 
properties of speech signals. These are expert approaches using knowledge gained from 
speech analysis and basically involve re-synthesis of the speech signal. The signal is hterally 
re-built from a series of parameters which have been derived from the analysis of real speech 
signals. Sometimes long sections are involved or short segments may be used so that a long 
phrase may be built up from simple parts. The more the real speech is reduced the more 
"unreal" and the more difficult generally it becomes to comprehend.
Before about ten years ago these techniques were severely hampered by the lack of 
speed and accuracy in analyzing the real signals. A specific example is the speech 
spectrogram which had to offset frequency resolution against temporal resolution if any kind 
of analysis was to be possible at all, the main problem being the time available for a complete 
analysis. Using digital Fourier techniques the time frames can now be overlapped, therefore 
allowing more temporal resolution for a given frequency resolution. From many frames of 
analysis we may build a spectrogram; it is then possible to reproduce the sample in a limited 
way by re-synthesis of the spectrum in each time frame. This technique is similar to channel 
coding, and does not make much use of the redundancy of some of the information in the 
speech signal.
Using digital technology the speed of analysis has been increased immensely as has 
the possible complexity of the analysis. Both channel coding and another method called linear
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predictive coding are still fairly "stupid" techniques for speech, but may be refined. A more 
"intelhgent" method quantifies the formant (voiced) and consonantal (noise) quahties of the 
signal. Formant reduction and re-synthesis, however, has been severely restiicted by the 
difficulty of^  the analysis. However with this technique it seems possible to control the 
parameters more directly in order to obtain a more flowing and more accurate output even 
from a set of rather generalised analysis samples.
These techniques still effectively just record and replay speech but using a much 
reduced quantity of data, thus allowing lower data rates (Figure 4.1). Some less direct 
methods use rules apphed in a more abstract manner, though still obtained from the analysis 
of real speech and by modelling the articulatory system. There are advantages and 
disadvantages to each approach, depending on the application. Nowadays all techniques tend 
to use some direct pulse code conversion to record the speech for complex analysis.
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Figure 4.1. The bit-rates required, per second of speech, for various speech coding techniques. The extent 
of the encapsulating box gives the range of bit-rates.
4.2.1 Digital Recording
4.2.1.1 Pulse Code Modulation (PCM). The value of the signal level at a given time is 
represented by a discrete level recorded as a number. The bit resolution or the largest binary 
number allowed determines the number of levels available for example an eight bit encoder
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provides 256 discrete levels which is equivalent to (but not the same as) a dynamic range of 
about 50 dB.
The value of the signal level is encoded by internally generating a discrete level 
closest to the input signal level. This is done in practice in several ways, either by increasing 
the level in steps until it just goes above the input level or by other faster means (such as 
"flash" conversion). The number obtained from the process is stored and the process repeated. 
During this matching procedure the signal is held constant so that chasing type errors do not 
occur. The signal is thus effectively represented as a stepped function which may be smoothed 
by filtering on reconstruction. Inaccuracies between the original signal and the recorded signal 
ai'e of the order of plus or minus half a quantising step, and may be increased in a less 
predictable non-linear manner by hardware inaccuracies such as non-monotonicity of the step 
levels. Any variation in sampling rates will also introduce distortion.
The other parameter affecting accuracy is the conversion rate which affects temporal 
accuracy (in the case of PCM). This effectively limits the reliable bandwidth of the system 
to half the sampling frequency because of the abasing effect, described by sampling theory. 
Frequency components above half the conversion rate or Nyquist frequency are mirrored back 
into the reliable bandwidth and therefore must be removed by filtering the signal before 
conversion. On reconversion the reliable bandwidth is mirrored above the Nyquist frequency 
so the signal must again be filtered. Often the cut-off frequency of the filter is lower than the 
Nyquist rate so that appreciable attenuation is achieved at the Nyquist rate and above.
The accuracy of the technique is increased with bit resolution and sampling rate at a 
great cost in storage space and economics. A twelve bit sample and 10 kHz bandwidth equate 
to at least 30 kilobytes for a second of data. Often extra bits are used for error correction to 
maintain the integrity of the coded information.
4.2.1.2 Delta-Modulation. Delta-modulation is the another widely used form of digital
recording. Only one bit is needed per coding cycle, representing an increase or decrease from 
the previous level. The absolute accuracy of this technique is more difficult to quantify but 
maximally distortion occurs when the signal contains components above a frequency 
corresponding to the conversion frequency divided by the number of discrete levels available, 
analogous to the slew rate of an amplifier (see slope overload. Figure 4.2). Similar distortions
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Figure 4.2. The action of a simple delta modulator; showing the original waveform and the modulated 
output.
are produced as below the Nyquist rate in PCM within this usable range. Delta-modulation 
is achieved by means of a comparator circuit: the level of the waveform is held in one clock 
cycle to be compared with the signal in the next clock cycle and a greater or less than 
comparison made. The new level is then held and the process continued.
No properties specific to speech are employed in these techniques, though the signal 
may be accurately reproduced. Often delta-modulation is used to reduce the data space 
required for a previously PCM encoded signal with similar detriment to the reproduction 
quahty.
4.2.2 Speech Re-synthesis
This involves breaking the speech signal down into a discrete set of frequency 
components or bands. The size and range Of the set will depend on the accuracy required. 
Ideally we want to break down the voice components and noise components. There are 
several approaches to this.
4.2.2.1 Channel Vocoders. Channel vocoders effectively try to synthesise the spectral 
shape of the speech. A series of bandpass filters is used with the energy in a given band being 
measured at intervals. This is the whole of the coding process so if 12 bands are used with
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Figure 4.3. A spectrum (thick line) synthesised from contributions of individual channels (thin lines) of
a channel vocoder.
six bit quantisation ten times a second, that is less than a thousand bits per second. The signal 
is re-synthesised by feeding the channel levels to a bank of narrow band generators, or a bank 
of variable filters fed with noise. The more filter bands that are used the more accurate the 
reproduction. Quite often the bands are chosen in such a way to be more useful for speech 
reproduction. For example precise tracking of high consonantal noises is not necessary so we 
could use few bands to cover this range, while using many more bands in the lower regions 
to reproduce the formant structure accurately (Figure 4.3). Since the bands are fixed many 
well defined peaks are lost as well as subtle temporal information.
4.2.2.2 Linear Predictive Coding (LPC). Linear predictive coding gives a more intelhgent 
analysis and therefore better reproduction for a comparable bit rate. Most systems use the 
speech signal to generate an all-pole filter response which, when used on a sample of glottal 
or other specified noise, produces the closest approximation to the input speech signal. This 
is done by producing an inverse filter response which, when apphed to the signal, produces 
a flat spectrum. What usually happens is that a residual signal is left which can be used to 
modify the next inverse filter or otherwise. The quahhes of the coding filter are recorded. A 
frame is represented by an all-pole filter response taken at regular intervals (i.e. many hmes 
a second ). Because the resoluhon and frequency tracking are flexible the method gives good
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results. By increasing the set of possible filter parameters to an all-pole and all-zero model, 
the ringing and buzzing associated with the technique may be reduced.
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Figure 4.4. A comparison between the original spectrum P(o)j and a linear predicted spectrum P(où), of 
the vowel æ in the word "bat" (taken from Sinclair, 1988).
An all-pole filter model is effectively a series of narrow band filters (Figure 4.4). The 
vocal tract has resonant properties (Fletcher, 1953), its resonances vary in width (i.e. damping 
characteristics) as well as centre frequency, therefore an all pole model is possibly too simple. 
However, the ear is more sensitive to resonances than anti-resonances (a fact inferred by the 
masking effect) thus results are usually satisfactory. The variations of the filter characteristics 
(vectors) may be further analysed and encoded to allow the use of even lower data rates. It 
seems that storage space is increased, however, because this vector coding only reduces the 
amount of processing required. Both these approaches could be applied to any signal to
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reduce the amount of information needed to represent them. By concentrating on the 
important features of the speech signal (i.e. accurate formant structure), the information 
obtained to represent the speech signal is reduced to a set of parameters, as in the case of 
linear predictive coding. The linear predictive filter coefficients can be reduced to a set of 
reflection coefficients.
4.2.2.3 Formant Synthesis. A set of variable resonance filters may be modelled from
the known properties of the vocal tract and the voice, that is the resonant modes which shape 
foirnants from the raw glottal noise. These filters may be adapted so that the speech signal 
may be reshaped from analysis of the input signal. The noise components would also need 
to be assessed (i.e. plosives and friction etc.). A complete synthesizer, for example, would 
consist of a set of filters in parallel with a separate channel for noise components. The 
problem in this approach is in the analysis and modelling to provide data for the filters and 
generators. In some instances, particularly with voiced consonants and some transitions some 
ambiguity can arise in the assignment of parameters. This is because the fundamental rises 
too quickly and causes confusions in the tracking of the formants.
There are no fully operational systems using this technique at present. Perhaps by 
knowledgeable manual editing of the parameters obtained from the automated analysis the 
tracking errors may be removed. This last method seems inapplicable to real-time coding. 
However by taking fewer frames and interpolation, bit rates as low as 1200 bits/second could 
be achieved.
4.2.3 Speech Synthesis
Up until now we have approached complete reproduction. Often the techniques 
described as re-synthesis are required for real time speech to speech applications, such as 
telephony, but we wish to recall utterances from a hbrary/vocabulary of speech samples. In 
systems requiring a large vocabulary the phrases are often built from single iterations or even 
words made from separately stored phonemes (Bristow, 1984).
4.2.3.1 Synthesis by Frame. A speech synthesizer will require frames of parameters, often 
these will be l.p.c. parameters; reflection coefficients or formant synthesizer parameters 
related to formant analysis. Although the initial kind of coding may vary it is the form of the
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final synthesizer parameters that is important. It should be possible to convert one form to 
another using computer manipulation or some such method.
4.23.2 Synthesis by Rule. Classically, speech utterances have been notated using a 
phonetic transcription so that the utterance may be reproduced accurately. The utterance is 
broken down into parts, such as syllables or further down to phonemes. In physical terms 
these can be described as labelled time frames. The frames are classified according to general 
templates. On reproduction the utterance is then built up out of generalised speech segments. 
In turn each segment is a set of synthesizer parameters. This process is used so that rather 
than using an infinite set of parameters any word may be made from a smaller set of 
generahsed segments. Though saving storage space this gives very disjointed, unaesthetic 
utterances, often difficult to understand. There is increasing feehng that using time frames 
even in the phonetic sense makes solving this continuity problem difficult.
A tiered structure approach, that is considering the acoustic features that may be 
present in the utterance to have variable temporal boundaries, can be used to model the 
combination of vowels (long duration) and consonants (short duration) so that a more 
continuous representation results. This is in keeping with models of human speech production. 
In conventional synthesis the speech tends to sound discontinuous because the components 
are not merged as in real speech. How a word is represented so that it may be built by the 
synthesis technique varies but as a rule the more parameters you can give the more accurate 
the result. By using expert systems these parameters may be obtained directly from, say, a 
text. (Re. commercial text to speech systems.)
4.2.4 Conclusions
It has been already mentioned that it is necessary to know precisely what it is we are 
presenting to subjects in audiometry. Though real speech does differ from speaker to speaker, 
in some way markedly, we should try to reproduce a real, if not so averagely representative 
sample, as accurately as possible. This is because certain methods may introduce errors which 
are difficult to quantify on a psychological level. PCM seems the only acceptable method 
without thorough testing of the effects of speech coding on speech quality, although it is 
expensive in terms of storage. Some remarkable success has been achieved with formant 
modelling experimentally, however real time reproduction of phrases is severely limited. As
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a rule the greater the quantity of stored data the better the reproduction but with a signal such 
that some critical perception problems may be highlighted.
The cost of large scale storage has recently reduced greatly with the introduction of 
CD-ROM and extended Hard Disks. The data transfer rate from such media is high enough 
provided that peripheral machinery is able to make transfers and conversions quickly. The 
format that is used (i.e. the mode of implementation used in the software suppoiting a 
particular device) is also important. Quite often the speed of transfers can be restiicted by 
merely this, for example for a storage system at the limit of its transfer rate using a 
contiguous file format will allow optimum data rates.
Until high quality formant type synthesis is available, with more accurate speech 
models producing realistic results, PCM seems to be the only viable format for audiological 
puiposes. There are parameters defining the properties of PCM which need to be chosen so 
that all that is there in the speech signal is captured before any more complex coding 
technique.' In Section 4.3 we look more closely at the use of digitised speech in audiometry, 
by experiment.
4.3 Digitised Speech Quality Experiment
This section describes a study to determine the range of acceptable parameter values 
for digitising speech signals to be used for speech audiometry. In Section 4.2 it was 
concluded that Pulse Code Modulation is the most useful and versatile format for digitally 
encoding speech material; PCM facilitates the simple manipulation and analysis of the signal 
in bandwidth and amplitude terms.
There are also other points which arise out of this study: that is the non-equivalence 
of isophonemic word hsts. The design of these speech tests was previously discussed in 
Chapter 3, in this section we look again at the properties of various test designs and use some 
of the theory of testing to explain some of the results of the experiment, thus this section 
brings together material from Chapter 3, and Sections 4.1 and 4.2.
The design of the experiment incorporated the use of Boothroyd’s (1968a and 1968b) 
word lists as equivalent test objects. The results of the test show that there are indeed 
problems with the isophonemic design and these are bom out by the measured non­
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equivalence and the vagueness of the results with respect to measuring the effects of the 
P.C.M. parameters on speech intelligibility.
4.3.1 P.C.M. Parameters
Using the P.C.M. technique, the physical quality of the digital recording was defined 
by the sampling rate and bit resolution used in the conversion. Reducing the sampling rate 
and/or the bit resolution of the representation reduces the amount of memory space required 
to store a given duration of sampled speech. The aim of this study was to carry out an 
assessment of the quality of digitised speech, using an empirical measure of speech 
intelligibility with normal hearing subjects.
4.3.2 Choice of test material
4.3.2.1 Contextual factors. The speech forms normally mentioned in the tests available 
for this kind of measurement are, for example, mono-syllabic words, spondees (spondaic 
words), nonsense syllables or sentences, nonsensical or otherwise. When making a choice the 
problem is to offset precision against face vahdity: do we wish to control some to find the 
effects of one particular parameter, or do we merely need to know whether a communication 
line is useful for the purposes of normal continuous speech? In the clinical field the latter may 
be appropriate in the fitting of hearing aids or for a broad diagnosis that tells us "something" 
is wrong.
As discussed in Chapter 3 much of the inaccuracy in speech testing arises in the 
differences in cues obtainable form different kinds of stimuli, that is the effects of context. 
Boothroyd and Nittrouer (1988) tried to make a measure of linguistic context by comparing 
discrimination scores between context controlled sentences. They also made measures of 
lexical context, that is the redundancy of information within single syllables, again meaningful 
versus nonsensical. However, problems arise in the treatment of these context factors. For 
example, Boothroyd and Nittrouer’s treatment of context factors assumes a large amount of 
homogeneity in test sets, so that their results are averages conceahng a multitude of factors 
which were not separately controlled. That is, factors within the scope of real lexical contexts 
were not measured.
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4.3.2.2 Control of Context. There are many tests which employ monosyllables, such as 
the Diagnostic Rhyme Test (DRT) (Fairbanks, 1958 and Voiers, 1977), the Four Alternative 
Auditory Feature Test (FAAF) (Foster and Haggard, 1979 and 1984) and the AB isophonemic 
hsts (Boothroyd, 1968a, 1968b). The first two control for lexical context very strongly by 
reducing the subject’s level of decision to the discrimination of minimal phonetic contrasts. 
The response set consists of a choice between real words which rhyme and/or have close but 
different initial articulation. In the AB test, the response set is entirely open so there is no 
control of real lexical context. However, this does render it useful in that the subject’s ability 
to integrate available information in abstraction is included in the scope of the test, rather than 
just having him or her make decisions about minimal contrasts. These tests also make 
assumptions about the error response set (or cohorts), such that the alternatives given may not 
be "natural" alternatives. Fourcin (1980) describes the use of speech pattern audiometry; this 
is based on the subjective differentiation of small segments of speech, such as formant 
transitions and synthetically generated consonants. These aim to uncover the basic abilities 
of subjects to discriminate the features found in speech, as do the DRT and FAAF tests, 
except there are obviously some higher order contextual factors present in the DRT and FAAF 
assessments.
The order taken herein, briefly describing some of the various test methods, reflects 
a trend of decreasing contextual information. These tests provide a battery of methods with 
which to test the different levels of speech perception. Contextual factors will have a degree 
of importance which will depend on the exact nature of the test.
4.3.2.S Association to Chnical Practice. In order to provide a close parallel with clinical 
practice: the assessment method used in this study involved the use of twelve (of the original 
fifteen, see later) AB isophonemic word lists originally devised by Boothroyd (1968a and 
1968b) for use in clinical investigations. The particular versions used here were those 
recorded at the I.S.V.R., Southampton.; they are well tested and widely used in the chnical 
field. The design principle underlying use of these lists is that they are all equivalent, and thus 
interchangeable. This is true in one sense in that each list does contain equal numbers of the 
same phonetic units. However, the vahdity of the assumption is open to question: more 
accurate physical analyses of the articulatory units shows differences depending on position 
in the lexical unit and on the combination of different units (Repp, 1982, and
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Parker et al., 1986). As a consequence, the phonetic equivalence may not necessarily provide 
an overall perceptual equivalence. The equivalence of these lists has already been called into 
question by Markides (1978), with the result that three of the original set of fifteen hsts were 
deemed non-equivalent after investigahon using normal hearing people. Markides did not 
explain why these three hsts were noticeably non-equivalent to the remaining twelve and how 
far the remainder can be regarded as being homogeneous in the sense that any one could be 
substituted for another. The possibility of inhomogeneity between hsts becomes more apparent 
when the physical quality of the speech material is varied. This may arise from the 
experimental conditions used in the present experiment: limited bandwidth and sample 
resolution, or from hearing impairment.
4.S.2.4 Use of Word Lists. NormaUy the hsts are used to assess individual speech 
reception against presentation level, expressed as a percent coirect score (scoring phonetically 
or, less often, by whole words). In practice, there is a major problem in cahbrating the 
presentation level, with the main uncertainty arising from the inhomogeneity in relative 
loudness of whole word units and, more critically, phonetic units. The presentation system 
may be calibrated subjectively for absolute assessment of individuals using the performance 
of a group of subjects at different presentation levels. The scores are averaged over all lists 
for the given condition of presentation level: there is more danger in basing the assessment 
of an individual on results obtained under a certain condition with a particular list than with 
the assessment of an average effect obtained with a group using a range of different hsts. In 
the individual case the error may be high, whereas in the group case the standard deviation 
rather than the mean will be affected. It could well be that for certain combinations of lists 
and conditions that there are strong interactions which increase the standard deviation and 
give inconclusive results. Thus, in what are probably the most interesting circumstances, 
including those when certain features are lost from perception, or when contextual factors 
become most important, the test becomes less accurate and less informative.
4.3.3 Factors affecting speech intelligibility - implications for the present experiment
The process of speech perception has been discussed previously in Chapters 2 and 3. 
In conclusion, it may be possible for the subject to guess some words from very limited 
sensory information, whereas for other words virtually all the sensory information may be
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necessary. Both with phonetic and with whole word scoring, phonetically balanced lists are 
unlikely to constitute a homogeneous set of word groups even under normal conditions. With 
the use of the different presentation conditions this inhomogeneity could be increased further. 
The present experiment was designed using the Boothroyd lists as these are widely accepted 
in clinical practice. However, the results show that variability between hsts has confounded 
the initial aim.
4.3.4 Experimental details
4.3.4.1 Basic Considerations. The basic purpose of this study was to investigate the 
effects of reproducing the test material digitally using conditions which would give rise to 
differences in physical quality. Two parameters which dictate the quality of the reproduction 
were used. A third, presentation level, was introduced to assess the contribution of any ceiling 
effects which might have occurred.
4.3.4.2 Preparation of Test Material. The original test material was obtained from an 
analogue tape recording produced by the I.S.V.R., Southampton. This is a recording made by 
a male speaker of the twelve lists mentioned earher of mono-syllabic words devised by 
Boothroyd (1968a and 1968b). The test material was digitally transcribed using a 12-bit 
converter at a rate of 20 kHz. This gave a reliable bandwidth of up to about 9 kHz using a 
steep anti-aliasing filter (Kemo vbf/22), and an equivalent dynamic range of 72 dB. In the 
experiment various sampling conditions were emulated by bit-reducing the sampled words and 
applying low pass filtering on playback. The test words were presented binaurally via 
headphones (TDH-49), in a low noise environment, SPL <15 dB(A).
The twelve conditions used in the experiment covered a range of samphng parameters 
using different bit resolutions in combination with three bandwidths, 4, 6 and 8 kHz. These 
bandwidth correspond approximately to a telephone bandwidth, a bandwidth widely used in 
speech work and an intermediate value. Four bit resolutions were used: 6-bits, 8-bits, 10-bits 
and 12-bits per sample frame corresponding to a resolution thought to be more than adequate 
(12-bits) and stepped reductions from this resolution. A number was used to identify each 
sampling condition used in this experiment, the numbering system is shown Table 4.2.
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Condition Bit Resolution Filter Cutoff Frequency
/  Number / Bits per sample /kH z
0 12 8
1 12 6
2 12 4
3 10 8
4 10 6
5 10 4
6 8 8
7 8 6
8 8 4
9 6 8
10 6 6
11 6 4
Table 4.2. Nmnbering system for combinations of the two sampling parameters giving the test 
conditions used in the experiment.
Three presentation levels were used, spaced at clinically useful separations; 0 dB, -10 
dB and -20 dB relative to a level defined by the test tone recorded on the original tape. This 
tone was played through the headset to register 60 dB SPL as measured on a Briiel and Kjær 
artificial ear (model number 4153 to BS 4669, 1971).
4.3.4.3 Experimental Procedure. Six male and six female subjects, with no history of 
hearing impairment and between the ages of twenty one and twenty five, were chosen from 
the local University population. Subjects were given a pure tone threshold test 
("Manchester" method ISO 6189, 1983) to check they had normal hearing
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(+20 to -10 dB (HL) between 0.5 and 6 kHz, see BS 6951, 1988). They initially undertook 
a training run consisting of the presentation of ten words with randomly assigned conditions 
to famiharise them with the range of sounds which would be encountered in the main 
experiment.
For the main experiment, the twelve word hsts were randomly and exhaustively 
assigned to the twelve conditions; i.e. any one list could only be assigned to one condition. 
The subject was presented with the words in pseudo-random order from any list at a fixed 
presentation level and asked to repeat as much as possible of what he or she heard. The only 
restriction on the random presentation was that half of each list’s words were used in the first 
half of the test run and half in the second. This served to equaUse the distribution of the 
occurrence of given conditions between each half of the test. The procedure was repeated with 
the words being presented at the remaining two different levels. The order in which the 
presentation levels were given was counterbalanced across subjects. The words were 
numbered as in Appendix A.
The presentation rate was unpaced, a new word being initiated only after the subject’s 
response to the previous one had been recorded. The presentation of each word was cued by 
a short tone followed by a short gap. Using the instructions given in Appendix B the subjects 
were asked to repeat each word as heard and told that the words would vary in clarity. Even 
if they heard only part of a word, or a word that did not make sense, or even a single sound, 
they were asked to re-iterate it. The response in each case was recorded both orthographically 
by the experimenter and also on a tape recorder. This allowed for correction of any errors in 
the experimenter’s records after the experiment was completed.
4.3.5 Observations
4.3.5.1 Performance versus Test Condition. The experiment was designed on the 
assumption that the Lists were equivalent test objects and initial statistical analyses was based 
on that assumption. Figures 4.5 and 4.7 show the mean score versus condition at three 
presentation levels, using whole word scoring and phonetic scoring respectively. The 
corresponding transformed standard deviations versus condition are shown in Figures 4.6 
and 4.8.
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Figure 4.5. Mean "whole word" score versus condition (see Table 4.2). Performances are shown separately 
for each presentation level.
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Figure 4.6. Standard deviation of arcsine transformed "whole word" scores versus condition (see Table 
4.2). Performances are shown separately for each presentation level.
The transformation is necessary in order to maintain the integrity of the statistical analysis 
when dealing with fractional scores (Howell, 1982), particularly for measuring significance. 
There is a roll off in performance for the 0 dB Level, from around the Condition 7 (6 kHz, 
8-bits). This corresponds to a rise in the transformed standard deviations, followed by falling
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Figure 4.7. Mean phonetic score versus condition (see Table 4.2). Performances are shown separately for 
each presentation level.
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Figure 4.8. Standard deviation of arcsine transformed phonetic scores versus condition (see Table 4.2). 
Performances are shown separately for each presentation level.
off again with Condition. The mean scores indicate fairly similar results for the three 6-bit 
resolution conditions whereas there are marked fluctuations in the standard deviations. The 
other two levels show a similar but less obvious pattern. The performance measures for the 
-10 dB and -20 dB Levels show significant effects only for bit resolution (p < .05 by
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ANOVA), and not for bandwidth. The significance of bandwidth on the scores being reduced 
for 0 and -10 dB levels to P < 0.10. A post hoc comparison (Scheffé, see Hays, 1963) showed 
the 12-bit, 10-bit and 8-bit conditions (averaged over all bandwidth values) to be more or less 
homogeneous, there only being a significant difference (p < .05) between means of these and 
the 6-bit conditions. This is true at each presentation level, though by sight these differences 
do not seem so clear cut at the lowest presentation level (Figures 4.5 and 4.7).
4.S.5.2 Performance versus List. Since the distribution of lists assigned to particular 
conditions was not constrained across subjects, it was necessary after the completion of the 
whole experiment to make a survey of list-condition coincidence, this is shown in 
Appendix C. If there was a balanced distribution of occurrences of a particular Ust across the 
conditions, then overall low mean performance for that Hst would indicate a list of 
intrinsically low intelligibility items. In the alternate case of a high mean performance we 
could conclude that the list is composed of high intelligibihty items. For the purposes of 
clarity the mean performance for each hst is shown separately for each presentation level in 
Figures 4.9 and 4.11, standard deviations are shown in 4.10 and 4.12.
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Figure 4.9. Mean "whole word" score versus List (see Appendix A). Performances are shown separately 
for each presentation level.
It seems, on the basis of whole word scoring (Figure 4.9), that the performances for 
Lists Three and Eleven are lower for all presentation levels whereas the performance for List
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Figure 4.10. Standard deviation of arcsine transformed "whole word" scores versus List (see Appendix A).
Performances are shown separately for each presentation level.
Eight is higher for all levels. The results for the two higher presentation levels are fairly 
close. Whilst the results for lowest presentation level differ, there is still a peak for List Eight 
and troughs for Lists Three and Eleven. There is an overall significant effect of hst for each 
of the three presentation levels (p < 0.01 by ANOVA). This cannot be explained by these 
particular lists being presented more frequently under particularly low or high quahty 
conditions. There is also a significant (p < 0.02) hst by presentation level interaction, which 
reflects the fact that the hst performance graphs have a different shape at each of the 
presentation levels. This point is discussed more fuhy later.
It has been said that, whole word scoring gives a more pessimistic view than phonetic 
marking: thus, we see that the difference between peaks and troughs is about 1.5 to 2 out of 
10 in the whole word scores (Figure 4.9), and is about 2 in 20 for the phonetic scores at each 
presentation level (Figure 4.11). It should be noted in these experiments that when phonehc 
scoring is used, it is found that in virtually all cases the vowel was correctly perceived. Thus 
the lower limit of phonetic scoring is more realistically a value of ten rather than zero. 
Comparison of Figures 4.9 and 4.11 show that the results of whole-word and phonetic scoring 
are very similar, and results for phonetic scoring show a similarly significant effect of List
(p < 0.01).
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Figure 4.11. Mean phonetic score versus condition (see Appendix A). Performances are shown separately 
for each presentation level.
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Figure 4.12. Standard deviation of arcsine transformed phonetic scores versus List (see Appendix A). 
Performances are shown separately for each presentation level.
4.3.6 Discussion
From the results we can see the general trends in the effects of the sampling 
conditions on mean performance. The measurements of statistical significance show that there 
is little reliability in these results particularly at the lower two listening levels. This may be
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due to the fact that words which are reduced in perceptibility at the highest presentation level 
by more degrading test conditions are also more adversely affected when the overall 
presentation level is reduced. Those words which remain intelligible at the lower presentation 
levels are therefore likely to be less critically affected by the test conditions than by the 
overall presentation level. This agrees with the prediction that the effects of reduced bit 
resolution are swamped by the effects of presentation level mentioned in the discussion on 
the perception of features. Thus the use of presentation level to control the ceiling effects is 
unsuccessful in that the accuracy of the intelligibihty measure has actually been reduced. In 
effect, the reduction in presentation level has merely set a new, reduced ceiling on the 
maximum possible score. This new ceiling wül be set according to the intelligibility 
characteristics of the words making up each list.
4.3.6.1 Individual word effects. Let us look at the standard deviation of the intelligibility 
scores for each hst for each scoring system in Figures 4.10 and 4.12, whole words and 
phonetic scoring respectively. Consistency in hst intelligibility across all conditions will be 
born out by low standard deviations between individual instances. High standard deviation 
would indicate, possibly, strong list-condihon interactions, in other words at this point the hst 
was useful for measuring the effects of conditions. For example this seems to be true for List 
Eleven, where the standard deviation is high for the 0 dB Level but faUs for the -10 dB 
Level, that is, the large effect of presentation level consistently reduces the overall score 
obtained with this list, as was mentioned above. Fuller understanding of these kinds of effects 
would be obtained by more complete distribution of hsts amongst conditions, including the 
different levels.
4.3.6.2 "Robust" and "Fragile" words. In seeking explanations of inter-list differences we 
must obtain a measure of the intehigibility of each individual word by looking at the mean 
contribution of each to the mean intelligibility of each hst. We can accurately define a set of 
words which were always correctly identified under any conditions and look at their 
distribution among hsts; these are denoted "robust" in Appendix D and Table 4.3. These are 
words distributed among the hsts that have a mean "whole word" intelligibility of more than 
0.9, in fact all these words had an actual mean score of 1.0. The next group is categorised by
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scores between 0.8 and 0.9 and defined as "medium robust". Finally, any words with mean 
intelligibility less than 0.8 are termed "fragile".
Average Score List
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
0.0 to 0.1 0 0 0 0 0
Fragile 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.1 to 0.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.2 to 0.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0.3 to 0.4 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1
0.4 to 0.5 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
0.5 to 0.6 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0
0.6 to 0.7 2 1 2 4 3 2 1 1 1 1 3 1
0.7 to 0.8 3 4 3 2 2 1 1 2 1 2 2 3
0.8 to 0.9 1 2 3 0 3
Medium Robust 
5 5 2 5 5 1 0
0.9 to 1.0 3 3 1 2 1
Robust 
1 2 4 3 0 3 3
Table 4.3. Number of words in each "Whole word" score bucket category for each list. (Refer to text 
and Appendix D)
These categorisations are not entirely arbitrary. Though the robust and medium robust 
words cover a much smaller range, boundaries can be derived from the effects of presentation 
level on whole word hst scores. Looking at Table 4.3, it can be seen that for List Three, 8 
words occur in the category "fragile" and for List Eleven, 7 words are in the category 
"fragile". These hsts generaUy average very badly. With List Eleven there is an effect due to 
the absence of "medium robust" words: there seems to be no apparent drop in performance 
using this hst over the change in presentation Level 0 dB to -10 dB. For Lists Seven and 
Eight there are very few words in the category "fragile", these Lists hold up their mean 
scores, at least at the highest levels. Looking at the distribution of words, roughly 
characterised in this way, amongst the lists reveals many examples of the above kinds of 
effects. Over all subjects the words have consistent degrees of robustness or fragility, as
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demonstrated by the fact that we can see some of the overall behaviour of lists from their 
constituents: under the test conditions the intelligibility of the words is neither randomly 
affected by particular subjects nor by the particular occasion. Thus it may be useful to use 
the robustness or fragility of words in the assessment of individuals.
4.3.6.S Redundant Words. The robust word forms could be said to provide no critical 
information at all in this application, since their intelligibility is not functionally affected by 
any of the presentation conditions. In addition, it can be said that the word forms that were 
on average never correctly re-iterated were also redundant. However, one must remember that 
the conditions may have not had the scope for these word forms to be either incorrectly 
perceived or more correctly perceived. The fact that the lists contained uneven numbers of 
variously difficult whole word and phonetic forms does, though, suggest that isophonemic 
lists are certainly not the best approach to intelligibility testing or hearing testing. Removing 
the robust and fragile words would not rectify the situation since there would no longer be 
any basis on which to say the lists were in any way equal. Replacing the "rogue" words 
would still not rectify the situation because of the nature of the intelligibility measure; the test 
really depends on there being a selection of words with various intelligibilities in each list.
4.3.6.4 Useful Words. Looking ahead to self-adaptive procedures, we can see an obvious 
necessity to balance the test objects in order to maintain control over the introduced variances 
in these procedures, let alone those existing inherently between subjects. A pragmatic 
approach might be to select particular groups of objects under different conditions. Knowing 
that some words may be usually expected to "survive" under certain conditions may prove 
useful in critical measurement. An adaptive paradigm could include raising the word difficulty 
without changing other factors, such as level. This would then do away with the effective 
redundancy of some words under some conditions and therefore reduce the overall time taken 
to make an assessment.
A further question to be raised is the usefulness of phonetic scoring with regards to 
individual assessment. The word lists used here are often marked ambiguously in audiometric 
application (Hood, 1990); that is the actual phonetic errors made are not analysed, so only the 
overall score obtained with a list under some conditions is used. Therefore no loss of 
information is envisaged if whole word scoring were used. Scored in this ambiguous way,
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phonetic scoring only serves to increase the range of intervals within a given assessment, but 
could not be said to be more precise.
4.3.7 Conclusions
In this study some acceptable measure of the effect of sampling conditions on 
intelligibihty of speech has been made and information obtained about the usefulness of 
different word lists under various conditions. However, it was found that there were 
differences in difficulty between the lists, notably Lists Three and Eleven were harder and 
List Eight easier. This was attributed to their words having differing degrees of robustness: 
the inherent variability of difficulty of individual words had a strong effect on the overall 
difficulty of the hsts, and an uneven distribuhon of robust words accounted for the non­
equivalence of these isophonemic hsts. The non-equivalence is attributed to the fact that 
though the hsts contain equal numbers of the same articulatory units, these units are present 
in different contexts. The same phonetic units have different physical constitution depending 
on their situation as well as being, perhaps, more likely to be present in first than in final 
positions. Higher order effects, such as frequency of usage also have a bearing, and are also 
not taken into account in phonetic balancing. The overall effects of these contextual factors 
have been seen but were not isolated for individual words.
It is concluded that the re-balancing of these existing AB hsts may be possible but 
difficult since we would be looking for words which not only fitted the phonemic balance but 
also had the correct robust or fragile properties. The results from the study suggest that we 
may be able to construct hsts of words containing only a balance of hard/easy or robust and 
fragile words. However a more favourable technique could use scoring based on the results 
of fewer presentations of special words with known inteUigibihty characteristics. This 
approach would do away with the problems of hst tests such as fi*actional scoring and ceding 
effects, and perhaps reduce the duration of testing. More detailed information is required on 
the inteUigibihty characteristics of individual words taken from particular recordings.
In this last section we have seen the use of digitised speech in an experiment which 
used one of the most popular forms of audiometric test, isophonemic hsts. We have seen 
some of the potential problems encountered in speech audiometry, that of inaccuracy and 
inefficiency under certain conditions. Before presenting a way forward in solving these
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problems, we should look more closely at the measurement of speech and try to tie together 
this with subjective parameters such as intelligibility, which we are largely concerned with 
in speech testing.
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Tortoise: Vd certainly like to offer my own meagre knowledge, if it might prove of 
some assistance.
11
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5 THE MEASUREMENT OF SPEECH
Introduction
In this chapter we bring together various aspects of speech, concentrating on the 
properties of individual mono-syllabic words. The models described in Chapter 3 are 
discussed with a view to the prediction of intelligibility characteristics of single 
monosyllables.
There are various aspects of speech that can be measured objectively, for example, the 
level or loudness of the speech, the spectral content or its duration. These parameters seem 
to be readily interpretable, but there is much disagreement, for example, on which weighting 
to use in speech level measure, whether spectral amplitudes should be weighted or what 
defines word boundaries in continuous speech. If we are dealing with single utterances of 
mono-syllables then we can, to some extent, sidestep word boundaries, but the other problems 
should be addressed.
It is also appropriate to measure the familiarity of words we are interested in: the 
familiarity is usually derived from some counting of the usage of the word in everyday 
Enghsh. However, most of the data available on usage relate to collections of the written 
word, not spoken English. Thus an effort has been made to collect data on the usage of 
spoken English using television subtitles as a source. This would provide a estimate of current 
word usage.
5.1 Speech Level Measurement
Comparisons of the "effectiveness" of various approaches to speech level measurement 
are found in Steeneken and Houtgast (1979) for mono-syllables, and more recently in Tschopp 
et al. (1991a and 1991b) for sentences. In both cases the authors look for the compatibihty 
of objective measures of speech level with subjective measures. In Chapter 3, problems with 
isophonemic design were discussed and reasons offered for these problems. Similar arguments 
can be used in the correlation of objective measures with subjective measures of speech level. 
Tschopp et al. looked at subjective differences in speech level (loudness) and compared them 
with objective differences. Apart from the obvious differences for particular sentences, they
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found that none of the conventional objective measures was any better than any other for the 
sound level they were using (60 dB). Steeneken and Houtgast (1979) and Fuller and Whittle 
(1982) suggested that "A" weighted sound pressure level is a good predictor of subjective 
level, for different conditions: their measurements were undertaken at lower listening levels 
at or near intelligibility threshold (i.e. SRT) and at speech detection threshold.
Whether subjective loudness is a useful parameter in the prediction of intelligibility 
is doubtful, the relationship between subjective and objective level is complex (Moore, 1982). 
For example. Port (1963) found that duration also plays a factor in the loudness of transient 
sounds. Additionally, we are concentrating on small differences in loudness between 
individual words, something which is irrelevant in the everyday use of language. We will first 
look at the parameters used in objective speech level measurements.
5.1.1 Meter Speeds (Time Constants)
These are in effect integration factors which provide a moving average of the 
instantaneous speech level. They originated in the measurement of sound pressure using 
precision Sound Level Meters (SLM) in general but are now defined in a standard (lEC 179, 
BS 4197) as time constants. They are usually quoted as "Fast", "Slow" or "Impulse", the last 
producing the "slowest" falling movement of the meter needle. There is also a "Hold" setting 
commonly available, for measuring fast transients. For a single utterance the "Impulse" or 
"Hold" settings on an analogue precision SLM facilitate reading of the meter, whilst the 
"Slow" setting may serve for running speech. The use of the "Fast" setting on a conventional 
analogue meter for measuring speech is difficult, however, accurate reading is made possible 
with digital meters.
5.1.2 Filter Weighting Functions
These again are traditionally used in SLMs and are designed to produce results which 
conform to the subjective levels of the sound based on the set of equal loudness contours 
(BS 3383, 1988). There are three standard weightings and a non-weighted or "Linear" 
weighting. These were originally designed to mimic hearing sensitivity at various loudness 
levels; "A" - lower levels (around 40 phon), "B" - medium levels (around 70 phon), and "C" 
for high levels. There is in addition, a less commonly used weighting "D", used for very loud
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sources such as Aero-engines. "A" weighting is now very widely used for all but the loudest 
sounds, "B"- being largely unused.
5.1.3 Combination of parameters in speech level measurements
Both of the parameters described above show that we are interested in more than just 
the "level" of the speech, we hope to define what aspects of the speech we consider important 
in the measure called "level". In the first case we are concerned with obtaining an average 
and not instantaneous measure, and in the second we wish to make the measure more 
sensitive to certain areas of the spectrum. It happens (and it is probably not accidental) that 
the frequency range important for good speech intelligibility (1000 to 4000 Hz) is also the 
area in the frequency spectrum emphasised by the "A" weighting function, and that, perhaps 
because of the redundancy in speech, subtle fluctuations of speech level within running speech 
are not important. Thus a meter set for dB(A)^ nipuise may suffice for the measurement of short 
sections of running speech, the use of the "Impulse" time constant facilitating meter reading. 
In fact, according to Tschopp et al. (1991a), it makes little difference which weighting is 
used, at least for sentences. For extended speech it is necessary to take into account the effect 
of silent passages, since the average levels can be much lower than short term peak 
measurements. There are various methods available, mostly employing thresholding to take 
into account the importance of peaks, however, better methods will employ statistical 
treatment (Brady, 1968 and Sims, 1985).
5.2 Physical analysis
5.2.1 Spectral analysis
More detailed information on the characteristics of particular sections of speech may 
be obtained using spectral analysis, particularly obtained via the FFT. The spectrum of speech 
obtained from fouiier transform gives us the frequency content of the signal averaged over 
a frame of time. Thus we can measure how the signal changes along its duration (see 
Figure 3.2). All the acoustic information in speech originates from this change in spectrum 
and thus it is an important thing to measure. The time-amplitude variation of the various 
frequency components in speech signals is invariably complicated. We could, perhaps, go into 
great detail on these variations, however there will be great differences between the frequency 
characteristics of different articulations of the same word on a microscopic scale, both
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between speakers and by the same speaker. It is therefore useful to look at the general shape 
and variation of speech spectrum.
One measure which lends itself to calculation is called Spectral Flatness a  (Jayant and 
Noll, 1984), this gives us a single measure of the spectral shape of the signal, a  is obtained 
from the variance of the spectrum; a value of 1 indicates a flat or white noise spectrum and 
a value of 0 would be impossible; a completely random spectrum. Spectral Flatness, a, is 
defined as the uniformity of the frequency distribution of the signal thus:
Where is the mean power over the frequency interval n, in the duration t-tg.
With this measure we could use the whole duration of the speech sample or use 
spechal flatness as indicator of change of spectrum by looking at the flatness between 
successive frames. This might be more useful since we wish to look at the variation in the 
spectrum of the signal.
An example of spectral flatness analysis is given in Figure 5.1, The top graph shows 
the time-amplitude variation for the word "cheese" (same as Figure 3.2 insets), the lower 
graph shows the corresponding spectral flatness plotted against time frame. Similar to Figure 
3.2, we can see the three distinct regions representing "ch", "ee" and "zz", the first consonant, 
vowel and final consonant. The most dominant feature is the low spectral flatness over the 
duration of the vowel, this is due to the structure of the vowel sound; a series of strong 
harmonics constituting a very structured spectrum. The regions representing the consonants 
produce much smaller dips in the flatness curve, these are due to the shaped noise 
characteristics of "ch" and "zz". It is interesting to note that vowel sounds are of low spectral 
flatness and high energy.
5.2.2 Time analysis
In recognising speech, the listener seems to make up meaning by recognising smaller 
sections of the speech sample, whether these sections are speech features or phonemes. The
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Figure 5.1. Spectral flatness a  versus frame for the word "cheese" (lower plot). The upper plot is the 
corresponding time-amplitude. Frame lengths are 12.8 ms, with a shift of 3.2 ms between frames.
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duration of distinctive features are important since we recognise them by both spectral 
characteristics and duration. Thus, we measure the magnitude, and dynamics of spectral 
content. Unfortunately, there is little information cuirently available on the overall importance 
of duration on speech recognition. There are studies (e.g. Massaro and Oden, 1980) showing 
the particular importance of onset and release times on voiced-unvoiced discrimination. (For 
example when making the distinction between "p" and "b"). Here we will consider lexical 
length as a measurement parameter since that is easily measurable objectively, particularly 
for utterances of single words.
5.2.3 Spectrum versus level
In the great majority of cases, vowels constitute most of the energy within of speech. 
Thus one would expect that any spectral measure of speech is strongly dependent on vowel 
structure. For example, variations in vowel intensity more significantly affect spectral flatness 
(see above) than do the detailed variations in consonants.
5.3 Familiarity and linguistic usage
It has been suggested that familiarity cannot be measured directly by objective means 
(Lyregaard, 1976) since, in essence, it is an intra-subject parameter. Indeed, to fully develop 
a theory about this facet of speech measurement would require the investigation of large areas 
of psychology, such as learning and memory. For example, a comprehensive review of the 
use of language can be found in Bench and Bamford (1979a). Here the authors are interested 
in more than just some notional count of word occurrence, they were also interested in the 
use of grammatical constructs in which individual words were found, in this case for children 
and hearing-impaired children. It would be too large a task within this project to undertake 
a similar procedure for adults.
In Chapter 3 we reviewed Lyregaard’s attempt to deduce a measure of familiarity from 
data on frequency of usage from magazine counts. Here we will not want to discuss the 
effects or a theory of familiarity, but instead use frequency of usage as a measurement of 
speech. Thus we need a source of frequency of usage for the speech of interest.
There is much data available in the literature on the usage of written language 
(Thorndike and Lorge, 1944, and Francis and Kucera, 1982) but little on the usage of spoken
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language. Thus it seemed sensible to obtain some data on the usage of spoken language. 
Ideally this should be done by transcription of everyday language (Bench and Bamford, 
1979a, Beukelmann et al., 1989). However, this would have been far too time consuming for 
the present project and perhaps outside the abilities of the author since he is not a trained 
psycho-hnguist or phonetician! Thus a novel approach was conceived to obtain data that 
would be representative of spoken language, if not everyday spoken language, then taken from 
a source to which many people were exposed: transcriptions made for the television subtitle 
services. These may be considered representative of spoken Enghsh, although they are not 
always exact transcriptions of the final broadcast dialogue.
For the purposes of the study only single monosyllables were counted, and even then 
a limited dictionary of words. The data collected in this way was then used to obtain various 
measures of "familiarity" (Lyregaard, 1976).
5.3.1 Compilation of the Dictionary of interesting words
A dictionary of approximately 5000 interesting words was compiled; here interesting 
is taken to mean all those in the 12 Boothroyd lists (as specified by Markides, 1976) together 
with any which might be confused with them. This was achieved using a combination of 
automatic selection and manual editing.
5.3.1.1 Source Dictionary. The first step in this process was to find a large source 
dictionary of words in a machine (computer) readable format. Such a dictionary was obtained 
from a word processor’s spell checking list of almost seventy thousand words: for the 
purposes of this study we were only interested in mono-syUables so that the length of words 
was restricted to eight characters, thus reducing the length of the source dictionary.
5.3.1.2 Automatic word selection. A computer program, "phonparse", was developed 
which could select and label all possible phonemic interpretations of groups of orthographic 
characters. This program was run on the lists of Boothroyd words and on the entire reduced
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source dictionary mentioned above. Categories of possible types of confusions of source 
words with Boothroyd words were defined:
Single difference:
(cvx) Difference in final consonant (c2)
(cxc) Confusion in vowel
(xvc) Confusion in initial consonant {cl)
Double difference:
(xxc) Common final consonant 
(xvx) Common vowel {clc2)
(cxx) Common initial consonant
Using a common occurrence sorting program (UNIX 5.0, grep and fgrep) a set of source 
words could be selected for each confusion category for each Boothroyd word. This set would 
also include possible homonyms and homophones because of the action of the phonparse 
program.
5.3.1.3 Specification of word selection programs. The functioning of the phonparse program 
written by the author is given in detail in Appendix G. The program basically works by 
comparing a list of possible orthographic strings with parts of the word of interest. In effect, 
the word of interest is built from three strings representing the initial consonant, vowel and 
final consonant. Once this combination is identified, the possibilities of possible interpretation 
of each of the three strings is saved in the form of a list of phonemes represented by 
orthographic characters (for the purposes of further computation).
The sorting programs "grep" and "fgrep" are standard UNIX facilities which allow for 
the searching of strings within any number of files. Thus, phonemic interpretations generated 
by phonparse for a given word may be matched with any of the words within the dictionary. 
This allowed generation of a set of similar sounding words (cvx, cxc, as specified above).
5.3.1.4 Manual editing. Once a number of possible candidates for confusion with a 
Boothroyd word had been selected automatically further manual editing was required to add
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some extra words, such as; plural forms, colloquial contractions (i.e. can’t, won’t) other words 
missed by the automatic procedure due to strange spellings, and a few dissyllabic words 
encountered in responses to words presented in the previous study of the Boothroyd word lists 
(Section 4.3). Additionally, some words were removed from the confusion sets which were 
considered not to be of the correct classification, these occurred because of the liberal nature 
of the automatic selection process.
It is reahsed that some source words may have been missed in this procedure, but 
these were very unlikely to have been of any significant familiarity. The dictionary of 
interesting words was compiled from the combined sets and categories of confusable words.
5.3.2 Source of count data
Words from the teletext subtitles transmitted by the four pubhc television channels; 
the BBC (Channels 1 and 2) and independent television (London Weekend Television (LWT) 
and Channel 4 (Ch4). These words were acquired using a teletext decoder device (Micro 
Projects Ltd. PC Text H) installed in an IBM AT compatible computer.
5.3.3 Method of Counting
Words were parsed from the streams of characters and whenever an interesting word 
was encountered, the count for that word was incremented.
5.3.3.1 Word Counting Program. A source hsting of the computer program designed to 
count words from the teletext source is contained in Appendix G. Several important features 
were incorporated in the program to maximise efficiency; a re-ordering algorithm which 
would place the words in the dictionary in order of current frequency of count (i.e. most 
common words first, least common last), a successive character matching system, words of 
length over eight characters were not searched for in the dictionary, and an automatic channel 
scanning procedure. These features ensured the fast counting of more common words, the fast 
matching of acquired words to interesting words and the efficient use of transmissions of 
subtitles from all four television channels. The system’s performance was monitored over 
several weeks before starting the count proper. Over this period it was realised that certain 
standard messages were transmitted in "quiet" periods thus accumulating massive counts for
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a peculiai* selection of words. Additional logic was added in the program to recognise these 
standard phrases and to discount them if encountered.
5.3.3.2 Duration of counting. Words were counted from teletext subtitle transmissions
over a period of about three months. The data was copied once a week to check the dynamics 
of the usage of each word: checks of counting continuity could be made by comparing counts 
made in each week for very common words. A separate count was made for each television 
channel to assess the distribution of word usage between channels and the frequency of 
teletext transmissions. Since the counting procedure was essentially unbiased toward any 
particular channel, this information should be reliable.
5.3.4 Results
5.3.4.1 Raw count data. The total count of interesting words was just over a milhon, 
giving a total occurrence of 49,617 Boothroyd words. Listings of the counts for each 
Boothroyd word are contained in Appendix F. The totals at the top of the listings are for all 
target words and Boothroyd words for each channel. The proportions of words that were 
Boothroyd words are also shown, thus it is possible to see any differences in the use of 
Boothroyd words between the four channels. The rest of the data listings are total counts by 
list for each Boothroyd word. It is readily apparent that there is a wide range of frequency 
of usage in the Boothroyd words; from 0 to 9905 counts in this study. There is a 
corresponding range of 0 (many words) to 59161 (the word "the") for the whole set of 
interesting words.
5.3.4.2 Distribution of counts. Figure 5.2 shows the distribution of counts for the whole 
set of interesting words and for the set of Boothroyd words. There are proportionally fewer 
very low count words (count == 0) in the Boothroyd set compared to the whole dictionary. 
There are more Boothroyd words of count range 10 to 100: the counts of Boothroyd words 
are fairly symmetrically distributed over the range 0 to 10000, using logarithmic bucketing.
5.3.5 Discussion
5.3.5.1 Comparison with previous studies. To verify the integrity of this count data it is 
worth comparing the counts for a selection of words with that obtained from other sources.
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Figure 5.2. Distribution of counts of interesting words; data for Boothroyd words is stacked on top of bars.
Note the large number of words with zero count (first bar).
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For a rough check the counts obtained for the Boothroyd words were compared with data 
from written material obtained by Francis and Kucera (1982). The distribution of counts made 
for Boothroyd words are compared in Figure 5.3.
The data from the two sources seem to have simüar distributions. The correlation 
between the Teletext subtitle data and the Francis and Kucera data for the Boothroyd set of 
words was 0.91 (UNIXSTAT 5.1). Close examination of the data from the two sources 
reveals that there are some large differences in counts (normahsed to the total counts of 
Boothroyd words in each case) for particular words: most noticeable for the words; got, get, 
vet, bike, wedge and heath. This may be due to; for the first four, non abbreviated or more 
eloquent words being substituted in written English, and for the latter two, the lack of usage 
of these words in American English (N.B. the Francis and Kucera count used North American 
source material).
5.3.5.2 Differences in usage between channels. Looking at the data in Appendix F we can
see some differences in the usage of particular words between channels. It must be stated that 
these differences may only be considered meaningful if the counts for that word are in the
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Figure 5.3. Distribution of counts of Boothroyd words from Teletext subtitles (bottom) and from written 
material (top) (Francis and Kucera, 1982).
middle to high range since words of low counts may have occurred due to a particular subject 
being covered on a particular channel more often than any other. The differences in 
distribution between counts from the different Television channels are shown in Figure 5.4.
Comparison of Figures 5.2 and 5.4 shows the advantage of obtaining the greatest total 
count, specifically in this case the advantage of combining the counts from each of the four 
channels: in Figure 5.1 the size of the "no count" population is comparable to the size of the 
group "1-10" counts, whereas in Figure 5.4 the population of "no counts" far exceeds any 
other of the groups.
5.3.6 Conclusions and use of Data
In the course of this word counting exercise many millions of words were likely to 
have been scanned for a match with one of the interesting words, however the data here only 
recorded the total count of interesting words found in the compiled dictionary. Thus we can 
only use the data in a fashion such that we may compare the relative usage of words found 
in the dictionary. This has been the entire object of the exercise since we are only concerned 
with the relative familiarity of words. From comparing the fractions of "no count" words from
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the smaller samples (i.e. individual channels) and from the combined samples we seemed to 
have obtained a good level of precision, 1 in just over a million (since the "no count" 
population is less than half the size of the "counted" population, Figure 5.2), this is important 
since famiharity is logarithmically related to word frequency (Lyregaard, 1976).
Also of note is the distribution in frequencies of the Boothroyd words: they seem to 
be normally distributed when a logarithmic scahng is used. This is very unlike the overall 
distribution of all the interesting words which is very much skewed to the lower frequencies. 
From comparison of the counts performed here, and the Francis and Kucera counts 
(Figure 5.3) of Boothroyd words, the teletext method described here gives comparable results 
to that from "magazine" counts, apart from the notable exceptions stated above. We have 
obtained definitive data on words we are interested in for the purposes of measuring the 
familiarity of Boothroyd words used in further subjective trials (Chapter 7).
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5.4 Subjective Intelligibility
In the previous sections we have discussed the measurement of speech by objective 
means. In the discussion of speech level, we also looked at the relationship of subjective 
loudness to objective level: it seems that there is httle point in obtaining an accurate measure 
of speech loudness when measuring level by using objective techniques gives us more or less 
what we require (Psycho-acousticians interested in the fine detail of loudness would not 
agree!). We are primarily interested in the prediction and measurement of intelligibility, or 
changes in intelligibility due to changes in conditions (such as caused by hearing loss). 
However, we now look at intelligibility in even finer detail than perhaps anyone has looked 
before, we are looking at the differences in "intelhgibility" between individual words. Here, 
the term is placed in quotes because intelhgibility is normally associated with some average 
of performance based on the results from a selection of speech sounds, such as, for example, 
from a word or sentence list presented under one condition, or an adaptive method where the 
result has been obtained using a series of presentations. In the present case we test the words, 
not just the effects of conditions.
It is now possible to implement fairly complicated experimental techniques using 
computers with additional signal acquisition hardware. A procedure for measuring the 
intelligibility of individual words is developed and discussed in Chapter 7 and implemented, 
here we will only look at some of the measurements we might require in representing the 
intelligibihty of individual words.
5.4.1 A Notional Threshold
In earlier chapters the term Speech Reception Threshold (SRT) was defined and used, 
i.e. the condition (specifically hearing level) under which the presented speech is statistically 
50% intelligible. Similarly we may define a normal hearing threshold for individual words 
using a selection of normal subjects; the level at which the word is most hkely correctly 
identified 50% of the time. We may remember from Section 4.3 that certain words could be 
termed fragile, these were words which most frequently were not correctly identified, thus the 
use of a notional threshold is not necessarily useful for individual words. (As a worst case, 
consider a word which is never more than 50% intelligible, even under optimal conditions.)
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5.4.2 The slope of the intelhgibihty function
The shape of a intelhgibility curve is well known for tests using a selection speech 
sounds (e.g. word lists). For normal conditions, it is generally considered to be a saturation 
shape, that is asymptotes which are converged to from different directions (see Figure 7.3). 
The limits are normally considered to be fixed for intelligibility, 0% and 100%, thus the slope 
of the intermediate region is of interest. This slope would seem, in effect, an orthogonal 
measure to threshold, however as was discussed in Chapter 1, different test materials have 
different slopes which generally accompany a reduction in reception threshold (or Articulation 
Index, see Figure 1.1). We may also see this effect with individual words, where various 
factors, such as familiarity, increase the likelihood of recognition more rapidly around the 
notional word threshold.
5.4.3 Comparative methods
One way to get around the differences in the shape of characteristics between different 
words is to use the intelhgibility of the words under a given condition. Thus we are not 
assuming anything about the shape of the intelligibihty curves, in a similar way to the 
intelhgibihty of hsts studied in Section 4.3. This should give some similar results to the slope 
characteristics except that it allows for non-attainment of 100% intelhgibihty.
5.5 Summary
In this chapter we have looked at the various ways of measuring speech with an eye 
to predicting the subjective inteUigibihty of words from objective measurements. It is 
anticipated that this approach wiU aid the design of speech audiometiic tests. Previously in 
Chapter 3 we concluded that the physical structure and the intrinsic properties of speech 
would both play a part in subjective intelhgibihty. However, it is difficult to predict precisely 
how these factors interact except to hypothesise some general trends such as the louder (up 
to a point) and more familiar the stimulus, the greater the intelhgibihty. In Chapter 6 we 
study the interaction of these factors and relate them to subjective intelligibilities obtained 
for individual words in Chapter 7.
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Tortoise: No, o f course not. Some music is highly intellectual, but most music is not. 
And most o f the time you ear or brain does the "calculation"' for you, and lets your 
emotions know what they want to here
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6 PREDICTION OF INTELLIGIBILITY FROM SPEECH 
MEASUREMENTS
Introduction
In this chapter we assess the relative importance of objective speech measurements in 
predicting subjective word intelligibihty. We again use the twelve Boothroyd (1968a and 
1968b) word hsts as described in Section 4.3. as our material. Some of the measurements 
described in Chapter 5 are apphed to this material, the specific sources being described below. 
The collection of subjective word intelhgibihty data is described in detail in Chapter 7.
The analysis in this chapter takes the form of correlation of subjective data with the 
objective parameters. The choice and treatment of the objective material is based on previous 
reports in the hterature and some further intuitive reasoning by the author. There are two 
basic aims of this work; one is to assess the relative importance of physical measurements 
versus linguistic measurement and how best to treat these properties, the second is to find 
good objective predictors of the subjective properties of material used in audiometry rather 
than undertaking studies such as described in Chapter 7.
6.1 Theory
6.1.1 Analysis
Firstly we will establish the methods which we are to apply in analysing the data. This 
entails finding out the interrelation (better here than interdependence) of parameters within 
the objective and subjective groups. It is pointless to carry out complex statistical analysis, 
for example, using objective measures which all make the same contributions to the prediction 
of subjective intelligibility parameters. This also apphes to the subjective data in that we may 
have used two different routes to obtain the same answer. Thus, we must construct a 
correlation matrix for both data groups.
From the correlation matrix for objective measures we select those parameters which 
may be most useful in predicting subjective results. These are hkely to be those parameters 
which are least interrelated. However, there may also be parameters which "sum up" the 
contribution of a number of other parameters. It may be useful in our final conclusions to
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draw upon the contributions made by parameters which have this property and are more easily 
measurable.
The final stage of the process consists of performing a multiple regression analysis to 
obtain the relative empirical importance of various useful objective parameters in the 
prediction of subjective parameters.
6.1.2 Expectations
Before embarking on any exploratory statistical analysis, it is useful to discuss the 
relative importance of the various objective factors in determining the subject results. We can 
divide the measurements described in the previous chapter into three distinct types: those 
which quantify level, spectrum and usage. We might expect any measure of a certain type to 
be interrelated with other measures of the same type and independent of measures of a 
different type. However, it was deduced in the previous chapter, for example, that speech 
level and mean spectral flatness are likely to be related measures. Further, there is no obvious 
reason why the variation in spectrum might be related to the overall shape of spectrum 
(although this may be the case). It is very likely that the measures of usage are independent 
of any of the "physical" measurements, although it could be postulated that a more frequently 
used word would have more energy, or more distinct spectral characteristics compared to a 
less frequently used word.
The relative importance of objective types in predicting subjective parameters may be 
inferred by considering the effect of conditions: it is fairly obvious that small differences in 
speech level will be of little importance at supra-threshold levels; alternatively, small 
differences such as these may increase or decrease the level of "notional" thresholds (by the 
actual difference in speech level). From previous studies (James et al, 1991 and 1992), we 
know that certain physical speech structures are more robust to degradation than others. One 
good example of this is the diphthong (as in words hke "veil" and "fail"), these are words 
with pitch shifts in the vowel sound which forms the part of the speech spectrum with the 
highest energy. This pitch shift is a result of coarticulation, that is the articulation of the "1" 
at the end of the word causes a secondary articulation in the vowel (Moulton, 1962 and 
O’Connor, 1973). There might also be other structures which prove more robust.
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Finally, we speculate about the importance of word usage in the perception of speech 
as decribed in Chapters 3 and 5. We may conclude a similar result as for speech level; the 
further away from threshold we get the less important the effects, in this case because the size 
of the cohort of confusable words is reduced. We would expect more frequently used words 
to be of higher intelhgibility, taking into account the usage of similar sounding words under 
the conditions of the presentation.
6.2 Source of Speech material
The speech material used in this study was the selection of twelve Boothroyd (1968a 
and 1968b) hsts of ten mono-syhabic words, recordings made by ISVR, Southampton. For 
the purposes of analysis, use was made of the previously transcribed (see Sechon 4.3) lists 
stored in a 12 bit digital format on a Masscomp 5450 computer. The speech data was in a 
form which enabled use of Audlab signal analysis software and enabled speech to be replayed 
via a reconstruchon filter (Kemo vbf/22) into any external measurement device such as a 
measuring amplifier or Sound Level Meter (SLM). In this study we use arbitrary references 
values for speech level measures since we are only interested in correlation, not absolute 
values.
6.3 Speech measurements
6.3.1 Speech Level
Speech level measurements were obtained in two ways; by calculation from the 
digitised word samples stored on the Masscomp computer and by replaying the words via the 
reconstruction filter set at 8000 Hz cutoff fi*equency into a Briiel and Kjær SLM (2204), via 
an in hne pre-amphfier (Briiel and Kjær UA0196). Using calculahon and an SLM various 
measures of speech level for a given sample could be obtained.
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6.3.1.1 The root mean square power (by calculation)
P =rms
[6.1]
Where P„ are calculated from the square of the voltage of the speech signal.
6.3.1.2 The mean square power level (by calculation) The natural logarithm was used 
here for ease of computation; multiplying by 4.34 would give the same result as 
10logjQ(P^J. (i.e. the standard decibel calculation)
L™. = W _ )  [6.2]
6.3.1.3 The total energy of the speech sample (by calculation)
= E ^ »  [6.3]
n
6.3.1.4 The total energy level (by calculation)
4 ,. = W J  [6-4]
6.3.1.5 The "A" weighted "Impulse" level (SLM)
6.3.1.6 The "A" weighted "Fast" level (SLM)
6.3.2 Spectral Analysis
Spectral analysis was in the form of the calculation of normalised Spectral Flatness 
(see previous chapter for definition) from the digitised speech samples. The Spectral flatness 
was calculated for frames of 256 sample points at 64 point intervals using a version of the 
Audlab "fft" program (sfm) modified by the author. Thus, between about 160 and 200 data 
points of spectral flatness were obtained for each word. The mean and variance of these data 
were then calculated to give the parameters and for each word. With this approach 
it was possible to measure both the average shape and variation of the spectrum for individual
1 0 0
words. No transformation was applied to a  in calculating these values since the variance 
seemed largely independent of the mean (Howell, 1982).
6.3.3 Duration
The duration tf for each word was obtained in terms of the number of frames used for 
each sample in the Spectral Flatness analysis (above). This measure could also be gained from 
the number of actual samples points in the word sample.
6.3.4 Familiarity/Frequency of Usage
Frequency of usage data was obtained from teletext subtitles as described in the 
previous chapter. Data were collected on the usage of not only the target words in the 
Boothroyd lists but also for words which were confusable with the target words. Thus some 
indication of relative usage between the target word and its possible response set was 
available. These data were treated in several ways:
6.3.4.1 Absolute count of word usage U.
6.3.4.2 The logarithm of absolute count of word usage LogU.
6.3.4.3 The ratio Vd+c2  ^where:
V = ^  [6.5]
+ E ( /
c l c2
i.e. the ratio of the usage of the target word to the sum of usage of the words in the cohort. 
In this case the response set was defined by all those words which either front rhyme 
(c2 confusion) or end rhyme (cl confusion).
6.3.4.4 The logarithm of the ratio 1/j+c2 ^ cl+c2"
1 0 1
6.3.4.5 The ratio where:
y = JL_ [6.6]
clc2
clc2
here the response set clc2 is defined by any words which have a common vowel to the target 
word (from the dictionary as defined in Chapter 5);
6.3.4.6 The logarithm of Logy^d-
6.3.5 Subjective Word intelligibility
Data from the subjective word intelligibility experiment (Chapter 7) could be described 
in a variety of ways: some of the parameters have units of Robustness Index (RI) as defined 
in Chapter 7, this measure describes the predictability of outcomes for a given level. A 
notional threshold is obtained from the level at which the Robustness Index is zero, that is 
where future outcomes have zero predictability. Due to the nature of the data, graph 
modelling is applied to the data to obtain measures such as threshold and slope of the graph. 
Two methods were employed; a straight line fit with intercept and gradient and a Fermi 
distribution fit with two parameters, midpoint and width. The former and latter correspond 
in each case to threshold and rate of change of Robustness with level. Two parameters which 
similarly correspond are average and difference, these are discussed in more detail in Chapter 
7, but are also defined below:
6.3.5.1 Intercept of linear regression for Robustness versus presentation Level,
6.3.5.2 Slope of hnear regression for Robustness versus presentation Level Rgrad-
6.3.5.3 The mid point of the Robustness curve versus level as calculated from a Fermi 
distribution fit,
6.3.5.4 The width of the Robustness curve versus level as calculated from Fermi fit 
(Section 7.8.2),
1 0 2
6.3.5.5 The average value
^  ^  ^max ^min [ 6 .7 ]
av
where L ^ ' is the maximum level at which the word was perceived incorrectly in the 
experiment, and the minimum level at which the word was perceived correctly (see 
Chapter 7).
6.3.5.6 The dijference
-  C l  [6.8]
6.3.5.7 The Robustness of the word at a particular level L, R .^ This is purely representative 
of the subjective data since no data modelling is used.
6.4 Analysis of the Data
The data were organised into files containing lists of values for each measured 
parameter, ordered according to the original order of the lists and words. This allowed use 
of various analysis programs to ascertain the degree of interrelation between the different 
measures. Comparisons, within and between types, between measures were made using Linear 
Regression (Hays, 1963) implemented in the "Unixstat" suite of programs running on a 
Masscomp 5450 minicomputer. These calculations were also checked using the "Minitab" 
functions "regress" (least squares) and "rregress" (ranked regression) running on a Hewlett 
Packard 9000s/800 computer. The final regression analysis for prediction of subjective 
parameters was also earned out using the "Unixstat" programs. All these programs provided 
correlation matrices for any combination of the parameters.
6.5 Results
6.5.1 Objective parameters
6.5.1.1 Summary statistics. Table 6.1 gives summary statistics for a selection of ten 
objective parameters divided into four types', level, spectrum, duration and word usage. There 
is little to compare about the level and spectrum parameters except to say that the average
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impulse level (indicating peaks) is higher than that obtained with the SLM set on "Fast"
(Lj^ fas^ . The variance in the total power is proportionally less than that for . The 
results for are as expected since the longest word "wide" is over twice as long as the 
shortest word "jot". The highest energy word was "goes" using Lp^,, and arid 
"dodge" using "hutch" was the lowest energy word using both calculated measures and
"cheek", "keys" and "shoot" were of lowest level using both SLM settings.
The word with the highest average spectral flatness (7^^ was "fish"; and with the
lowest "veil" (a diphthong). Words with highest and lowest variabihty in spectral shape 
were "vice" and "hip".
The lowest word count LogU of -0.693 corresponds to a value o iU  = 0.5, that is a 
zero count word (see Chapter 5). This rounding was also used in calculating the other usage 
parameters such as LogV^+ci &nd LogY^ci' This rounding will introduce errors into these 
values which may have effects in the regressions. (Also of note is that the minimum for 
LogVdd is -11.51, unfortunately the lower limit on the precision of the ratio calculation 
(Minimum Vcic2  < 0.00001). The zero count words were "haze", "hoof", "thatch", "hutch", 
"thieve" and "rove", the highest count was for "have".
6.5.1.2 Correlation matrix. Data in Table 6.2 shows that within the types level and word 
usage there seems to be a large degree of correlation (correlation coefficient > 0.5, correlation 
coefficients greater than 0.4 are marked by a star). This is expected with the level parameters, 
which have only subtle differences in the treatments of the measurements. The comparison 
between and stands out from other comparisons within the level type.
It is of interest that the mean spectral flatness o^nean exhibited a degree of correlation 
to the level parameters, except for iframe seem, to a large degree, to be unrelated
to any other type, and and are independent.
We had hoped by use of the word usage parameters LogU, LogV^+d ^ &^c 2 c2 , to
isolate the effects of overall word count from those due to cohorts of the target words. From 
Table 6.2 it seems that LogU, LogVd^d &nd LogV^d &re highly correlated, thus it is hard to 
justify the use of absolute word usage versus taking into account cohort size and effect using
^ c l+ c 2  ^ c lc 2 '
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6.5.2 Subjective Parameters
6.5.2.1 Summary statistics. A summary of the subjective word intelligibility parameters 
RinP Rmid may be found in Table 6.3. These are relatable in terms of experimental
presentation level, and R^ i^ th expressing the widths of the word intelhgibihty curves.
The value may roughly be equated to the width of the intelhgibihty function in decibels 
(the limen) if multiplied by 2000 (Robustness range -1000 to 1000). It is important to note 
idiosyncrasies of the parameters Ry^ iath and the maximum values of these parameters have 
extreme values, 1667 dB and 104 dB! These values are for the word "bed" which was not 
presented over a wide enough range of levels in the subjective experimentation, resulting in 
a virtually flat graph of Robustness versus level (the line Robustness = 0), hence the straight 
line and Fermi fit have virtually zero slope. For the purposes of calculation of mean and 
standard deviation (in bold in Table 6.3) a value of 60 dB was used for R^^^ for the word 
"bed" (60 dB being the maximum value of presentation level used in the subjective 
experiment; still larger than for any other word).
Variable ^ in t R jn id ^ g ra d ^  width ^ d iff
Minimum 16.12 29.11 18.00 0.0451 8 0 . 0
Maximum 58.56 57.09 98.00 0.0798 1667 104.0
Mean 37.07 41.23 40.07 0.0510 17 8.7
Std. Dev. 10.82 7.35 8.43 0.0048 6 8.3
Table 6.3. Summary statistics for the subjective parameters. A line separates the intercept and 
slope parameters.
The word "laze" was measured as having the highest threshold using R^ ,.^  and and 
"thighs" the highest using R,„^ . "Fog" was shown to have the lowest threshold by R,„p and 
second lowest by in this case the word with the lowest was "man". Using R^^ "bone" had 
the lowest threshold at 29 dB(tape) (the reference level for dB(tape) is to be found in Chapter 
7). The words with the flattest intelhgibility curves (after "bed", see above) was "poach" by 
Rgrad R,vidth^  and "laze" (an old favourite) by The words with most rapidly increasing
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intelligibility were "thieve" by and "will" by Numerous words had equal 
to zero.
6.5.2.2 Correlation matrix. Within the threshold predicting type there seems to be high
correlation (upper left hand quadrant of Table 6.4). This does not seem to be the case within 
the slope predicting type. This is probably due to the problems encountered in the 
experimental data as mentioned above, however R^ ^^  ^ and Ry^ idih are largely correlated 
(indicated by a star in the Rgrad^  Rwidth field). This is to be expected as the straight hne 
approximates the Fermi fit in this situation. There are various relations between the two types 
shown here: of note is the degree of relatedness between R,^^ and R,^; this may be due to 
some artifact in the two methods of describing the shape of the intelhgibihty curves.
Variable R in t ^ m id ^ a v ^ g ra d Rwidth ^dxff
^ in t 1 . 0 0 0
R m id '0.954 1 . 0 0 0
^ a v '0.744 '0.735 1 . 0 0 0
R grad 0.195 0.213 0.153 1 . 0 0 0
^w idth '0.513 0.332 0.353 '0.540 1 . 0 0 0
^ d iff 0.070 0.043 0.260 0.300 0.378 1 . 0 0 0
Table 6.4. Correlation matrix for the subjective parameters. The stars (*) indicate high correlation 
(Correlation coefficient > 0.400).
6.5.3 Summary statistics on Robustness versus level data
Table 6.5 gives summary statistics for Robustness Index R  ^ over a range of 
presentation levels L. The meaning of the values of Robustness Index is explained in detail 
in Chapter 7; briefly, the greater the value of R  ^ the more intelligible the word at level L, 
where a zero value of R  ^indicates 50% intelhgibihty (i.e. either outcome, right or wrong, is 
indeterminate), and a large and negative R  ^low intelhgibihty. Thus, looking at the means of 
the data we can deduce that the mean threshold across all words is in the region of 35 to 40
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dB(tape) (see Chapter 7). Of note is the comparatively large standard deviation of R^s to their 
ranges and means.
Variable ^30 R35 ^40 R4 5 ^50 R55 ^60
Minimum -800 -500 -500 - 2 0 0 -TOO -50 0
Maximum 50 350 750 750 850 850 850
Mean -344 -93 30 182 351 401 420
Std. Dev. 230 197 237 242 249 231 227
Table 6.5. Summary statistics for the subjective data expressed in terms of Robustness Index at 
various presentation levels L.
Variable Total A^fast ^mean ^ va r LogU ^frames
i^nt '"0.518 -0 . 2 1 2 0.295 '0.219 '"0.352 0.160
R-mid '"0.517 '-0.252 0.271 ' 0 . 2 0 0 "'0.353 0.148
^ a v "0.417 -0.213 0 . 2 2 2 0.113 "-0.314 0.094
g^rad 0.256 -0.135 0.109 0.077 -0.119 -0.034
w^idth 0.207 -0.028 0.179 0 . 1 1 2 -0.164 0.051
^diff 0 . 2 2 0 0.218 -0.115 0 . 1 2 0 0.055 0.097
Table 6.6. Correlation of a selection of subjective parameters versus objective predictors, and total 
regression taking all selected predictors into account. The stars (*) indicate the degree of significance;
* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001. For the individual objective predictors, a significant result implies 
that: taking into account all the other predictors, the predictor in question significantly contributes to 
the overall regression (Hays, 1963).
6.5.4 Regression of subjective versus objective
In this section we list the end results of this study, that is the prediction of subjective 
measurements by objective parameters. Table 6 . 6  shows the correlation between a selection 
of subjective parameters and a selection of objective predictors. The contributions of objective
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predictors are combined to give a total prediction for each subjective parameter, the 
correlation between the combined regiession against the subjective parameter is then obtained. 
The significance of the contribution from each objective predictor is also shown, the 
hypothesis is; the predictor does not contribute to the overall regression taking into account 
all other predictors. The stars indicate the degree of significance of the correlations. Thus a 
significance level of p < 0.05 implies that there is only a 5% probability that the predictor in 
question does not contribute to the overall regression taking all other predictors into account. 
We can see that LogU has the greatest and a unique contribution to the prediction of the 
subjective parameters indicating threshold, followed by
6.5.5 Contributions and combinations of objective predictors
Table 6.7. allows comparison between regressions of using seven different 
combinations of objective predictors. We can see the overlaps in contributions made to the 
total regression by different predictors, i.e. and o^ ean do not uniquely contribute to the 
overall regression when used together. The correlation coefficients are repeated for each 
combination so one can see how the individual contributions from predictors make up the 
total regression.
6.5.6 Rip versus objective predictors
The correlation of /?^ s calculated from subjective data versus a selection of predictors 
is shown in Table 6 .8 . These comparisons indicate the relative importance of predictors at 
different levels. Again, the stars (*) denote significant contributions from individual predictors 
and the final regression. We can see that in all cases the predictor îframes never makes 
significant contributions in the presence of the other predictors. o^ ar &nd LogU are 
significant predictors at all levels except L = 45 dB(tape), most noticeably o^ ar is not 
significant (and indicates very little predictive capability) at L = 35 and 40 dB(tape). The least 
significant (0.01 > p > 0.001) total regression was obtained with L = 45 dB(tape), where 
neither L^^st or o^ ar are significant predictors (p < 0.05). Stepping only 5 dB up from this level 
gave the highest regression coefficient with the three predictors, o^ar and LogVai^ci  ^ all 
making very highly significant contributions to the multiple regression (p < 0 .0 0 1 ).
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Total
'0.517
'0.511
'0.494
^ A im p ^ A fa st
'-0.252
"0.252
'-0.252
a .
0.271
0.271
a, ‘'frames
'0 . 2 0 0 '"-0.353 0.148
'0 . 2 0 0 "^4353 0.148
'0 . 2 0 0 '"-0.353
'0 . 2 0 0 '"-0.353 0.148'"0.504 '-0.199
'"0.472 "-0.199
'"0.483 '41199
'0.271
OJTT
'0.200 "'-0.353
'0.200 '"-0.353
0.148
'0.477 '0.271 0.200 "'-0.353 0T48
Table 6.7. Correlation of versus various combinations of a selection of objective predictors, and 
the total regression taking all selected predictors into account. The stars (*) indicate the degree of 
significance; * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001 (see text). Note that the removal of certain predictors 
from the regression not only affects the total regression, but also the importance (significance) of other 
predictors.
Variable Total A^fast v^ar f^rames
^30 '"0.477 "0.227 "-0.203 '"0.325 -0.134
Rs5 '"0.417 "0.243 -0.065 '%X294 -0.152
R40 '"0.394 '"0.271 -0.063 "0.253 -0 . 1 0 1
R45 "0.340 0.135 -0T23 "0.272 -0.084
R50 '"0.521 '"0.230 '"-0.263 '"0.330 -0.155
R55 '"0.494 "0.187 '"-0.248 '"0.338 -0.156
R-60 '"0.497 '^1218 "-0.213 '"0.351 -0.171
Table 6.8. Correlation of subjective R ^s versus objective predictors, and total regression taking all 
selected predictors into account. The stars (*) indicate the degree of significance; * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, 
*** p < 0.001 of individual predictors and for the total regression.
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6.6 Discussion
The object of this study has been to investigate the relative importance or significance 
of particular objective parameters in the prediction of subjective thresholds, and word 
intelligibility characteristics. Many of the objective parameters described in earlier sections 
of this chapter were not used in the final selection used in the results presented above. The 
criterion for selection as a useful predictor was that the parameter must be either uncorrelated 
with other parameters, or that a group of correlated parameters produced the most significant 
prediction. Certain parameters were merely mathematically "treated" versions of others (i.e. 
Lp^, and etc.) and these were compared within types with parameters with similar units 
(i.e. Lppng with
The following discussion is divided into sections by parameter type, with a penultimate 
section bringing all these together. In the final section we look at the multiple regression 
model obtained with a "good" set of predictors and discuss the properties of particular words 
which stray from this model.
6.6.1 Speech level and
Much attention in the past few decades has been given to the effective measurement 
of speech levels, and the equalisation of speech levels between words and between sentences 
used in speech audiometry. Most of the conclusions of these kinds of studies (Fuller and 
Whittle, 1982, Steeneken and Houtgast, 1979, and Tschopp, 1991a and 1991b) have been that 
subjective measures are not simply related to speech levels, but that reasonable accuracy may 
be obtained using measures such as L^ fast' Here we will consider the relative merits of 
and in the prediction of speech thresholds. We can also bring into the discussion the 
parameter which by previous accounts given in Chapter 5 and above, and from looking 
at Table 6.2 is correlated with measures of speech level.
We can see from Table 6.2 that is well correlated negatively with but not SO much with 
RAimp- We can therefore conclude that when and are both included in the multiple 
regression versus (a subjective threshold) that the significance of their individual 
contributions will be reduced. In fact the apparent overlapping of contributions from and 
Omean îs such that the inclusion of has very little effect on the total regression (Table 6.7), 
this is true to a lesser degree when using without Removing both direct measures
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of level still leaves a good total regression. gives the most significant prediction of 
threshold measures (Tables 6 . 6  and 6.7) in all situations.
In the treatment of Robustness R at level L, we have used only L^ p^ y as a predictor of 
the level type. From Tables 6.3 and 6.5 we may judge the mean threshold of the words used 
here to be in the region of 40 dB(tape), with a standard deviation of order 5 dB. Table 6 . 8  
shows the significance of Ly^ p,t in predicting mean performance (i.e. RJ  in this range. Below 
this range L^ p^ y is not significantly useful in the prediction of performance, for example R^q 
(the value of P at L = 30 dB(tape)), this might be expected since the standard deviation of 
A^fast is only 2.6 dB and the range approximately ± 6  dB (Table 6.1). The information 
imparted to the listening individual at this level is going to be severely affected in all cases. 
Moving up in level, to Pjj and P^  ^ speech level becomes highly significant. This we should 
expect in the critical region around threshold, since the effects of any factor which marginally 
affects the amount of information made available wiU be amplified by the action of lexical 
contexts (James et al., 1991 and 1992). At L = 45 dB(tape), the speech level again becomes 
unimportant as all the differences in information giving due to speech level are largely 
equalised at this listening level. At 50 dB(tape) and above the speech level is again 
significant. This might be due to the perception of those words with little contextual 
information (perhaps we could term them fragile) as being wholly dependent on the energy 
of speech features. This idea can be confirmed if the words with high context are separated 
from those with low context. We will treat this as a probabilistic division and use the simple 
word count of data as the criterion of division of our sample; that is we will divide the 
sample into two sets, those with the highest counts and those with the lowest. The words were 
divided into two sets, the first (a) words with LogU > 3.478, and the second (b) 
LogU ^  3.478, where the mean of LogU for the whole sample is 3.478. We now calculate the 
regression of L^p,p and for the two sets (a) and (b) against P^ ,^ P^j and
Pjo, the results are shown in Tables 6.9.
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(a) High usage {LogU > 3.478)
Variable Total ^Afast ^ va r ^frames
R 40 '0.443 '0.175 -0.093 "0.286 -0.151
R 45 0.353 -0.016 '-0.250 0 . 2 0 0 -0.081
R 50 "0.492 11090 '"-0.372 0.088 '-0.203
(b) Low usage {LogU < 3.478)
Variable Total ^Afast ^ va r ^frames
R 40 *0.421 '11393 -0 . 0 1 1 0.175 -0.052
R 45 0.361 *0.350 -0.062 0.141 -0.105
R 50 "0.502 "0.406 '-0.131 0.242 -0.127
Tables 6.9. Correlation of subjective /?^ s around threshold versus objective predictors, and total 
regression taking all selected predictors into account, for (a) words with Log!/ > 3.478, 64 words (top), 
and (b) words with LogU  ^ 3.478, 56 words (bottom). The stars (*) indicate the degree of significance;
* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001 of individual predictors and for the total regression.
Comparison of the results for regression against R4Q for both sets, shows that for the 
high context set (a), LogY^+d is the more significant predictor, whereas for the low context 
set (b), Lj^ p,t is more useful. At 45 dB(tape), the correlation versus R is veiy low for set 
(a) but significant for (b). For R^ q, the importance of speech level is greater for the low 
context set (b) than for the high context set (a). This confirms the hypothesis that speech 
energy is much more important for the recognition of low predictability items (b) than for 
high predictability items (a).
6.6.2 The significance of
The variance of spectral flatness has been described above and in Chapter 5 as a 
measure of the dynamics of the spectrum, and for this sample is uncorrelated with the mean 
spectral flatness (Table 6.2). As a predictor of threshold, is a significant predictor 
of subjective threshold (Tables 6 .6 . and 6.7), in that the lower the variation of spectral shape 
the lower the threshold. This corresponds to what we know about diphthongs, words with a
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pitch shift in the vowel but little other variation in spectrum; these words (like "fail", "veil") 
are generally more robust to the effects of degradation or lowered presentation level 
(James et al., 1991 and 1992). We also surmise that the transmission of finely detailed 
structure, indicated by high would more greatly be affected by reduced listening levels, 
and the correct perception of the word would require the reception of this fine detail.
The correlation of versus indicates that generally works above threshold 
(L = 50 dB(tape)). However, at low levels (i.e. L = 30 dB(tape)), the variance of spectrum 
may provide necessary clues for the perception of high predictability words; in fact for set 
(a), G^,ar is a highly significant (correlation coefficient = -0.327 ,p < 0.001) predictor of R^ o, 
this is not true for set (b) (correlation coefficient = -0.055, p = 0.337). Unlike speech level, 
o^ ar is a significant predictor of performance R just above threshold (L = 45 dB(tape)) for high 
frequency words, becoming very significant at L = 50 dB(tape).
6.6.3 Word usage and word intelhgibility
It is clear from Tables 6 . 6  to 6.9 that word usage, represented here by LogU is a very 
significant predictor of word intelhgibility. It is obviously unrelated to any of the other 
objective parameter types (Table 6.2) since it is in essence not a "physical" parameter of 
speech. It is interesting to note the differences in word intelligibility characteristics between 
the sets of words (a) and (b) (as defined in Section 6.6.1) are due to the effect of probabilistic 
biases which we might predict from the word counts. In section 6.6.1. we used LogU as the 
criterion measure because it simply indicates a probability of response where information 
from auditory cues is severely hmited. It was seen that for low usage words at low levels 
(L = 40 dB(tape)), speech energy (L^^ )^ was far more important in identification, but for high 
usage words the cohort size measured by LogVai+c2 &nd to a lesser extent speech level was 
important.
6.6.4 Word duration tp^ mes
Throughout the regression analysis tp^ mes has been incorporated because we find this 
parameter largely uncorrelated with every other (Table 6.2) (except for Lp^ t^, which we did not 
use in any of the regressions above). In most examples the duration seems to be a useful 
predictor but fails to be actually significant in the presence of other "good" predictors in all
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but one example (Table 6.9a). The trend of intelligibility Rp at level L tends to go; longer 
word, then lower intelhgibility. Since the trend predicted by is relatively weak, it is 
difficult to justify any particular reasons for the trend. We can take a similar approach to that 
in section 6 .6 .1 , by separating the sample data into two groups on the basis of one parameter. 
We can now define two new groups; (c) where tpames > 272, and (d) ^ 272, where the
mean of tpames for the whole sample is 272.2 (Table 6.2).
Some summary statistics for the two groups of words (c) and (d) are given in 
Tables 6.10.
(o) i f r a m e s  ^  272
Variable Rjnid ^Afast LogU ^frames
Mean 42.14 1 2 1 . 6 0 I & 6 3.23 296.6
Stan. Dev. 8 . 0 1 2 . 8 0.008 2 T 8 17.31
(^ ) ^frames ^ 272
Variable R-mid ^Afast ^ v a r LogU ^frames
Mean 40.26 121.3 0.024 3.74 246.2
Stan. Dev. 6.5 2.5 0.009 2.17 19.58
Tables 6.10. Summary statistics for some parameters of (c) words with > 272, 62 words, and (d) 
words with ^ 272, 58 words. Note that there is little difference between the two sets (c) and (d) 
in terms of the distributions of and LogU.
Tables 6.10 show us that (c) and (d) have similar distributions of characteristics, thus when 
comparing the two groups further we can rule out effects other than due to the dividing 
parameter, duration tpames-
In Table 6.11 we show the results of linear regressions of versus a set of "good" 
parameters as previously described. The most striking difference between the two regressions 
is the relative importance of and tpames’ For the longer words (c), tp^mes gives a significant 
trend whereas (7^ ^^  is not such a good predictor. The reverse is true for the short words (d).
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This result suggests that shorter words require greater uniformity in their frequency 
characteristics (i.e. smaller than longer words to achieve lower thresholds. It is therefore 
important to maintain a reasonable information rate whatever the total duration for low 
thresholds for good intelligibility, or "squashing too much information in too short a duration 
gives higher thresholds".
Variable Total ^Afast ^ va r LogU ^frames
R m id (^) '"0.536 *-0.271 0 T 2 2 **-0.404 11173
(d) "0.500 '-0.246 '11276 '-0.266 0183
Table 6.11. Correlation of versus objective predictors, and total regression taking all selected 
predictors into account, for (c) words with > 272, 62 words, and (d) words with ^ 272, 58 
words . The stars (*) indicate the degree of significance; * p < 0.05, * * p<  0.01, *** p < 0.001 of 
individual predictors and for the total regression.
6.6.5 The combination of predictors
In the discussion sections 6.6.1 to 6.1.4 we have examined the relationship between 
objective and subjective parameters. Using a "good" combination of predictors, Lj^ fast, ^van 
LogU and tpames for example, we can calculate a linear regression equation for where 
is the estimated value of Ry^ id-
= -  0 .841L ,^ „, + 2 2 9 a _ IWlMgU  + 0.033 + 132 [6.9]
From this equation we can see that a change in speech level gives an almost one for one 
change in word threshold Given that the range of L^ p^  ^was 13 dB, we obtain a predicted 
range of 11 dB in the subjective threshold Similarly we can approximate ranges of 9 dB 
due to 11 dB due to LogU and 7 dB due to tpames Rmid- This gives us an indication of 
the magnitude of effects due to contributions from individual predictors.
Figure 6.1 shows a scatter plot of R^ i^d versus The line Rj^ id = Rmtd is marked 
giving the line of "perfect" correlation. Points corresponding to particular words are also 
indicated. Of great interest are those words which deviate most from the line of perfect
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Figure 6.1. Scatter plot of versus where R i^^  is the estimation of R ^  from regression analysis 
(see main text).
regression, such as "thumb” and "ways". These are words which conform least to the 
objective prediction of intelligibility given here. The word "ways" has a much greater 
subjective threshold than estimated threshold R i^ .^ It is hard to explain this phenomenon 
in terms of the quantities we have measured, instead we have to look more closely at the 
structure of the word. In this case the author was able to look back at the responses recorded 
in the study described in Section 4.3 which looked at word list intelhgibility under certain 
conditions. It was possible to consider the response set for the three plurals included in the 
sample set of "Boothroyd" words; keys, thighs and ways. Subjects tended to lose the 
perception of the "zz" in "keys", making "key" and there were also two non-word responses 
of "keeve". The word "thighs" was commonly confused with "five" or just "thigh". Looking 
at confusions for "ways", the author found many occurrences of the word "wave", in fact 19 
out of a total number of 36 presentations! It is likely under the conditions imposed in that
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study (and at low presentation levels) that sound of the plural "zz" was lost or masked leaving 
the subject with an elongated version of "way" (try saying "way" and then "ways", and 
compare the length!), as this speech sound is too long to "fit" into "way", then it is only 
natural to attempt an alternative, in this case "wave" seems a reasonable (and popular) 
alternative.
At the other extreme lies the word "thumb" which has a much lower subjective 
threshold than predicted. To some extent the word "thumb" could be likened to a diphthong 
(for example "veil"); it has two voiced parts with different tones, the vowel "uh" and the nasal 
"mm", these features may give it a robust identity. However, if the "um" combination is a 
"robust" feature, why should "thumb" not still be confused with words within its response 
cohort (e.g. ci+c 2 ), such as rhyming words sum and dumb.
In both these cases we have looked in more detail at the perception of speech features. 
In the first case we were able to call on experience and use previous results to provide some 
clues for the deviation of subjective thresholds from those predicted. At this point we can 
apply previously obtained results to the behaviour of the entire test set: we can simply 
calculate the correlation between the number of incorrect responses for each word from the 
study in Section 4.3 and the subjective threshold Not surprisingly this gives us a very 
high correlation (coefficient = 0.808), much higher than that obtained from the best multiple 
regressions hsted above. This result gives us insight into the consistency of results between 
experiments and rehability of the word recognition task; perhaps the "membership" of 
response cohorts will be similar in all but a few cases, and those few cases could be assessed 
by further experiment. Explaining the properties of words which faU furthest from the 
predictions is not the least difficulty in this kind of study. One could explain, perhaps, the 
behaviour of all words compared to the "ideal" ones (those on the line of perfect regression), 
implying that the presence of any particular word used in audiometric material should be 
justified; i.e. not too unfamiliar, not too famihar, not a plural, not a verb etc. Under these 
restrictions the compilation of test material such as used in phonemicaUy balanced designs 
becomes more difficult. An alternative is to use the implicit properties of individual words: 
if the response set for a given word under given conditions is well defined, then we can 
define word intelligibility in terms of the size and properties of this response set. Thus we can 
define speech hearing impairment in terms of "mistakes". According to the kind of mistake
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we can predict the "conditions" imposed by impairment by comparison with response sets 
from experiments utilising a range of enforced conditions. This is an opened ended approach, 
unlike forced-choice methods such as FAAF (Foster and Haggard, 1984) (see Chapter 3); by 
its nature it takes into account all effects of word usage, word confusion, speech spectrum and 
level.
6.7 Conclusions
The trends indicated by the analysis used in this study should apply to mono-syllables 
outside the sample used here. It is a useful result that word usage LogU plays an important 
part in the prediction of thresholds (i.e. and therefore it may be used as a guide to 
selecting test sets in the future, before making recordings of material. Other measurements, 
for example v^ar tf^ ames^  may only be made on specific material; it would be 
interesting to study the general trends for these quantities for a number of different speakers 
and examples from the same speakers (assuming that they are all trying to make recordings 
to audiological standards). For example, is the property "speech level" characteristic for a 
given word or does it only measure level for a given example (as would be expected). Similar 
arguments could be apphed to the other measures used here; one could predict that the speech 
spectrum and duration would be more characteristic for a given word.
The results presented here pose questions about the most rational method of 
measurement of speech hearing impairment. Certainly the use of known response sets in the 
analysis of response errors would be useful. There is also scope for the use of smaller sets 
of test material with particular properties, as obtained by experiment, aimed at making 
specific measurements of hearing acuity. One such method is developed in the next chapter 
and the results of a fully implemented tested presented in Chapter 8 .
This study has shown that the intelligibility characteristics of individual words cannot 
be predicted wholly by objective measurements. However, some of the interaction between 
physical parameters and linguistic parameters has been demonstrated, this concurs with ideas 
expressed elsewhere in this thesis.
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Tortoise: Yes, there is an infinite "sky" into which you can sail, and it is very hard 
to know in advance how high into the sky you will wind up sailing. Indeed, it is quite 
plausible that you might just sail up and up and up, and never come down.
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7 WORD INTELLIGIBILITY EXPERIMENTS 
Introduction
In this chapter we look at the apphcation of adaptive techniques to the measurement 
of speech intelligibility. Several adaptive paradigms are described for use in computer 
simulations and in subjective experiments. The simulations are designed to investigate how 
experimental results might be expected to converge with the number of subjects in real 
experiments, this allows an estimate of the probable number of subjects required to obtain 
"good" results. Certain adaptive rules prove more efficient than others, thus using these we 
require fewer subjects to obtain "good" results. Here we also describe measurements made 
of the changes in results between subsequent subjects, for example, the correlation of results 
between using 6  subjects and using 7 subjects. This shows whether the results are likely to 
converge at all.
The first step in producing the computer simulations is to choose a model of word 
intelligibility. We then generate sets of word intelligibility models (word models), each of 
these sets contains a range of word models each with different intelligibihty characteristics. 
The word intelligibihty characteristics were defined by two parameters M  and var. The word 
models are then used in simulated trials where the presentation level and some coincidental 
threshold value are compared. This coincidental threshold represents the level at which it is 
necessary to present the word for correct identification at that moment. It is derived from a 
random combination of presentation conditions and subject (i.e. a random error term) and the 
intrinsic inteUigibüity of the word or word model (represented by M and var).
Using this simulation of a trial we can investigate how different experimental designs 
may work in practice. In the present study we are particularly interested in adaptive test 
paradigms. These are designed to converge to a result which is built up by using an increasing 
number of subjects. With each subject (or simulated subject) we gain shghtly more 
information about the intelligibility characteristics of each word. In the simulations we hope 
to compare data from the simulated trials with the intelligibihty characteristics of the word 
models we have previously defined. Thus we may judge the capabilities of any particular test 
paradigm. We can also see how well the paradigms work with different sets of word models 
with different ranges of the model parameters M and var.
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A second set of simulations were designed to make use of the data generated by use 
of each of three paradigms that had been used in the first simulations with aU the sets of word 
models. Selected word models, with particular characteristics, were used in adaptive test 
simulations (i.e. used in simulations of tests of individual hearing, rather than in simulated 
experiments using many subjects, as described above). Again using the same trial simulations 
(using the original intelhgibility parameters of a set of word models) we test the efficiency 
of different test paradigms, for example their efficiency in converging on speech reception 
thresholds (SRT).
A real subjective experiment was designed on the basis of results from simulations, 
to obtain the intelligibility characteristics of individual words without very extensive 
experimentation (extensive experimentation involving, for example, presenting each word a 
number of times at different levels to each subject. This could take months or years because 
large delays would be required between each subsequent presentation of the same set of test 
words so that no learning effects were encountered). This kind of study would require 
considerable resources and might be deemed inefficient if not expensive!
We can use the results from simulations in choosing the method of experimentation 
and the prototype adaptive test routine. Subjective results are compared with the simulations 
and used to select useful words which are used for an adaptive test to obtain SRT. Some 
results obtained with this test are compared with the test simulations. The subjective results 
are also used in the speech measurements presented in Chapter 6 , the source and treatment 
of these subjective data is described in this chapter.
7.1 Reference to previous studies
7.1.1 Non-equivalence of isophonemic lists
The first stage of the study involves speculation on how some kind of adaptive test 
would utilise sets of words with particular properties. In the previous study of the non­
equivalence of isophonemic word lists (James et al., 1991 and 1992), it was discovered that 
certain words remained reliably intelligible under a range of conditions; including limited 
bandwidth and limited bit resolution.
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7.1.2 "Robustness" and "Fragility"
Here we propose that there are some words whose identity is considered "robust" 
under certain conditions whilst for some "fragile". There are also be some words whose 
intelligibility is inconsistently affected by conditions, these are labelled "unreliable".
7.1.3 Speech reception threshold (SRT)
In the present study "Robustness" and "fragility" were investigated by examination of 
the effects of changes in presentation level on the intelhgibility of real speech. This is a 
useful approach since presentation level eventually overrides the effects of noise and/or 
filtering on the intelligibility of the signal (James et al., 1992). Speech is presented at various 
levels to determine the speech reception threshold (SRT) in audiological assessment 
(Figure 7.1 and Chapter 2).
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Figure 7.1. Conventional derivation of Speech Reception Threshold (SRT) from the standard speech 
audiogram, generated using isophonemic word-lists.
The speech reception threshold may also be described as the presentation level at which a 
subject correctly identifies a "level robust" word and incorrectly identifies a "level fragile" 
word. For this to be true the properties of the robust and fragile words must be well defined. 
The ideal properties are proposed in Figure 7.2.
7.1.4 Adaptive Testing
Adaptive testing was reviewed in Section 3.4. Notably, Levitt (1970) covered the use 
of adaptive testing in psycho-acoustic experiments. These procedures ranged from the simple
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Figure 7.2. The definition of Speech Reception Threshold (SRT) using the properties of individual 
"Robust" and "Fragile" words.
Up-down method to the basing of adaptation on the results of groups of responses. In this 
study we use both a simple up-down procedure (Manchester) and a paired response procedure 
(two-by-two). With the paired response method there are three possible actions resulting from 
each pair of results; increment level, decrement level, and no change. The principle of the test 
design in this case is to converge on the subject’s speech reception threshold (SRT). Words 
are selected at random from a test set and presented. The level of presentation is adapted 
according to the subject’s response until the SRT condition as shown in Figure 7.2 is 
satisfied.
7.1.5 The detection of hearing loss
We would expect further testing around the SRT to yield critical results, since at this 
level the subject has to expend great effort in identifying the test stimuli. If a subject had a 
high frequency hearing loss or loudness recruitment, then not only would the obtained 
threshold be elevated, but the functioning of the test could be affected. However, if the test 
could be said to function "normally" with normal hearing subjects and "abnormally" with 
subjects with hearing deficit, the test would be of further use in diagnosis in that it could be 
used to distinguish between the two groups. Studies of the effects of certain kinds of hearing 
loss on the running of the test may yield useful methods of diagnosis. For example, it could
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be useful to look at the identification of words whose intelligibility is strongly dependent 
upon high frequency information in the quantification of high frequency loss.
7.2 Word intelligibility models
We start by proposing a model of word intelligibility based on ideas obtained in the 
previous studies described in Chapter 3 and Section 4.3.
7.2.1 Individual Words
The intelligibility characteristics of individual words are represented here by two 
parameters; a mean threshold (M,-) and associated variance of threshold {var^, as shown in 
Figures 7.3.
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Figure 7.3. The definition of the parameters Mi and var,- for an individual word i using the intelligibility 
curves: of a), an idealised model and b), a smoother shape (see text).
The intelligibilities of individual words can thus be modelled by two numbers as shown in 
Figure 7.3 (a). The smooth curve shown in Figure 7.3 (b) would be obtained with normal 
distributions using many different presentation levels within the range of interest (i.e. between 
0 and 50 dB in this example). The rectangular distribution (a) is used here for simplicity.
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7.2.2 Sets of word intelligibility models
Nine sets of word models were generated with defined ranges of mean thresholds (M,) 
each accompanied by a range of variance of thresholds {var^. Three ranges were used for the 
means and the variances to make up nine sets of intelligibility models (Table 7.1):
M, /  dB
a. 20-29 b. 15-34 c. 10-39
X. 0-6 ax bx cx
y. 0 - 1 2 ay by cy
z. 0-18 az bz cz
Table 7.1. The nine sets of intelligibility models derived from combination of ranges of threshold (a,b,c) 
combined with ranges of variance (x,y,z).
These ranges were chosen on the basis that they represent the ranges likely to be encountered 
for real words. The median value of M,- is the same for each set of models (24 dB). There 
were 1 2 0  models in each set.
7.3 Adaptive paradigms
Three adaptive protocols were considered in all. Two of these were two-by-two 
methods such that the results of two trials of word presentations are used in deciding the 
modification of the listening conditions (paired response). The third, Manchester method, uses 
the results from single trials (simple up-down).
7.3.1 Two-by-two methods
The two-by-two rules described here use the results obtained from a pair of presented 
words {k and k-  ^1) to select the modification of presentation level. A flow diagram of the two 
by two adaptive process is shown in Figure 7.4. r^(k) is a trial k of positive outcome as 
defined in 7.4.1. There is only one difference between the two 2-by-2 protocols, that is the 
size of the increment/decrement step, 3 dB (3) and 6  dB (d).
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Figure 7.4. Flow diagram for the "two-by-two" adaptive paradigm.
7.3.2 Manchester rules
The third adaptive protocol was consistent with the "Manchester Method" 
(ISO 6189, 1983) where a correct response results in the level being changed by two steps 
negatively (- 6  dB) whereas an incorrect response results in a single step positive increase 
(+ 3 dB) (results using this rule are denoted m).
7.4 Computer Simulated Experiments
The three adaptation rules described above were apphed in simulations using the nine 
sets of intelhgibihty models (described in Section 7.2.2) to discover which rule would produce 
the best convergence in subjective experiments.
7.4.1 Trial simulation
A single trial was simulated by comparing the current presentation level L(k) with a 
coincidental threshold value this value was obtained from the model thieshold M,- in
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combination with a randomly generated value rand(vari) (with rectangular distribution) in the 
range -var  ^< rand(varj < +var ,^ where var, is the threshold variance associated with model i.
= M. + rand{var) [V.l]
If the presentation level L(k) was higher or equal to L^r then the trial outcome was 
positive {r(k} = 1 ), if lower, then negative {r(k) = 0 ):
I f  L{k) ^  =f> r \k )  {or r{k) = 1 )
Else L{k) < r ‘( )^ {or r{k) = 0)
The result r{k) from a trial was then used to adapt the presentation level according to the 
protocol being used. The order of "presentation" of word models was randomised to avoid 
effects of fixed sequences. Other parameters such as the starting level were chosen to be in 
keeping with those anticipated in subjective trials.
7.4.2 Subject simulation
A computer simulated "experiment" consisted of thirty subject simulations for each 
of the three adaptive rules. This simulated the use of thirty subjects in a real subjective study. 
The results for each set of models consisted of 120 trial outcomes r(k) (one for every word 
model in each set) each hnked to presentation levels Ifk) per simulated subject. With thirty 
simulated subjects this produced thirty data points for each word per experiment (thirty r ’s 
with corresponding L’s for each word), typical data obtained for each model are shown in 
Figure 7.5.
Four simulated experiments using each of the three paradigms were run using each set 
of intelligibility models just in case anything unexpected resulted from random elements in 
the experiments (that is 9 x 4 x 3 = 108 experiments, with thirty subject simulations each).
7.4.3 Analysis of simulation results
7.4.3.1 Producing an intelligibility function from trial outcomes. A trial outcome for a 
word presented at a level L(k) is represented by r(k), where r(k) = 1 for a positive outcome 
or r(k) = 0 for a negative outcome. Using the results from n subjects we define a
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Figure 7.5. Points scattered around the threshold mean M, of an individual model word. The points L„ 
and are also shown (see later text).
"Robustness" index RfL) for a word i (or intelligibility model i) for a presentation level L:
[7.3]
Where the "normalised mean" NMfL) is defined:
E  '■#)
iVM,(L) =
[7.4]
n
and
I f  r(k) =0 and L^L{k) => r fk ) = 0 
else if r(k)^\ and L'^L{k) => = 1.
[7.5]
Note: If neither of the conditions in [7.5] is satisfied then the data point is not used (and is 
not included in n). The denominator in [7.3] is rounded up to 0.01 for all values less than 
0 . 0 1  for the purposes of computation.
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Thus,
For future trials.
^  0 ^  p(xl) 1) [7 7]
R/L) < 0 p(r/) = 0,
and
RfL)  = 0 p{rl) = 1  [7.8]
Where p(rjf) is the probability of a positive outcome for a trial with presentation level L. We 
can plot the "Robustness" rating R/Lj versus presentation level L for each word model i (see 
Figure 7.13 which are results for real words).
7.4.3.2 Derivation of intelligibility parameters. Using auxiliary programs, the intelhgibility
function of each word was assessed in several ways. Four parameters were used to specify 
the intelligibility characteristics of each word: the mean threshold of intelligibility M  is 
predicted either by the simple mean {average) of the highest level at which the word was 
incorrectly perceived and the lowest level the word was correctly perceived (see 
Figure 7.5, and [7.9]), or by hnear regression of all the data points to obtain a level at which 
the word crossed the boundary from intelligibility to non-intelligibility {intercept). Similarly 
a measure of the variance of the intelligibility threshold {var) of each word could be obtained 
from looking at the difference called difference [7.10], and by the slope of the line
obtained by linear regression {gradient). Although the linear regression is a bad fit to 
intelligibility curves in general (they are usually of a saturation shape as in Figure 7.1) it does 
give a convenient means of representing the many curves generated for further analysis.
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average = max ' -min ^  ^  [ 7 .9 ]
difference = | var ['7*10]
Where was the highest level at which a negative result (represented by 0) was achieved 
and the lowest level at which a positive result (represented by 1) was achieved. Points 
giving the levels and are shown in Figure 7.5.
7.4.4 Measuring the performance of the adaptive paradigms
All four intelligibihty parameters obtained were used in assessing the efficiency of the 
protocols used in the computer simulations. They could also be used for describing the 
intelligibility of the real words used in subjective experiments. The parameters obtained for 
each intelligibility model could be directly compared to the original intelhgibility models (in 
the sets ax, by etc) by looking at the correlation of the intercept or the average and the 
threshold range data, and the correlation between gradient or difference and the threshold 
variance data. An indication of the success of a particular adaptation protocol is given by the 
correlation of the parameters with the characteristics of the models rapidly approaching unity 
after a number of subject simulations.
After each subject simulation, a correlation could be obtained between each 
appropriate parameter and the original sets of M,- or var^ . Thus the effectiveness of any 
protocol in combination with any particular model data set could be seen. A selection of these 
results is contained in Appendix E.
7.4.5 Discussion
The selection of figures in Appendix E enables comparison of results obtained with 
the three adaptation rules using various sets of intelligibility models. For each set there are 
two sets of graphs showing results for two instances of thirty iterations (or subjects). (As a 
safety net, four sets of iterations for each protocol in combination with each intelligibility 
model were performed. This was deemed necessary owing to the random elements put into 
the computation, however the results for the other two sets do not differ appreciably from the
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two shown.) There are three curves on each graph, one for each of the three adaptation 
p ro toco ls, these are keyed: 3 => 3 dB decrem ent/increm ent 2-by-2,
6 => 6 dB decrement/increment 2-by-2 and m manchester (6 dB dec., 3 dB incr.). Each 
curve shows the correlation between a set of iterative parameter values and the appropriate 
set of models versus iteration. The most effective adaptation rule should produce a rapid 
increase in correlation value for all parameters with each set of models. It is also desirable 
that a high level of correlation be eventually reached. The top two graphs of each figure show 
the results for the linear regression parameters; intercept and gradient. The lower two graphs 
show results for the other two parameters; average and difference.
7.4.5.1 Threshold means. Let us consider in detail a selection of the results: Figures Eaz 
and Ecx display extremes where the magnitude of the threshold range compared to the 
variance range is most different. There are two sets of four graphs for each set of models used 
(i.e. for ax and by etc.) labelled (a) and (b). Figures Eaz(a) and Eaz(b) show the case of small 
threshold, large variance ranges and Figures Ecx(a) and Ecx(b) show large threshold, small 
variance ranges. The two threshold predictors; intercept and average (left hand two graphs), 
initially show poor performance for the smaU threshold range 20-29 dB in combination with 
the large variance range 0-18 dB (Figures Eaz). This is not true for the case, threshold range 
10-39 dB, variance range 0-6 dB. ,
7.4.5.2 Threshold variance. For the variance predictors, gradient and difference (right 
hand two graphs in each figure) the correlation for both gradient and difference is greater in 
Eaz than for Ecx. This is expected since sensitivity to a parameter predicting mean threshold 
is offset by insensitivity to a parameter predicting variance. The extremes Eaz and Ecx show 
this weU.
7.4.5.3 The non-regression parameters. There are some interesting "step" features shown 
in the lower two graphs in many cases, notably in Figure Eay(a) for 3 and 6 . However the 
curves in the top two graphs are of a much smoother shape. These steps are probably due to 
the randomised nature of the iterations: the steps show a switch between two states. After a 
number of iterations, a sufficient range of presentation levels will have been used so that each 
range of values present in the model data is covered. The steps for both average and
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difference occur at the same position for the same adaptation rule in each figure because these 
parameters both depend on the values L ^ '  and In some cases the steps are more 
"curved" due to intermediate points, for example Figures Ebx. These steps do not occur in 
the linear regression parameters because they are obtained using all the data points, not just
^max Liffiifi •
7.4.5.4 Summary. Looking at the lower two graphs in the selection of plots it can be seen 
that the two by two, 6 dB rule usually produces the fastest and best convergence. This can 
be ascribed to its abihty to encompass a wider variety of presentation levels than the two by 
two, 3 dB decrement/increment rule, and its more centralised tendency compared to the biased 
nature of the Manchester rule. The results for the intercept parameter were the most 
successful, often the correlation converging to near unity within the first fifteen iterations.
7.5 Simulated Speech Tests
In this section we describe a further study in which speech tests using various forms 
of adaptive paradigms as mentioned above are simulated. The first stage is to sort out models 
from any particular set which from the results of the previous simulated experiments would 
be useful in an adaptive test. Thus first we must define some selection criteria. Once useful 
candidates have been selected we may then use the trial simulation as stated in 7.4.1 above 
to obtain the outcome for a given model (word) presented at a particular level. The results 
from trials may then be used to adapt the presentation level according to the paradigm. Here 
we may try further test paradigms and assess their performance as if we were testing the 
hearing of a normal subject. What we require is the quickest (i.e. using least number of 
presentations) and most accurate attainment of SRT.
7.5.1 Criteria for useful word (model) selection
We find in the selection criteria that we may in effect define the SRT for our normal 
subjects. This is because we have the intelligibility characteristics of the individual models 
(words) and therefore we choose a set with M, for example, higher or lower than the overall 
average.
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A simple method of selecting useful models is by use of the Robustness Index data 
obtained (see above) from the simulations. We define robust and fragile as in Figure 7.2 
above. In practice we select the required Robustness Index at a level one step above, one step 
below and at our required SRT and obtain sets of models with similar properties within these 
bands. Thus models may be sorted automatically from the simulation data.
The models may be categorised similarly for different SRTs due to the granular nature 
of the raw data. Thus changing the SRT within say 6 dB is unlikely to alter the sets of 
models we obtain. Typically we obtain around ten to fifteen models in each robust or fragile 
set. There is a degree of tiial and error involved in selecting suitable criteria to obtain good 
sets of useful models which adhere to the SRT criteria as defined in Figure 7.2.
7.5.2 Speech test paradigms
All the paradigms tested here use two-by-two rules as outlined above. However we 
can add refinements:
1. 2-by-2 3 dB decrement/increment {byS)
2. 2-by-2 6 dB decrement/increment (6yd)
3. Efficient 2-by-2 6 dB decrement/increment (eby6 ): This is similar to (2) above except that 
the total number of presentations is reduced. This is achieved by presenting words from either 
one of the selected lists (i.e. either robust or fragile words, but not both) and reducing the 
presentation level by 6 dB after each response, until an erroneous response is elicited. At this 
point a word from the other set is presented and then the rules as for by6  apply. Using this 
method results should be obtained as for the standard by6  method but words may be "saved" 
for other tests; for example testing the other ear. In the trials below the use of robust words 
first, or fragile words first is denoted by a suffix, (R) or (F).
4. 2-by-2 6 dB decrement, 3 dB increment {man)
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5. 2-by-2 modified 6 dB decrement/increment (mbyô): in this case after two reversals the 
decrement/increment is reduced to 3 dB.
6. 2-by-2 modified 12 dB decrement/increment {mbyl2)\ the decrement/increment is reduced 
to 6 dB after two reversals, and 3dB after 4 reversals.
7.5.3 Testing the paradigms
By trying different selection criteria we can obtain a set of models to be tried with the 
various paradigms shown above. The models used here were taken from the sets (ay) and (by) 
(defined in Table 7.1) since they were of similar range to the data obtained in the subjective 
experiment. The selection criteria defined the expected SRT as 24 dB for (ay) and 26 dB for 
(by) (approximately the median value of M for all sets of models). Thus we would expect in 
the test simulations to "home in" on an SRT of 24 dB. The effectiveness of a paradigm may 
be assessed by seeing how quickly or how accurately the presentation level "homes in" on 
this level. Four examples of the progress of level adaptation with pairs of trials is shown in 
Figures 7.6 to 7.9.
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Figure 7.6. A typical simulated trace of presentation level adapted by pairs of trials using the by6  
paradigm. Note the even oscillation around the SRT of 24 dB.
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Figure 7.7. Results taken using the more efficient e6y6(R) paradigm. For the first three "pairs" only single 
presentations were made, for the remainder the test progresses as for by6.
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Figure 7.8. A typical simulated trace of presentation level adapted by pairs of trials using the man 
paradigm. There is a tendency with this paradigm for the level to drift low.
7.5.4 Operation of the test paradigms
Figure 7.6 and 7.7 are both examples of a 2-by-2 6 dB decrement/increment paradigm, 
except that in Figure 7.7 (etiy(5(R)) pairs of words (models) were not always used for each
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Figure 7.9. A trace of presentation level using the m byl2  paradigm. After a number of reversals the 
decrement/increment is reduced from 12 dB to 3 dB, "homing in" on the SRT of 24 dB.
trial point. In Figure 7.7., after three presentation pairs the rules revert back to by6  where 
pairs of words (models) are used. The results are similar in each case as expected. The 
operation of the 2-by-2 man paradigm is shown in Figure 7.8. Here we see the biased 
adaptation caused by the unequal decrement versus increment. There is a tendency for the 
level to adapt low because of the larger decrement step.
An improvement to by6  and man is shown in Figure 7.9 for example using mbyl2. 
Using modification of the increment/decrement steps and adaptation of level further increases 
the apparent convergence towards the SRT (here 24 dB).
7.5.5 The performance of test paradigms
Tables 7.2 and 7.3 show the mean and standard deviation of the SRT obtained using 
10 simulated tests with each paradigm. For each of the ten test simulations ten pairs of 
models were compared with presentation levels. This simulated the use of ten pairs of words 
in a real test with each subject.
7.5.6 Measurement of SRT
Tables 7.2 and 7.3 indicate the performance of each paradigm in obtaining SRT. Using 
models from both ay and by, the by3 paradigm is weak because it cannot adapt quickly
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enough down to the SRT, although potentially it may be more accurate using more pairs of 
presentations. The other paradigms give similar results, all of them "homing in" to within 1 
or 2 dB of the SRT on average. We might expect the modified paradigms mby6  and mbyl2 
to home in more accurately with further presentations.
Paradigm SRT / dB (SD) Reversals (SD)
by3 28.7 (1.25) 3.4 (0.84)
by6 26.1 (1.85) 4.9 (0.99)
eby6(RF) 25.9 (1.66) 5.3 (1.16)
eby6(FR) 25.9 (1.79) 5.7 (1.25)
man 25.9 (1.60) 5.3 (0.82)
mby6 26.6 (1.51) 5.2 (1.03)
mbyl2 26.5 (1.78) 5.6 (0.97)
7.2. Mean and standard deviation (SD) of SRT and number of reversals obtained with
test paradigms, using models selected from the (ay) set (SRT about 24 dB).
Paradigm SRT /  dB (SD) Reversals (SD)
by3 28.6 (1.58) 2.6 (0.699)
by6 25.0 (1.89) 4.6 (0.84)
eby6(R) 23.9 (1.20) 4.7 (1.25)
eby6(F) 23.5 (2.17) 4.6 (1.35)
man 23.8 (1.69) 3.8 (1.23)
mby6 25.5 (2.22) 4.1 (1.10)
mbyl2 25.6 (4.45) 5.5 (1.90)
Table 7.3. SRT and number of reversals obtained with various test paradigms, using models selected 
from the (by) set (SRT about 26 dB).
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It should be noted that the derivation of SRT used in the performance comparisons 
made above probably assisted all the paradigms in their effectiveness because the SRT is 
obtained from a mean of presentation levels: the levels used being all those after the first 
reversal or double repetition of the same level (see Section 8.2.3 and Figure 8.1).
7.5.7 Number of reversals
The counting of reversals allows us to see how well the adapted levels settle around 
the SRT; the more reversals, the quicker and more stable the adaptation of level around the 
SRT (since the total number of pairs presented in each case was always 10, and the starting 
level the same). Thus by this measure the paradigms with larger decrements and increments 
fair better. Since two repetitions of the same presentation level are also treated as a reversal, 
this measure should be unbiased.
7.5.8 Summary of Simulation Results
The aim of these simulations was to predict how best to gather subjective data on the 
intelligibility of individual words. Following on from this we have also simulated the 
performance of various test paradigms for use in a final design for an adaptive speech test for 
measuring SRT.
It has to be said that there were no unexpected results obtained from the simulated 
tests using any of the paradigms. A two-by-two 6 dB decrement/increment paradigm {by6 ) 
was also chosen for use in the subjective test development because of its overall speed, 
accuracy and ease of implementation. This paradigm can also be made more word efficient 
by using the eby6  version as outlined above.
7.6 Subjective Experiments
7.6.1 Test Material
The test material used for the subjective experiment was Boothroyd’s isophonemic 
word lists (as described in Section 4.3), available in a digital format. An reliable bandwidth 
of 8 kHz was obtained using a steep (102 dB/octave) anti-aliasing filter (Kemo vbf/22), and
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a 12-bit DAC gave a dynamic range of 72 dB. Control of presentation level was attained by 
division by two of the signal corresponding to a 6 dB reduction in sound pressure level.
7.6.2 Cahbration - dB(tape)
The presentation levels used in the subjective experiments were measured relative to 
the level of the test tone recorded on the original tape. If this test tone was played through 
the headset and registered X dB(A) as measured on a Brtiel and Kjær artificial ear (model 
number 4153), then the relative word presentation level as used in the subjective trials is 
defined as X dB(tape). Thus the balancing of speech levels applied to the original tape 
recorded word lists provided all the equalization of speech levels for presentation of 
individual words in the experiment. The test words were presented binaurally via headphones 
(TDH-49), in a low noise environment, SPL < 20 dB(A).
7.6.3 Subjects
Subjects with no history of hearing impairment and between the ages of twenty one 
and twenty six, were chosen from the local University population. (These are termed "normal" 
subjects for the purposes of the experimentation.) Eventually seventeen subjects took part in 
the experiment. Thus seventeen data points were collected for each word; each data point a 
result r^k) at level L^k) for each word i.
7.6.4 Experimental Method
The 6 dB decrement/increment two-by-two (6) paradigm was used in the subjective 
experiment. The order of presentation of words from the set of one hundred and twenty was 
randomised for each subject. The results using any number of subjects could be analysed by 
an auxiliary program to produce a running impression of results. This allowed the comparison 
of results from a sequence of experiments and gave an indication of whether there was any 
gain in using more subjects.
7.6.5 Word presentation
The presentation rate was unpaced, a new word only being initiated after the subject’s 
response to the previous one had been recorded. The presentation of each word was cued by 
a tone followed by a short gap. The subjects were asked to repeat each word as they heard
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it and told that the words would vary in loudness. Even if they heard only part of a word, or 
a word that did not make sense, or even a single sound, they were asked to re-iterate it. The 
response in each case was recorded as correct (1) or incorrect (0) by the experimenter 
(Appendix B).
7.7 Results from simulations versus subjective results
The computer simulated experiments were designed to show how results would 
improve with the number of subjects, using a range of model threshold and variance values. 
Mi and var,- in combination with the three adaptation protocols. The 6 dB 2-by-2 protocol {6 ) 
was used for the subjective experiment.
We can use a technique similar to auto-correlation to ascertain the convergence of 
results from subjective experiments by comparing the results obtained using n with those 
using n+1 subjects. Here we calculate the auto-correlation of, for example, the parameters M  
for a set words so that we see if the obtained word thresholds are generally converging. Thus, 
we know when a sufficient number of subjects have been used and the likely ranges of 
threshold means and variance (M,- and var^ from the progression of results. It is conceivable, 
however that even though an experiment may produce convergent results these results could 
be erroneous. This did not seem to happen in any of the simulations (though some did not 
converge) and was not apparent in the subjective data. If the results do converge fairly well 
at some point (i.e. auto-correlation coefficient « 1.0) on a particular value then there is little 
point in increasing the number of subjects.
7.7.1 Comparison of computational results with subjective results
Figures 7.10 and 7.11 show the auto-correlation of simulation results for the four 
parameters using the model sets ay and by. In both figures the left two graphs represent the 
results for one simulated experiment, the right for another. The left curves (a and b) use the 
parameters average (L^^J and difference (L^ )^, the right in each case the linear regression 
parameters; intercept (R,-„^ ) and gradient {Rgra^ . The "ay" (10-29 dB M,-, 0-12 dB var^ and 
"by" (15-34 dB 0-12 dB var^ sets of models were chosen for comparison with the 
subjective results which had comparable ranges; 34-48 dB M,- and 0-12 dB var,. The
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progression of the subjective data is shown in Figure 7.12., average and dijference represented 
in the left graph, intercept and gradient in the right.
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Figure 7.10. Auto-correlation of simulation data; range of b (15-34 dB) and range of var, 3? (0-12 dB) 
(a) first set of iterations, (b) second set of iterations.
7.7.2 "Steps"
"Steps" in the average and dijference parameters (refer to 7.4.5.3) can be seen in the 
progress of the simulations (shown in Figures 7.10 and 7.11) and in the experimental data 
(Figure 7.12), as dips in the left curves in each case. These coincide with smaller features in 
the right two curves. This is expected from the nature of the two pairs of parameters (see 
Section 7.4.5.3).
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Figure 7.11. Auto-correlation of simulation data; range of M, a  (20-29 dB) and range of var^ y  (0-12 dB) - 
(a) first set of iterations, (b) second set of iterations.
7.7.3 Trends
Initially there seem to be rapid changes in results, but the results then gradually 
converge with odd dips towards the last trials. Though it could be argued that further 
experiments could consolidate the results for real words, looking at the data in more detail 
revealed that some of the real words were of a roguish nature and contribute to the apparent 
lack of homogeneity in the whole data set. However, it is interesting to note that the dips in 
the curves for the experimental data are of a less severe nature, showing a difference between 
the distribution in the properties of real words and the model sets.
7.8 Discussion of word intelligibility results
In this section we consider the intelligibihty characteristics obtained for individual 
words, these were the results the experiments were designed to obtain. The appearance of the
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Figure 7.12. Auto-correlation of data with number of subjects using experimental data; approximate range 
of Mi, 34-48 dB and range of var,, 0-12 dB.
intelligibility curves obtained for the models used in the simulations was not discussed 
because we were more interested in the performance of the experiments, as we were 
previously in Section 7.7. Here we look in detail at the form of the data obtained and relate 
that to word intelhgibility by the analysis offered in the previous sections describing the 
simulations.
7.8.1 Robustness Index versus Level
The aim of the experimentation was to obtain a measure of intelligibility with level. 
Due to the design of the experiment and the form of the results we are not able to produce 
conventional percentile intelhgibility versus level curves (as mentioned in Section 7.1.3). 
Instead we measure intelhgibility in terms of Robustness Index R as defined in Section 7.5.1. 
This says more about the predictability of future outcomes rather than some average measure 
of intelligibihty. In essence a high positive value for R predicts correct word identification, 
a high negative value incorrect identification, and a smah or zero value implies that an 
outcome is indeterminate (this is summarised in [7.7] and [7.8]). Thus we might expect the 
results for some words to say "the outcome of a future trial is indeterminate" even at 
comfortable hstening levels, whereas other words are easily identified. Additionally, over the 
range of presentation levels which were used in the experimentation, we may not have used 
sufficiently low levels to say anything definite about the future outcome for certain words 
used at low hstening levels: that is "no information = no definite predictions". Some examples 
taken from the results obtained here are shown in Figure 7.13. The words "laze" and "fog"
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demonstrate indeterminacy at each end of the level range. For the other "in between" word, 
"bath" we have the full range of its properties covered, below about 30 dB wül yield incorrect 
identification, above about 50 dB will yield correct identification, in the intermediate space 
we conclude "don’t know".
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Figure 7.13. Robustness Index versus level obtained for three words; "fog", "bath" and "laze".
In Section 7.4.3.1 we introduced an implication [7.5] to give us more data points to 
use to measure R at each level. With the word "fog" this added weight to R positively, but 
with "laze" made R more negative, increasing the maximum and minimum values of R 
respectively. With "bath" however, due to the more balanced number of correct and incorrect 
identifications, the maximum and minimum values are not so large. A further effect of the 
Robustness Index treatment is the saturation shape of the curve, this is due to a computational 
restriction applied in Section 7.4.3 to stop divisions by zero. Of final note is the granularity 
of the curve due to the size of level decrement/increments used in the experiments.
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7.8.2 Obtaining parameters of R versus level
Some parameters of the Robustness Index versus presentation level results have been 
discussed and used, and were previously described in looking at performance measures. These 
parameters were average and dijference (or and and the linear regression fit 
parameters intercept and gradient and R^ra .^ Here we wiU introduce two other parameters 
R^i  ^and These parameters are obtained by fitting a curve of smooth saturation shape 
known as a Fermi distribution. Here we use a specific form of Fermi distribution with four 
shape parameters;
y = A - —
The parameters A and B here define the range of the function (A an offset and B the size of 
the range). The parameter Xq gives the horizontal position of the graph of y versus x, and C 
the width of the function between saturation points. For the purposes of the fitting of y versus 
X against the experimental data R versus level we fix A = 1000 and B = 2000, giving a fixed 
range of -1000 < y < +1000. This was to roughly match the range of R encountered in the 
results. Thus we only need to vary the parameters Xq and C in fitting y against R (x <= L). We 
call the fitted values of Xq and C, R^ ,-^  and respectively. The fitted curves for the words 
"fog", "bath" and "laze" are shown in Figure 7.14. For the purposes of the Fermi fit only data 
points between 30 dB and 66 dB were used because very few presentations of words below 
30 dB and above 66 dB were made in the course of the experiments. The value of R^i^ for 
each word is the level for which the Robustness Index is zero, this is due to the symmetry 
of the fitted curve; in fact this point is the horizontal centre of the whole curve. Thus 
gives an indication of the typical presentation level at which the predictability of the outcome 
is zero (i.e. indeterminate) or the word recognition threshold. The value R^ i^ th is & measure of 
the width of the curve and therefore also a measure of its slope, since the maximum and 
minimum value of Robustness Index is fixed in each case. Thus we obtain values of R^ y^  and 
Rwidth for each of the 120 words used in the experiment.
In the examples shown in Figure 7.14, the fitted curve passes through more or less the 
half way point of the data on the Robustness Index = zero line in every case. This shows the
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Figure 7.14. Fermi distribution curves fitted to the data obtained for the words "fog", "bath" and "laze". 
Note the differences in width and central points between the curves.
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usefulness of the fit in that it gives a good approximation to the level at which this occurs. 
The fit of data to the overall shape of the curve is also good considering the granularity of 
the results: for example the data for the word "bath" lie on two horizontal lines (since here 
we have only presented points between 30 and 66 dB), the slope of the line is therefore quite 
shallow compai'ed to the other two examples "fog" and "laze". One can see that a linear 
regression fit would yield similar values of to R^nid for many words, but that there would 
not necessarily be a strong correlation between the slope parameters 7?^  ^ and R^ i^ th (see 
Section 6.5.2).
7.9 The development of an adaptive test
In this section we choose particularly useful words on the basis of their intelligibility 
characteristics as measured in the previously described experimentation. We then go on to use 
these words in a adaptive test design. Some preliminary results are presented obtained with 
a prototype adaptive test implemented using a computer driven delivery system.
7.9.1 The selection of robust and fragile words
For the purposes of the design of the test it was required that words be chosen from 
the full set so they could be considered "robust" or "fragile" at threshold. The property robust 
or fragile for each word was determined by a positive Robustness Index or negative 
Robustness Index. A mean was taken from the mean of presentation levels used in the 
experiments to determine a working speech reception threshold (SRT) for normal subjects, 
this came out at around 40 dB(tape). A further requirement of the fragile words was that they 
each had, to a good degree, positive Robustness Index a few steps above SRT. Similarly the 
robust words should have negative Robustness Index below threshold. The two sets of words 
should thus have the intelligibility properties as set out originally in Figure 7.2 in relation to 
SRT. The selection of words which meet these requirements from the experimental set of 120 
could thus be done automatically by sorting out words with particular Rs above, at and below 
40 dB(tape). Thus threshold values of R were used to denote the ranges of robustness, 
indeterminacy and fragility, for example R > 100, 100 ^ R ^ -100 andR < -100 respectively. 
In practice some trial and error was involved in selecting these ranges to ensure large enough 
sets of robust and fragile words were compiled (more than 15 words in each set). The larger
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the sets of these words the less stringent the selection criteria, and therefore the less 
controlled the properties of the words within the lists. Large lists would therefore produce 
more unstable, less sensitive tests since we are not so "sure" about the outcomes of future 
trials. For the initial trials of the prototype test there were 25 pairs of robust and fragile 
words.
7.9.2 The adaptive paradigm used in subjective trials
The by6 adaptive paradigm described in Section 7.5.2 was used in subjective trials 
because of its simplicity and good performance. This is a 2-by-2 paradigm where the results 
of pairs of presentations are used in choosing the modification of presentation level; two 
correct identifications lead to a reduction in presentation level of one step (-6 dB), one correct 
out of a pair no change; and two incorrect identifications an increase in presentation level of 
one step (+6 dB). Two sets of robust dixvù fragile words were generated (see above) enabling 
a possible 25 pairs of presentations using the by6 paradigm with an expected SRT of about 
40 dB(tape) for normal subjects.
7.9.3 Real results obtained with the adaptive test
Informal trials were run using the test prototype as described above. Several normal 
subjects and several older subjects (age range 30-50 years) took part. A selection of 
presentation level traces are shown in Figures 7.15 (for comparison see Figure 7.6), increasing 
age shown by increasing number. With the normal subjects (Figures 7.15, 1 and 2), the test 
ran well producing a stable threshold value of 40 dB(tape)., the expected value from the 
selection of robust and fragile words. The test also produced similar but less stable results for 
subjects of a higher age between 30 and 40 years (Figures 7.15, 3 and 4). The test proved less 
stable with older subjects (i.e. Figure 7.15,5), but still managed to "hover" around a threshold 
value. In Figure 7.15 (5) the oscillation is probably due to the subject’s threshold lying 
between the level steps 40 dB(tape). and 46 dB(tape).. We may also make the conjecture that 
the older subjects (7.15, 5 and 6) had a mild high frequency hearing loss. This is likely to 
cause mild instability in the adaptation of the level, and therefore the test may be useful in 
the detection of high frequency loss. It would be possible to look at these problems by 
experimentation with normal subjects using filtered speech material coupled with observations 
made with a group of older and/or hearing impaired subjects.
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Figure 7.15. Some examples of the adaptation of presentation level with pairs of trials using the "by6" paradigm. 
Age increases 22 to « 50 with example number (1-6).
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7,10 Conclusions
In this chapter we have seen the adaptive technique applied both to the measurement 
of word intelligibility and to the assessment of individual hearing acuity. The results from the 
subjective experiment were of a similar kind to those obtained in the experimental 
simulations. The intelligibilities of individual words in the Boothroyd test set have been 
measured, and from this two sets of useful words were selected for use in a prototype 
adaptive test. Some results obtained in the informal trials of the adaptive test paradigm 
described above were also similar to those seen in the results of test simulations described in 
Section 7.5. The usefulness of an adaptive test was demonstrated, allowing differentiation 
between the hearing of older and younger subjects.
It would be useful to apply the experimental techniques described in this chapter to 
a larger source of words to obtain a larger final set of words for use in adaptive tests. In 
future investigations it would also be useful to take notice of the response sets associated with 
each words and to analyse in more detail the typical errors caused by particular hearing 
pathologies.
Formal trials of the prototype adaptive speech test proposed here are described in 
Chapter 8. The adaptive test is one of the facilities implemented in a computer based speech 
audiometry system.
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Crab: Ah, yes... Marvin Minsky said, "When intelligent machines are constructed, we 
should not be surprised to find them as confused and stubborn as men
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8 THE IMPLEMENTATION OF SPEECH AUDIOMETRY 
Introduction
In this chapter we bring together the work described in Chapters 2, 3, 4 and 7. We 
look at the implementation of speech audiometry: the use of live voice, conventional analogue 
tape and digital systems as speech storage media and the methods of delivery and scoring 
afforded by manual and automatic systems.
For each kind of system we discuss the implementation of word-list tests, forced 
choice methods and adaptive procedures. We look specifically at the live voice 
implementation of the adaptive test developed in the previous chapter.
Finally we look at an implementation of speech and pure tone audiometry on a 
computer-based system (called the NPLUS system). The methods used are discussed and 
problems and limitations are identified. There is also some discussion of the user interface 
designed for the system. Finally we summarise the comments made about the system by 
Audiological technicians during trials at the Royal Surrey Hospital and discuss some of the 
data obtained in clinical trials.
8.1 Audiometer Hardware
We first briefly look at the current types of systems and technology in use. There are 
many methods of reproducing audible signals, for audiometry the level and other properties 
of the signal must be controllable as much as possible by the operator (man or machine!). The 
simplest system requires a person trained to control his/her voice to a great degree, the most 
complicated system, at least internally, may be computer based. In each case the stimuli must 
be converted from the recording medium to an audible signal.
8.1.1 Speech Reproduction
Up until very recently analogue magnetic tape in reel to reel or cassette format has 
been the mainstay of recording media for audiometry. The disadvantages of such systems was 
discussed in Chapter 4. These systems will inevitably be replaced by digital systems such as 
Compact Disc (CD) Audio or Digital Audio Tape (DAT) (for example, see
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Lyregaard et al., 1989). The digital systems have the advantage of higher sustainable quality 
and flexibility in reproduction, the CD format especially gives very fast access times and is 
generally thought to have a long life. Digital Audio signals may also be stored on Hard 
Magnetic (Winchester) Disc, the audio is then reproduced via additional converters.
8.1.2 Attenuation
Another mainstay of speech audiometry has been the Attenuator. This is usually 
combined with a pure-tone generator (in fact, originally the pure-tone audiometer was just an 
attenuator). The only thing that seems to have changed over many years has been the size and 
shape of the controls: attenuation is often now adjusted using key presses and voltage 
controlled amplifiers rather than the more basic rotary switched potentiometer (although such 
devices are still very much in use). Signal level and other settings are nowadays indicated by 
digital displays instead of the position of the rotary switch and a meter. The attenuator merely 
allows adjustment of the gain between the input signal and the headphone, bone conductor 
or loudspeaker.
8.1.3 Cahbration
A check on presentation levels, or calibration, is afforded by a sound level meter 
(SLM) for hve voice presentation. Manual electronic systems are calibrated using test tones 
recorded with the signals, these are monitored using a built in meter or via an artificial ear 
and meter through the headset. Additional subjective calibration is also necessary, giving the 
degree of hearing acuity relative to some local group of "normals". Automatic or computer 
assisted systems will be cahbrated in a similar way.
8.1.4 Computer Assisted Audiometry
Many high quality audiometers of recent design allow interfacing to an external 
computer system allowing, for example, the direct transfer of results into a database system. 
This differs from actual implementation in that the use of computer power is limited. 
Interfacing of this hmited sort is often made possible by the audiometers themselves 
containing a microprocessor. However, it should be noted that results from subjective tests, 
such as speech, may not be entered into these devices (Re. Madsen, Graystad)and only results 
from objective techniques will prove suitable for transfer; for example, ERA, Otoacoustic
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Emissions and Stapedial Reflex and perhaps simple automatic tone tests such as Békésy 
Audiometry.
8.2 Live Voice and Manual
A score sheet is usually employed for use with both live voice and manually 
controlled speech tests. The sheet will hst the words in each list (in order of presentation if 
a tape recorder is being used) or group and allow space to score the patients response. For 
live voice presentation it is necessary to "say" the words at the appropriate level and mark 
the patient’s response.
The presentation order of words is usually inflexible in manual systems except where 
a CD Audio player is used instead of an analogue tape recorder. The operator may stop 
between word presentations or just let the machine "roll on", this may cause difficulties with 
elderly or handicapped patients who cannot keep up with the presentation rate.
8.2.1 Phonetically Balanced (PB) Word-Lists
Words from the same list are said by the clinician at the same level. A hand held 
screen may be used to cover the clinician’s mouth to remove hp movement cues to the 
patient. The presentation level is adjusted according to a standard procedure. Lists are selected 
such that repetition of material is limited as much as possible.
Standard tape recordings of phonemically balanced lists are available accompanied by 
standard score sheets (Re. AB(S) lists). The words on the score sheets are in the same order 
as those on the tape to facilitate use. Lists may be repeated with different word orders to give 
a larger selection of material. The operator selects the presentation levels using the attenuator, 
a new level being used for each list.
8.2.2 Forced-Choice Tests
These tests are usually of a fixed format, therefore the test words will be produced in 
a fixed order. The Four Alternative Auditory Feature Test (Foster and Haggard, 1979 and 
1984) and the Diagnostic Rhyme Test (Fairbanks, 1958 and Voiers, 1977), two well known
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Forced Choice Tests, are not considered suitable for live delivery. The FAAF and DRT tests 
are made available as test recordings accompanied by a manual. The words are presented in 
groups such that a variety of different discrimination tasks are used for each condition. The 
patient is given four (FAAF) or two (DRT) different alternatives to choose from. The results 
may be analysed to look for particular types of discrimination error or to gain an overall 
picture of hearing discrimination.
8.2.3 The live voice implementation of PISA
The self-adaptive test described in Chapter 7 was named the "Prototype Interactive 
Speech Audiometry" test (PISA). The PISA test is simple enough in essence to be performed 
by a trained technician using his or her live voice. However to keep errors to a minimum a 
special score sheet should be used to facilitate the use of the test in this manner, a sample is 
shown in Appendix H.
There are two lists of words on the sheet. List 1 is a list of level "robust" words and 
List 2 of level "fragile" words. The rules of the test necessitate the use of pairs of words; one 
fragile and one robust at a time, but in either order.
Responses are marked correct by placing any mark (i.e. a dot or cross) within the 
square brackets ([ ]) and incorrect by placing a mark outside the brackets (that is "holed" or 
not!). The four possible outcomes to each pair of presentations are marked on the score sheet 
along with the corresponding adjustment of presentation level to be made after such outcomes. 
The presentation levels used at each stage can be marked on the graph area. The starting level 
and finishing level may also be recorded for each ear.
The rules for adaptation of level are as follows:
/ /  [• ] A [• ] then -  INCREMENT
Else !/ [• ] A [ ]. then
Else if [ ]. A [• ] then
Else if I ] . A [ ]. then + INCREMENT
Where is the previously used level, and is the level used for the next pair of trials. 
INCREMENT is the step size used (5 or 6 dB) for the adaptation.
The number of reversals in the adjustment of the level in the course of the test can 
also be recorded. The estimated speech reception threshold can be worked out by taking the
1 6 0
mean of the presentation levels presented when the adaptation becomes stable. That is the 
mean of levels used after the first two reversals or after three repetitions of the same 
presentation levels including the last repetition as shown in Figure 8.1.
Use mean of 
levels within
box in each 
case.
Figure 8.1 Examples of points taken into account when calculating SRT using the PISA test algorithm.
These rules are also implemented in the computer automated device, the only 
difference being the randomised selection of words from List 1 and List 2 to make each pair.
Similar rules may be followed as hve voice using a manual audiometer. However it 
is necessary to have the test words recorded on a medium that allows random access to each 
word. This may be afforded by use of Compact Disc Audio and, perhaps. Digital Audio Tape 
(although the search speed of these may not be adequate), but not by conventional analogue 
tape formats.
8.3 Automatic
The advantage of the automated system is that the task of the operator is very much 
simplified; he or she can devote more attention to the sometimes difficult task of
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understanding the subjects’s response and has only to listen for the subject’s response and 
enter the commensurate score, thus errors in scoring should be reduced over manual 
techniques. All level adjustment, word selection and cuing is done by the computer once the 
initial parameters have been set up. The results may also be automatically displayed at the 
end of the test. With all these facilities the operator should be able to spend far more time 
interacting with the patient rather than setting up controls
Speech testing has been implemented using computerised systems previously; an early 
example is a speech intelligibility system described by Agrawal and Lin (1974), this used 
approaches to signal generation similar to those employed in the new system described below.
8.3.1 Phonetically Balanced (PB) Word-Lists
An example of a computer implemented list test is given using Boothroyd’s word-lists* 
There are advantages in the implementation over manual techniques, they are:
(i) The automatic cuing of the test words to the selected ear.
(ii) The random selection of test lists and random selection of test words from 
those hsts.
(iii) The automatic adjustment of presentation and masking levels based on 
previous results.
(iv) The automatic calculation of test result parameters such as Speech 
Reception Threshold (SRT) and Optimal Discrimination Score (CDS).
This allows the operator to concentrate on the subject’s requirements and reduces total test 
times.
8.3.2 Forced-Choice Tests
Forced choice tests implemented using a largely automatic system could remove the 
need for the presence of the technician. There is a need for a display and method of input to 
allow the subject to choose their response. This could be in the form of a number of pictures 
representing the possible choices for a test for children. Any system would still require 
personnel to check the operation and calibration of the apparatus.
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8.3.3 Adaptive Procedures
Automatic systems are ideal for the implementation of adaptive procedures such as the 
PISA test. The system would be able to keep track of the running of the test; i.e. current and 
future presentation levels and calculation of obtained parameters.
8.4 Specification of Hardware used for a computer based audiometry system
8.4.1 Computer system
An IBM AT compatible computer system (Viglen Vig II) was used to form the heart 
of the audiometer system. The main storage facility on this system is a 40 Mb hard 
(winchester) disc drive (access time 34 ms), backup files were saved on a 1.4 Mb, 316" floppy 
disc drive. A standard AT compatible keyboard and serial mouse were used for user input to 
the system. It was not considered necessary to design and build a specialised input device 
(such as a reduced keyboard) at this stage. A 640w x 480h pixel colour (VGA) display was 
connected to this system. At the time of purchase this system was at the high performance 
end of the IBM AT compatible range, using an INTEL 80286 processor, and CYRIX 80287 
co-processor with a clock speed of 16 MHz.
8.4.2 Audio generation
Audio signals were stored or generated in a 12-bit PCM format, the sampling rate was 
20 kHz. The two channel signals were prepared in an interleaved format ready for conversion. 
A Data Translation DT2831 data acquisition board was used for signal reconstruction. This 
device supports DMA transfers between the main computer memory and the Digital to 
Analogue converters. This enabled the total throughput of 40 kHz required to reproduce the 
two channel signals. (This is equivalent to 80 kilobytes per second.)
8.4.3 Signal attenuation and amphfication for headphones
The 12-bit system used for generating signals is only capable of giving a signal 
amplitude range of about 66 dB. It was therefore necessary to provide some ancillary 
treatment of the two channel stimulus signals. A device was designed and built within the 
Department of Physics specifically for this system. This device had various functions:
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1. Electrical isolation between the patient and the audiometer system (to British 
Standard 5724, 1979).
2. To provide signal attenuation of up to 45 dB in 3 dB increments. The degree of 
attenuation could be controlled either manually or by the computer via an 8-bit 
parallel port built into the data acquisition card.
3. Signal amplification suitable for driving a TDH-49 eaq)hone headset. This device 
also contained suitable filtering for the reconstruction of signals originally sampled at 
20 kHz.
More details of the construction of this ancillary device are included in Appendix J. Two 
channel signals up to 8 kHz could be reliably reproduced with this system.
8.4.4 System Cahbration p
Physical calibration of the system was carried out for pure-tones using an artificial ear 
system as in Section 7.6.2. The calibration level for tones of different frequencies (BS 2497 
part 6,1988) was adjusted in software by reading levels from a text file on the computer. The 
numbers in the file could be adjusted which gave a commensurate adjustment in the output 
level of the system. The audio attenuation system was also checked for linearity. The levels 
for narrow band masking were also adjusted for calibration (BS 7113, 1989) in a similar 
manner. Levels for speech audiometry were biologically calibrated as described in 
Section 8.6.5.
8.5 System Software
The majority of the software was written in the C language, graphics and utilities 
libraries were included with the Borland Turbo C used to compile the system. Some generally 
available utihty programs were also used. A full description of functioning of the software 
is given in Appendix K (User Manual). The underlying form of the software system is given 
here.
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8.5.1 Software for signal generation
Data Translation functions for Turbo C formed the basis of the signal generation 
software module. These functions enable basic operations such as setting up the configuration 
of the Digital to Analogue conversion and the Direct Memory Access (DMA) transfers. 
Further software was written to manage all the digitised signal data into a suitable interleaved 
format ready for conversion. This included some manipulation of the digitised signals and 
coding of attenuation to be provided by the ancillary attenuator/amphfier, to provide the 
correct levels to the headphones. Pure-tones were generated by over-samphng a 125 Hz tone 
represented in a 20 kHz PCM format. This reduced the number of more time consuming 
floating point operations necessary for calculating sine-waves.
Speech and noise samples of Boothroyd’s word-lists were converted from the 
AUDLAB format on the Masscomp 5450 system (see Section 4.3) to a suitable format for use 
with the IBM AT compatible system. Sine waves for use in Pure-Tone audiometry were 
calculated at run time. The wide-band and third-octave narrow band noise were "designed" 
on the Masscomp system using AUDLAB software. Byte reversal of these samples was 
required to obtain the correct format for use with the IBM compatible system.
The signal data were arranged in a ring-buffer format using 8 buffers. One cycle of 
the ring buffer was used for speech generation. The data in the buffer were continually 
regenerated for pure-tone tests. If a tone was to be presented, data representing a tone was 
"swapped" from a different memory area into the buffer in real time. The tone was replaced 
with null data (silence) when the tone was to be discontinued. Two intermediate types of 
ramped signal (Gaussian shaped, rise time 100 ms) were introduced to provide fading in and 
out of the tones. The test signal data was interleaved with masking noise data (whether of 
zero amplitude or not). Some editing of the noise samples was required to achieve "click" free 
masking signals. This generation system is necessary to provide continuous contra-lateral 
masking noise while the operator is periodically switching test tones in and out.
8.5.2 Graphical User Interface
The graphical interface is designed to make operation simple without the need for the 
user to memorise sequences of commands. It is also designed to emulate in appearance the 
front panel of a conventional audiometer, to the extent that the operator can adjust settings
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by "pressing" virtual buttons (graphical icons) using a computer "mouse". "Hot" keys are also 
provided so that all functions may be accessed via the keyboard. The use and functions of 
these various graphics is described in the User Manual (Appendix K), the operation of the 
graphical icons is described in particular in Section 3 of the User manual.
The stimulus words (or tone frequencies) are displayed on the screen as they are 
presented (Figure 11 of the User Manual). Scoring of patient responses is entered using either 
the mouse or keyboard (For example see Section 2.4.4 of User Manual). The next stimulus 
is only initiated after a score is entered allowing a flexible presentation pace. The results of 
tests are displayed on the screen in graphical format, these results are saved in files which are 
"named" by the user (Section 2.1 of the User Manual). The results may be retrieved at a later 
date and compared (refer to VIEW in the Function Reference of the User Manual, 
Section 3.2).
8.5.3 Test implementation
There were three tests implemented on the system at the time of trials (see below): 
Boothroyd’s isophonemic word-lists AB(S) (see BOOTHROYDS in the User Manual), the 
Prototype Interactive Speech Audiometry (see PISA in the User Manual) test (see Chapter 7 
and above) and Pure-Tones (see PURE TONE in the User Manual) with a Manchester Method 
adaptive routine (ISO 6189, 1983). The tests were written as separate modules which called 
the general interface and signal generation routines. Some automatic facilities were added to 
these tests (see AUTO MODE ONI OFF in the User Manual).
8.5.4 Other facihties
There is some on-line help (help) included in the system such that a user may at any 
stage in the operation of the system may call up documentation onto the screen. This includes 
information about how to perform certain operations (and when to try) and some general 
notes on the operation of the tests as implemented.
Security is of great importance when dealing with clinical records, however the data 
does have to be easily accessible to chnical staff. The data files for this system are 
expandable into an ASCII format such that it is possible to view the results directly, or feed 
into some other system. But, before and after use they are stored in a compressed (ZOO) 
format, this prevents casual perusal and saves file space. The loss of data due to power failure
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Figure 8.2 The NPLUS prototype audiometer system in place and in use at the Royal Surrey 
Hospital.
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or program crash is prevented by having an open data file in continual operation during the 
running of the system. This means that all data collected is immediately stored hard disk. The 
user has also to confirm completion of a test before moving on to the next, this should reduce 
the possibility of accidentally leaving a test incomplete.
A hard copy facility was added to the system to provide a permanent record of results. 
A plotter driver was written to allow different plotter devices to be used by editing of a text 
file. An Epson HI-80 plotter was used with the system, there is also support for Postscript 
printers for high quality output.
8.6 Clinical Trials
Chnical trials were conducted at Audiological Services, Royal Surrey County Hospital, 
Guildford. The trials were conducted principally to gain the response of technicians to the 
system, to find bugs in the system and to assess the usefulness of the PISA test routine.
8.6.1 Environment
The complete system; computer, display, plotter and attenuator/amplifier was placed 
in a sound proofed audiological test room at Audiological Services. This test room was 
commonly used for routine audiological investigation using an earphone headset. This facility 
is part of an extensive clinical audiology department which also includes facilities for free- 
field, ERA, child testing and observation, and consultation. The staff in this department 
includes a large number of full time audiologists who were generally interested and willing 
to try out the computer based system. The system is shown in place in the audiological test 
room in Figure 8.2. From left to right is shown the Attenuator/amplifier, the plotter (back) 
and keyboard, and the base unit and display.
8.6.2 Debugging and Appraisal
The reaction and suggestions of the technical staff to the system were appraised 
interactively and informally. Errors or inconsistencies in the User Manual and running of the 
program were corrected as reported. Attempts were made to incorporate any features which 
the staff thought necessary, useful or helpful.
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8.6.3 General Comment
The system was generally well received. Certain members of the staff considered 
themselves "computer literate" others not so. Staff with little experience found use of the 
mouse difficult and preferred to use the keyboard rather than the "mouse" (pointing device). 
All staff expressed an appreciation for the display graphics and the general operation of 
audiometer settings (i.e. level control, test ear selection), and found the display easy to 
understand. There was a general consensus that speech tests could be run more speed than 
their existing analogue tape system with able patients (i.e. young persons), while the flexible 
presentation pace facilitated use with less able patients (i.e. pensioners).
Two versions of the User Manual (Appendix K) were provided during the course of 
the trials. The latest version was thought to be generally unambiguous and easy to follow.
The ways of running the tests were well received but there were some reservations 
about the use of masking noise in the speech tests (see below - Problems). There were also 
initially some operational problems with the system, these are described below.
8.6.4 Problems
There was some problem with the generation of high level, high frequency tones (6 
and 8 kHz). This was attributed to overloading the input of the attenuator/amplifier, this 
problem was overcome by reducing the signal level into the attenuator and compensating for 
this loss in the output stage of the amplifier.
There were various minor bugs in the graphical display, these were generally 
overwritingAestoration errors where a graphic was not properly superseded in particular 
situations. These errors were corrected as they were detected.
A major problem was brought up by some staff who used masking noise with the 
speech tests. They were concerned that the masking noise was not presented continuously 
during presentation of a lists (for the AB(S) test) or during a sequence of presentations (for 
the PISA test). The staff considered the sudden appearance of masking noise in the non-test 
ear when the test word was presented was disturbing. At present this is still in place but it 
has been agreed that slow fading up of noise up to mask level then fading out after word 
presentation is a satisfactory compromise. This system requires the use of memory "swapping" 
as used for the presentation of pure-tones, but no problems with implementing this system are
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envisaged. However, there may be an increased delay between word presentations (although 
this may only be noticeable if the patient’s reply and operator’s scoring is of a very high 
proficiency).
The method of implementation of the Manchester algorithm for pure-tone testing was 
found in some cases to be too inflexible. It was suggested that before the threshold arrived 
at was automatically entered, the operator should be prompted to select whether to choose the 
derived threshold or continue probing. To further aid the operator it was also established that 
the system should switch automatically between a reduced set of test frequency values (in a 
certain order) instead of running through the entire range of test frequencies.
The cooling fan contained in the power supply of the computer was considered too 
noisy for doing work with low sound level signals, such as pure tones. The effects of the fan 
noise («40 dB(A)) can be seen in the example of a normal pure-tone audiogram shown in 
Appendix I (13), there is an apparent fall off in sensitivity for lower frequencies. The slope 
of the calibration curve for speech audiometry was also slightly shallower than expected. This 
problem could be rectified by choosing a fanless computer or by placing the base unit 
containing the power supply outside the test room.
8.6.5 Cahbration for Speech Audiometry
Twenty "normal" ears were used to obtain a cahbration curve for conventional speech 
audiograms (using AB(S) word-lists). This curve was automatically drawn on the audiogram 
(see figures in Appendix I), and the average SRT for normals was measured as 10 dB (±2 
dB) with this system. The threshold as measured using PISA was around 20 dB. The elevation 
of 10 dB between these two tests was due to the differences in word scoring between the 
word-list and PISA tests; phonemic versus whole-word.
8.6.6 Sample Results
A number of results were selected from those taken with patients and technical staff, 
these are shown in Appendix I. Figure II shows a normal speech audiogram, the curves for 
the two ears (Right marked with O, Left with X) are virtually superimposed on the calibration 
curve (no mark). An abnormal speech audiogram is shown in Figure 12, this subject had a 
known sensorineural hearing loss (equating to 15-20 dB pure-tone loss) in the left ear and 
normal hearing in the right ear.
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Figures 13 and 14 show pure-tone and speech test results for a normally hearing 
subject. In the pure-tone graph (13) there appears to be a slight dip in hearing sensitivity at 
ai'ound 4 kHz for the right ear. The PISA test shows up a possible difference in the 
discrimination of speech for the two ears, the threshold for the left ear being 5 dB better than 
the right.
The speech audiogram results shown in Figure 15 show a 40 dB hearing loss in both 
ears. The patient’s pure-tone audiogram showed up a "U" shaped sensorineural loss of 50 dB 
centered around 1 kHz. Figure 16 shows PISA test results for a patient suffering from 
non-organic loss. This was predicted from pure-tone results and the PISA test used to confirm 
it.
8.7 Summary and Conclusions
The use of a computer based system to implement the two speech tests and pure-tone 
audiometry was generally successful. The system was demonstrated to a meeting of the 
British Association of Audiological Physicians (BAAP) before the trials. There was 
general agreement that the system looked easy to use but could fall short of economic 
viability because there was no implementation of more advanced audiometric procedures, for 
example, the Central Auditory Nervous System (CANS) test (Katz, 1962). Other procedures 
such as speech pattern audiometry (Huckvale, 1984) could be implemented. Indeed, the 
underlying software and hardware system would be capable of supporting any number of 
existing audiometric procedures, and allow the implementation and use of new designs (such 
as the PISA test). There are also existing IBM PC compatible systems for Evoked Response 
Audiometry (SEE Biologic Traveller) and Otoacoustic Emissions (SEE IL092). Thus the real 
cost of each system is reduced by sharing the cost of the computer system between 
different requirements.
The results obtained with the new system were consistent with those which had been 
obtained with the existing analogue tape system used at the Royal Surrey Audiological clinic. 
The audiological staff generally agreed that the computer based system facilitated the use of 
speech audiometry in a clinical environment.
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Tortoise: No, Achilles, this isn’t the end. I f  s merely—
Achilles: Sure it is! Wow! What a powerful, strong ending! What a sense o f relief! 
That’s some resolution! Gee!
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9 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The principle aim of writing this thesis was to show how computers may be applied 
to the development and use of speech audiometry. In the first experiment, described in 
Section 4.3, the effects of transcribing standard material from the conventional analogue tape 
were sought. Converting signal data into a flexible digital format (PCM) is one of the first 
steps in the implementation of audiometry on a digital system. In the results of this 
experiment a clue to a way forward in speech testing was seen, the use of single words rather 
than lists of words. The fact that the performance of the lists could be entirely attributed to 
the properties of the constituent words, rather than some average identification score, 
suggested that tests could be designed using selected individual words. We might have 
foreseen this from the properties of different kinds of materials (Chapters 1 and 3) and 
notions of context effects and response sets (cohorts).
There are various measurements we can make of speech, this subject was broached 
in Chapter 5. In Chapter 6 we looked specifically at the properties of mono-syllables making 
up Boothroyd’s set of isophonemic word-lists. From the results expressed here we saw that 
the response set (or cohort) plays an important part in the measured intelhgibüity of these 
words. The response cohort will in turn depend on external factors such as famiharity judged 
by frequency of usage, the spectral "blue-print" of the word (and probably similar sounding 
words), with the measured speech level taking a back seat in the prediction of subjective 
intelhgibüity. The latter result implies that the choice of material is far more important than 
going to great lengths to equalise stimulus levels.
The types of errors made by subjects in identifying speech sounds have been little 
used and are not embodied specifically in any weU known tests. Some attempts have been 
made to give subjects similar sounding alternatives as in the FAAF test (Foster and Haggard, 
1984) and the DRT (Fairbanks, 1958) but these alternatives do not necessarily fall at the top 
of cohort, they are based purely upon phonetics and assumptions about the integration of 
speech features. The adaptive test developed in Chapter 7 does not make use of the errors in 
identification, this is at present a shortcoming. However, the selection of words used in the 
test is based upon their subjectively measured characteristics.
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The identification eirors made in the course of future adaptive designs could be 
analysed, indeed a forced-choice approach could be used with a set of alternatives chosen on 
the basis of experience in subjective studies. Experiments could be designed utilising adaptive 
approaches as in Chapter 7, responses in all trials would be recorded so that particular errors 
could be attributed to particular conditions. Conditions such as limited bandwidth, distortion 
and noise, in addition to reduced listening levels could be investigated and the response sets 
for a selection of sensitive words compiled. It is likely that particular errors will often occur 
under the same conditions: test results obtained with various hearing losses could interpreted 
as measurements of the "conditions" experienced by the patient. This kind of procedure might 
seem complicated but it is the kind of technique which could be implemented on a computer 
based system — the point being to make the test less obtrusive for the patient and more 
informative for the audiologist.
The adaptive rules of the PISA test algorithm could be inverted; the self-adaptive 
protocol would then probe the upper threshold of speech reception using carefully chosen 
stimuli as for the downward search test. The maximum level (below normal limits) at which 
recruiting patients (Chapter 1) can still understand speech is limited due to the introduction 
of distortion. It is conceivable that the physical structure of particular words will render them 
sensitive to this type of hearing problem: the presence of a strong vowel sound overbearing 
the weaker consonantal sounds. This in combination with an unfamiliar stimulus may make 
recognition more difficult for the recruiting subject. Thus some experiments could be designed 
to identify which words are sensitive to this effect.
Throughout this work use has been made of computers and digital technology, from 
testing and developing models and measuring speech to running subjective experiments. A 
prototype system described in Chapter 8 was developed on a low-cost computer system, 
which could potentially incorporate a battery of audiometric tests. In the years to come we 
will see an increase in the use of computers in all parts of medical testing and diagnosis, 
including Audiometry. New technology should advance the nature of testing, for example, 
simply replacing the tape recorder with a Compact Disk (CD) Player should not be seen as 
a satisfactory application of new technology. Albeit the longevity of the CD should better the 
standardisation of test material, it may leave us stuck with the same material for many years!
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Technicians should be given access to training in the use of computers, thus helping 
them to see them as a way forward rather than a hindrance in everyday clinical practice (as 
experienced at some points by the author when setting up the trials described in Chapter 8). 
Let us see that good use is made of computing technology; it is possible to create over­
complicated methods of testing where, in the case of audiometry, a simple, but well designed 
live-voice test would serve equally as well (if not better). Speech is after all a vehicle of 
human communication not easily accomplished, at least at this stage, by machines.
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APPENDIX A - WORDS AND NUMBERING IN ISOPHONEMIC WORD-LISTS
Notes: Words and lists are numbered for the experiment as describe in Chapter 4. The number 
in brackets is the list number as originally used by Boothroyd (1968a, 1968b).
A -  1
List 0(1) List 1(2) List 2(3) List 3(4)
0 ship 10 fish 20 thud 30 fun
1 rug 11 duck 21 witch 31 will
2 fan 12 gap 22 wrap 32 vat
3 cheek 13 cheese 23 jail 33 shape
4 haze 14 rail 24 keys 34 wreath
5 dice 15 hive 25 vice 35 hide
6 both 16 bone 26 get 36 guess
7 well 17 wedge 27 shown 37 comb
8 jot 18 moss 28 hoof 38 choose
9 move 19 tooth 29 bomb 39 job
List 4(5) List 5(6) List 6(7) List 7(8)
40 fib 50fiU 60 badge 70 bath
41 thatch 51 catch 61 hutch 71 hum
42 sum 52 thumb 62 kill 72 dip
43 heel 53 heap 63 thighs 73 five
44 wide 54 wise 64 wave 74 ways
45 rake 55 rave 65 reap 75 reach
46 goes 56 goat 66 foam 76 joke
47 shop 57 shone 67 goose 77 noose
48 vet 58 bed 68 not 78 got
49 june 59 juice 69 shed 79 shell
A - 2
List 8(9) List 9(12) List 10(13) List 11(14)
80 man
81 hip
82 thug
83 ride
84 siege
85 veil
86 chose
87 shoot
88 web
89 cough
90 have
91 whizz
92 buff
93 mice
94 teeth
95 gauge
96 poach
97 rule
98 den
99 cosh
100 kiss
101 buzz
102 hash
103 thieve
104 gate
105 wife
106 pole
107 wretch
108 dodge
109 moon
110 wish
111 dutch
112 jam
113 heath
114 laze
115 bike
116 rove
117 pet
118 fog
119 soon
A - 3
A - 4
APPENDIX B - INSTRUCTIONS TO THE SUBJECT
Note: Below are the standard instructions given to subjects who took part in the studies 
described in Chapters 4 and 7.
Please read these notes carefully.
If you have any questions ask me.
Initially I will test yom hearing using a standard pure tone test procedure. This will 
involve telling me when you can hear a tone. You will be presented with tones of 
various pitches, at each pitch the tone will be varied in level several times. This 
procedure will be followed for each ear.
Then I will give you a training run to familiarise you with the sounds you will hear 
during the main experiment. In this run you will be presented with ten words under 
the varying conditions and are asked to respond to them as you would in the full 
experiment (i.e. as below).
You will be presented, via the headphones, with a sequence of single, one syllable 
words. I would like you to repeat each word as you hear it. The words may vary in 
clearness or clarity. Please listen carefully and repeat what you think you hear. Even 
if you hear only part of a word, or a word that does not make sense, or a single 
sound, you should repeat it.
Your responses will be recorded. After you have made a response a new word will be 
cued by a tone in the headset.
B - 1
B - 2
APPENDIX C - RANDOM ASSIGNMENTS OF LISTS TO CONDITIONS
Note: The four tables in this appendix show the distribution of hsts with conditions used in 
the experiment described in Chapter 4. The hsts were randomly assigned with conditions for 
each subject, this was used to remove any possibihty of ordering/combination effects between 
any particular hst and condition.
C-  1
0 dB Level
0 -> 0 0 1 0 2 0 5 0 3 0 1 0
1 -> 1 1 0 0 2 2 0 1 0 3 0 2
2 -> 0 3 0 4 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 1
3 -> 2 3 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 2 1
L 4 -> 0 1 3 3 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 2
I 5 -> 0 0 3 2 2 0 1 1 1 0 2 0
S 6 -> 5 0 3 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 0
T 7 -> 0 0 1 1 2 2 1 0 2 0 2 1
8 - > 1 2 1 0 1 0 0 2 1 3 0 1
9 -> 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 3 3 1 1 1
10 -> 2 0 0 1 0 3 3 2 0 0 0 1
11 -> 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 3 2 2
A A A A A A A A A A A A
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
Condition
-10 dB Level
0 -> 0 0 2 0 4 0 3 0 1 0 2 0
1 -> 0 1 2 1 0 2 0 2 1 2 0 1
2 -> 0 5 0 2 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 1
3 -> 1 0 1 2 2 1 0 0 1 2 1 1
L 4 -> 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 3 1 1 2 1
I 5 -> 2 0 1 2 1 1 1 2 0 0 1 1
S 6 -> 0 0 2 0 1 0 1 5 1 0 0 2
T 7 -> 2 1 2 1 0 1 0 0 2 2 0 1
8 -> 2 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 4 1
9 -> 0 3 0 1 2 0 3 0 1 2 0 0
10 -> 3 0 0 1 0 0 3 0 2 1 0 2
11 -> 1 1 0 2 0 2 0 0 2 1 2 1
A A A A A A A A A A A A
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
Condition
Tables Cl and C2. Distribution of randomly assigned lists with conditions for 0 dB and -10 dB Levels 
respectively.
C - 2
-20 dB Level
0 -> 0 0 0 0 1 0 6 0 4 0 1 0
1 -> 0 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 0 0 1 2
2 -> 0 2 0 5 0 4 0 0 0 1 0 0
3 -> 1 0 1 1 3 1 0 1 1 2 1 0
L 4 -> 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 2 2 3
I 5 -> 1 0 1 2 2 0 0 0 1 1 3 1
S 6 -> 1 0 4 0 1 0 1 3 0 0 1 1
T 7 -> 0 3 1 1 1 2 0 2 1 1 0 0
8 -> 0 0 2 0 0 2 3 2 0 1 0 2
9 -> 0 4 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 0 2 2
10 -> 4 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 0
11 -> 4 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 3 1 0 1
A A A A A A A A A A A A
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
Condition
Across all Levels
0 -> 0 0 3 0 7 0 14 0 8 0 4 0
1 -> 1 3 3 2 5 5 1 4 1 5 1 5
2 -> 0 10 0 11 0 12 0 0 0 1 0 .2
3 -> 4 3 2 3 7 2 0 1 2 6 4 2
L 4 -> 2 1 4 4 2 2 1 4 3 3 4 6
I 5 -> 3 0 5 6 5 1 2 3 2 1 6 2
S 6 -> 6 0 9 0 2 0 2 10 1 0 3 3
T 7 -> 2 4 4 3 3 5 1 2 5 3 2 2
8 - > 3 3 4 0 2 3 3 4 1 5 4 4
9 -> 0 8 0 1 2 0 6 5 5 3 3 3
10 -> 9 1 2 3 0 3 6 2 2 4 1 3
11 -> 6 3 0 3 1 3 0 1 6 5 4 4
A A A A A A A A A A A A
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
Condition
Tables C3 and C4. Distribution of randomly assigned lists with conditions for -20 dB and over all 
Levels respectively.
C - 3
C-4
APPENDIX D - WORDS CLASSIFIED BY ’’WHOLE WORD ” SCORE
Notes: This appendix contains the classification of Boothroyd words according to the results 
from the experiment described in Chapter 4. (In which a summary of this table is given in 
Table 4.3). Words are classified by mean Whole word scores. Words are numbered as in 
Appendix A. Three groups of words are broadly identified by their mean Whole Word scores; 
Fragile, Medium Robust and Robust (see Section 4.1).
D - 1
Fragile words, categories: 0 to 0.8.
Limits 0.00-0.10 no. = 0
Limits 0.10-0.20 no. = 0
Limits 0.20-0.30 no. = 1 
114 laze
Limits 0.30-0.40 no. = 4 
36 guess 
63 thighs 
74 ways 
113 heath
Limits 0.40-0.50 no. = 4 
34 wreath 
42 sum 
91 whizz 
116 rove
Limits 0.50-0.60 no. 
4 haze 
24 keys 
53 heap 
96 poach 
106 pole
= 5
Limits 0.60-0.70 no. = 22
3 cheek 
15 hive 
25 vice 
30 fun 
38 choose 
44 wide 
54 wise 
66 foam 
73 five 
89 cough 
92 buff 
100 kiss 
119 soon
5 dice
27 shown 
35 hide
45 rake 
55 rave
37 comb
47 shop
103 thieve 109 moon
Limits 0.70-0.80 no. = 26 
2 fan 
13 cheese 
19 tooth
6 both 9 move
17 wedge 18 moss
20 thud 
32 vat 
40 fib 
51 catch 
64 wave 
70 bath 
83 ride 
93 mice 
101 buzz 
115 bike
22 wrap 
33 shape 
43 heel
28 hoof
77 noose
99 cosh 
105 wife 
117 pet 118 fog
D - 2
Medium Robust words:
Limits 0.80-0.90 no. = 32
1 rug
12 gap 16 bone
21 witch 26 get 29 bomb
41 thatch 48 vet 49 june
50 fill 52 thumb 56 goat 58 bed
60 badge 61 hutch 65 reap 67 goose
72 dip 78 got
81 hip 82 thug 84 siege 85 veil
90 have 94 teeth 95 gauge 97 rule
102 hash
Robust words:
Limits 0.90-1.00 no. = 26
0 ship 7 well 8 jot '
10 fish 11 duck 14 rail
23 jail
31 will 39 job
46 goes
57 shone
62 kill 68 not
71 hum 75 reach 76 joke 79 shell
80 man 86 chose 87 shoot
104 gate 107 wretch 108 dodge
110 wish 111 dutch 112 jam
59 juice 
69 shed
88 web 
98 den
D - 3
D - 4
APPENDIX E - RESULTS FROM COMPUTER SIMULATIONS
Notes: This appendix contains plots of correlation of cumulative results from successive 
subject simulations with the original model intelligibilities, versus subject. There are two sets 
of four graphs on each page. Each set of graphs (a) or (b) represents results from three 
experiments using one of the three adaption protocols as described in Chapter 7. The four 
graphs in each set enable comparison of the original set of model characteristics versus a 
parameter which predicts that characteristic from the results of the simulation. The left two 
graphs use parameters which predict M, intercept and average. The right two graphs use 
parameters which predict var, gradient and dijference.
From these graphs we can observe the efficiency of any of the three protocols; 
Manchester (marked m), by3 (marked 3), and by6 (marked 6), in obtaining results which can 
be used to predict the characteristics of the original models, using sets of models with 
differing ranges of characteristics. The abscissa for each graph is the number of results from 
simulated subjects used to derive the parameters in each case, starting at ten simulated 
subjects. The correlation between the resultant parameter and the appropriate model parameter 
{M or var) is the ordinate.
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Figure Eax(a). First simulation of experiment using intelligibility model set ax; range of M, 20 - 29 dB, 
range of var, 0 - 6 dB.
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Figure Eax(b) Second simulation of experiment using intelligibility model set ax; range of M, 20 - 29 dB, 
range of var, 0 - 6 dB.
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Figure Eay(a). First simulation of experiment using intelligibility model set ay; range of M , 20 - 29 dB, 
range of var, 0 - 1 2  dB.
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Figure Eay(b). Second simulation of experiment using intelligibility model set ay; range of M, 20 - 29 dB, 
range of var, 0 - 1 2  dB.
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Figure Eaz(a). First simulation of experiment using intelligibility model set az; range of M, 20 - 29 dB, 
range of var, 0 - 1 8  dB.
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Figure Eaz(b). Second simulation of experiment using intelligibility model set az; range o f M , 20 - 29 dB, 
range of var, 0 - 1 8  dB.
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Figure Ebx(a). First simulation of experiment using intelligibility model set bx; range of M, 15 - 34 dB, 
range of var, 0 - 6  dB.
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Figure Ebx(b). Second simulation of experiment using intelligibility model set bx; range of M, 15 - 34 dB, 
range of var, 0 - 6 dB.
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Figure Eby(a). First simulation of experiment using intelligibility model set by; range of M, 15 - 34 dB, 
range of var, 0 - 1 2  dB).
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Figure Eay(b). Second simulation of experiment using intelligibility model set ay; range of M, 15 - 34 dB, 
range of var, 0 - 1 2  dB.
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Figure Ebz(a). First simulation of experiment using intelligibility model set bz; range of M, 15 - 34 dB, 
range of var, 0 - 18 dB.
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Figure Ebz(b). Second simulation of experiment using intelligibility model set ay; range of M, 15 - 34 dB, 
range of var, 0 - 18 dB.
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Figure Ecx(a). First simulation of experiment using intelligibility model set cx; range of M, 10 - 39 dB, 
range of var, 0 - 6 dB.
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Figure Ecx(b). Second simulation of experiment using intelligibility model set ay; range of M, 10 - 39 dB, 
range of var, 0 - 6 dB.
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APPENDIX F - COUNTS FOR BOOTHROYD WORDS
Note: This appendix gives listings of word count data for the Boothroyd words as specified 
in Chapter 5. Data are presented by individual channel plus the total teletext count followed 
by the count from Francis and Kucera (1982) (Column labelled FRANCIS). The first table 
shows the total count of words from each source followed by the total number of Boothroyd 
word counts, followed by the fraction of Boothroyd words against the whole (except for 
Francis and Kucera data).
The data in the following pages are presented by word followed by six columns of 
numbers. Each column has an integer followed by a number in brackets. The integer 
represents the raw count of words according to the column labelling, the number in brackets 
is the fraction (per cent) of the total count of Boothroyd words from that source, thus giving 
the relative frequency of occurrence by source.
BBCl BBC2 LWT CH4 TOTAL FRANCIS
All 479202 141509 155663 246888 1023262 «1000000*
Boothroyd 24713 6031 7688 11185 49617 18802
Fraction 0.0516 0.0426 0.0494 0.0453 0.0485 «0.0019
*N.B. This corpus included 50,406 words: this is probably much less than the total number 
of words scanned in the Teletext study.
F - 1
Word counts for Boothroyd words:
List 0
BBCl BBC2 LWT CH4 TOTAL FRANCIS
ship 35(0.14) 20(0.33) 20(0.26) 30(0.27) 105(0.21) 83(0.44)
rug 3(0.01) 0(0.00) 1(0.01) 0(0.00) 4(0.01) 13(0.07)
fan 25(0.10) 4(0.07) 7(0.09) 6(0.05) 42(0.08) 18(0.10)
cheek 20(0.08) 10(0.17) 4(0.05) 4(0.04) 38(0.08) 20(0.11)
haze 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 7(0.04)
dice 60(0.24) 2(0.03) 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 62(0.12) 14(0.07)
both 244(0.99) 73(1.21) 98(1.27) 132(1.18) 547(1.10) 730(3.88)
well 2265(9.17) 492(8.16) 659(8.57) 622(5.56) 4038(8.14) 897(4.77)
jot 3(0.01) 0(0.00) 1(0.01) 0(0.00) 4(0.01) 1(0.01)
move 276(1.12) 57(0.95) 70(0.91) 137(1.22) 540(1.09) 171(0.91)
List 1
fish 95(0.38) 48(0.80) 34(0.44) 49(0.44) 226(0.46) 35(0.19)
duck 34(0.14) 15(0.25) 6(0.08) 4(0.04) 59(0.12) 9(0.05)
gap 9(0.04) 3(0.05) 4(0.05) 9(0.08) 25(0.05) 17(0.09)
cheese 29(0.12) 4(0.07) 12(0.16) 28(0.25) 73(0.15) 9(0.05)
rail 3(0.01) 1(0.02) 7(0.09) 14(0.13) 25(0.05) 16(0.09)
hive 0(0.00) 3(0.05) 0(0.00) 2(0.02) 5(0.01) 2(0.01)
bone ■ 28(0.11) 3(0.05) 6(0.08) 8(0.07) 45(0.09) 33(0.18)
wedge 70(0.28) 0(0.00) 3(0.04) 1(0.01) 74(0.15) 4(0.02)
moss 3(0.01) 3(0.05) 2(0.03) 6(0.05) 14(0.03) 9(0.05)
tooth 8(0.03) 0(0.00) 3(0.04) 0(0.00) 11(0.02) 20(0.11)
List 2
thud 2(0.01) 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 2(0.00) 3(0.02)
witch 6(0.02) 1(0.02) 2(0.03) 0(0.00) 9(0.02) 5(0.03)
wrap 7(0.03) 1(0.02) 1(0.01) 7(0.06) 16(0.03) 5(0.03)
jail 24(0.10) 9(0.15) 13(0.17) 16(0.14) 62(0.12) 21(0.11)
keys 39(0.16) 5(0.08) 10(0.13) 6(0.05) 60(0.12) 34(0.18)
vice 10(0.04) 5(0.08) 2(0.03) 4(0.04) 21(0.04) 41(0.22)
get 3075(12.44) 582(9.65) 891(11.59) 1564(13.98) 6112(12.32) 750(3.99)
shown 13(0.05) 10(0.17) 6(0.08) 19(0.17) 48(0.10) 166(0.88)
hoof 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 2(0.01)
bomb 26(0.11) 6(0.10) 37(0.48) 37(0.33) 106(0.21) 36(0.19)
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Word counts for Boothroyd words:
BBCl BBC2 LWT CH4 TOTAL FRANCIS
List 3
fun 112(0.45) 34(0.56) 35(0.46) 55(0.49) 236(0.48) 44(0.23)
will 2040(8.25) 544(9.02) 647(8.42) 1151(10.29) 4382(8.83) 2244(11.93)
vat 6(0.02) 1(0.02) 5(0.07) 0(0.00) 12(0.02) 0(0.00)
shape 42(0.17) 16(0.27) 8(0.10) 26(0.23) 92(0.19) 85(0.45)
wreath 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 5(0.04) 5(0.01) 8(0.04)
hide 44(0.18) 8(0.13) 21(0.27) 20(0.18) 93(0.19) 22(0.12)
guess 147(0.59) 32(0.53) 29(0.38) 49(0.44) 257(0.52) 56(0.30)
comb 4(0.02) 4(0.07) 0(0.00) 5(0.04) 13(0.03) 6(0.03)
choose 107(0.43) 14(0.23) 9(0.12) 23(0.21) 153(0.31) 50(0.27)
job 444(1.80) 84(1.39) 149(1.94) 275(2.46) 952(1.92) 238(1.27)
List 4
fib 15(0.06) 1(0.02) 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 16(0.03) 0(0.00)
thatch 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 0(0.00)
sum 5(0.02) 3(0.05) 3(0.04) 1(0.01) 12(0.02) 45(0.24)
heel 1(0.00) 0(0.00) 5(0.07) 8(0.07) 14(0.03) 9(0.05)
wide 24(0.10) 12(0.20) 5(0.07) 18(0.16) 59(0.12) 125(0.66)
rake 3(0.01) 5(0.08) 0(0.00) 2(0.02) 10(0.02) 11(0.06)
goes 185(0.75) 59(0.98) 65(0.85) 97(0.87) 406(0.82) 89(0.47)
shop 118(0.48) 19(0.32) 24(0.31) 66(0.59) 227(0.46) 63(0.34)
vet 25(0.10) 0(0.00) 12(0.16) 0(0.00) 37(0.07) 1(0.01)
june 22(0.09) 10(0.17) 23(0.30) 20(0.18) 75(0.15) 93(0.49)
List 5
fill 38(0.15) 9(0.15) 13(0.17) 23(0.21) 83(0.17) 50(0.27)
catch 99(0.40) 31(0.51) 35(0.46) 38(0.34) 203(0.41) 43(0.23)
thumb 5(0.02) 2(0.03) 4(0.05) 4(0.04) 15(0.03) 10(0.05)
heap 8(0.03) 4(0.07) 0(0.00) 1(0.01) 13(0.03) 14(0.07)
wise 21(0.08) 10(0.17) 11(0.14) 3(0.03) 45(0.09) 36(0.19)
rave 1(0.00) 1(0.02) 1(0.01) 0(0.00) 3(0.01) 0(0.00)
goat 9(0.04) 7(0.12) 10(0.13) 8(0.07) 34(0.07) 6(0.03)
shone 1(0.00) 4(0.07) 0(0.00) 5(0.04) 10(0.02) 5(0.03)
bed 205(0.83) 48(0.80) 52(0.68) 60(0.54) 365(0.74) 127(0.68)
juice 29(0.12) 9(0.15) 8(0.10) 15(0.13) 61(0.12) 11(0.06)
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Word counts for Boothroyd words:
List 6
BBCl BBC2 LWT CH4 TOTAL FRANCIS
badge 6(0.02) 1(0.02) 0(0.00) 1(0.01) 8(0.02) 5(0.03)
hutch 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 0(0.00)
kill 170(0.69) 45(0.75) 46(0.60) 72(0.64) 333(0.67) 63(0.34)
thighs 1(0.00) 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 1(0.01) 2(0.00) 7(0.04)
wave 17(0.07) 11(0.18) 10(0.13) 4(0.04) 42(0.08) 46(0.24)
reap 3(0.01) 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 3(0.01) 3(0.02)
foam 3(0.01) 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 2(0.02) 5(0.01) 37(0.20)
goose 17(0.07) 0(0.00) 10(0.13) 0(0.00) 27(0.05) 4(0.02)
not 4588(18.57) 1068(17.71) 1417(18.43) 2021(18.07) 9094(18.33) 4609(24.51)
shed 13(0.05) 6(0.10) 1(0.01) 66(0.59) 86(0.17) 11(0.06)
List 7
bath 52(0.21) 10(0.17) 12(0.16) 23(0.21) 97(0.20) 26(0.14)
hum 5(0.02) 2(0.03) 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 7(0.01) 5(0.03)
dip 11(0.04) 1(0.02) 2(0.03) 6(0.05) 20(0.04) 6(0.03)
five 212(0.86) 49(0.81) 70(0.91) 107(0.96) 438(0.88) 286(1.52)
ways 33(0.13) 32(0.53) 19(0.25) 39(0.35) 123(0.25) 128(0.68)
reach 39(0.16) 23(0.38) 10(0.13) 28(0.25) 100(0.20) 106(0.56)
joke 96(0.39) 8(0.13) 22(0.29) 28(0.25) 154(0.31) 22(0.12)
noose 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 3(0.04) 0(0.00) 3(0.01) 3(0.02)
got 2605(10.54) 467(7.74) 814(10.59) 1026(9.17) 4912(9.90) 482(2.56)
shell 19(0.08) 4(0.07) 4(0.05) 9(0.08) 36(0.07) 22(0.12)
Li s t s
man 733(2.97) 287(4.76) 242(3.15) 271(2.42) 1533(3.09) 1207(6.42)
hip 31(0.13) 1(0.02) 0(0.00) 1(0.01) 33(0.07) 10(0.05)
thug 1(0.00) 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 1(0.00) 1(0.01)
ride 50(0.20) 18(0.30) 11(0.14) 12(0.11) 91(0.18) 49(0.26)
siege 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 1(0.01) 2(0.02) 3(0.01) 6(0.03)
veil 1(0.00) 2(0.03) 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 3(0.01) 8(0.04)
chose 17(0.07) 3(0.05) 6(0.08) 12(0.11) 38(0.08) 37(0.20)
shoot 52(0.21) 31(0.51) 8(0.10) 15(0.13) 106(0.21) 27(0.14)
web 3(0.01) 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 2(0.02) 5(0.01) 6(0.03)
cough 28(0.11) 6(0.10) 0(0.00) 1(0.01) 35(0.07) 7(0.04)
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Word counts for Boothroyd words;
BBCl BBC2 LWT CH4 TOTAL FRANCIS
List 9
have 4673(18.91) 1342(22.25) 1558(20.27) 2332(20.85) 9905(19.96) 3941(20.96)
whizz 1(0.00) 1(0.02) 1(0.01) 0(0.00) 3(0.01) 2(0.01)
buff 1(0.00) 0(0.00) 1(0.01) 2(0.02) 4(0.01) 5(0.03)
mice 20(0.08) 2(0.03) 0(0.00) 9(0.08) 31(0.06) 10(0.05)
teeth 42(0.17) 10(0.17) 13(0.17) 16(0.14) 81(0.16) 103(0.55)
gauge 1(0.00) 1(0.02) 1(0.01) 1(0.01) 4(0.01) 12(0.06)
poach 2(0.01) 2(0.03) 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 4(0.01) 1(0.01)
mle 29(0.12) 27(0.45) 4(0.05) 15(0.13) 75(0.15) 73(0.39)
den 11(0.04) 1(0.02) 2(0.03) 2(0.02) 16(0.03) 2(0.01)
cosh 1(0.00) 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 1(0.00) 0(0.00)
List 10
kiss 66(0.27) 22(0.36) 26(0.34) 17(0.15) 131(0.26) 17(0.09)
buzz 13(0.05) 16(0.27) 0(0.00) 5(0.04) 34(0.07) 13(0.07)
hash 5(0.02) 1(0.02) 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 6(0.01) 1(0.01)
thieve 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 8(0.04)
gate 16(0.06) 3(0.05) 8(0.10) 11(0.10) 38(0.08) 37(0.20)
wife 218(0.88) 65(1.08) 120(1.56) 78(0.70) 481(0.97) 228(1.21)
pole 3(0.01) 5(0.08) 3(0.04) 1(0.01) 12(0.02) 18(0.10)
wretch 3(0.01) 1(0.02) 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 4(0.01) 1(0.01)
dodge 1(0.00) 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 1(0.00) 11(0.06)
moon 34(0.14) 24(0.40) 6(0.08) 12(0.11) 76(0.15) 60(0.32)
List 11
wish 204(0.83) 48(0.80) 55(0.72) 75(0.67) 382(0.77) 115(0.61)
dutch 14(0.06) 2(0.03) 5(0.07) 19(0.17) 40(0.08) 15(0.08)
jam 13(0.05) 2(0.03) 6(0.08) 7(0.06) 28(0.06) 6(0.03)
heath 7(0.03) 1(0.02) 2(0.03) 3(0.03) 13(0.03) 0(0.00)
laze 1(0.00) 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 1(0.00) 1(0.01)
bike 43(0.17) 1(0.02) 19(0.25) 26(0.23) 89(0.18) 0(0.00)
rove 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 1(0.01)
pet 19(0.08) 2(0.03) 3(0.04) 5(0.04) 29(0.06) 6(0.03)
fog 4(0.02) 5(0.08) 1(0.01) 7(0.06) 17(0.03) 25(0.13)
soon 290(1.17) 44(0.73) 73(0.95) 110(0.98) 517(1.04) 199(1.06)
F - 5
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APPENDIX G - WORD MATCHING PROGRAMS
Note: The first part of this appendix is an explanation of the functioning of the phonparse 
program used for generating possible phonemic interpretations of orthographically represented 
words. The second part is a listing of the source code of the computer program written to 
count words from teletext subtitles using a OPTE teletext card. This listing serves as an 
example of the C computer language used by the author in all his computer designs.
G - 1
G -2
G1 - The phonparse program
This program is designed to generate codes which represent possible phonemic 
manifestations of orthographically represented mono-syllables. The program copes with 
consonant-vowel-consonant (CVC), vowel-consonant (VC) and consonant-vowel (CV) 
clusters. It can only be used to compare words not give absolute phonemic representation.
A word is input into the program, a list of known orthographic onsets is compared, 
for each possible initial consonant a list of orthographic vowels is compared, for each of the 
matching onsets plus vowels a list of possible final consonants is compared. Thus for example 
the words boat, coat and boot yield:
CO V8 C16 boat
C7 V8 C16 coat
C14 V8 C16 coat
CO V7 C16 boot
The code numbers are derived from the example lists of orthographically represented 
phonemes, one for first consonants, one for vowels, one for final consonants. For example the 
letter ’b’ is the only representation of /b/, but ’c’ or ’k’ can imply /k/. Furthermore, ’c’ is 
spoken as /k/ or /s/ in different words. Thus the system is generally over sensitive (for 
example it recognises two possible phonemic forms for "coat", / ’kot/ and / ’sot/) and is 
unlikely to miss any odd orthographic forms. Each number in the codes for the word thus 
represents a particular phoneme depending upon its position.
Phonemic similarities between mono-syllables may detected by sorting for a match in 
one, two or possibly three positions. If we have the codes for the word we are interested in 
we can use a string searching program such as UNIX "grep" to look for matching 
combinations of codes in a long list of words. Firstly the long list is put through phonparse 
to generate codes for aU the words in the hst, similar to the above examples. We input the 
codes, for example "C* V8 C16" for boat, into grep and ask it to search through our list. 
The "*" here represents a wild card so that we search for all words which end in / ’ot/. If we 
use the list boat, coat and boot as above the match yields:
CO V8 C16 boat
C7 V8 C16 coat
C14 V8 C16 coat
G - 3
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G2 - Source listing of word counting program
/* Use the compact memory model for this program !!! */
/*
This is the program that collects teletext subtitle data. There 
should be a ref. dictionary in this directory called ltotal.txt. A data 
file called wcount.dat will be generated if the first questions are answered 
yes. Otherwise there should already be a file from the last run.
This program was generated between April-July 1990, the most recent update 
is 5,7,90. Note a list of previous counts/channel is shown at runtime. So 
Max no of words in a dictionary is 5300.
*/
/* INCLUDED HEADER FILES AND DEFINED CONSTANTS */
#include <STDIO.H> 
include <STRING.H> 
include <CTYPE.H> 
#include <ALLOC.H> 
#include <DOS.H> 
#define LDICT 5300L 
#define DICTS 36000L 
#define MAXCHAR 3000 
#define MAXWORDS 22 
^define PAGES 6 
#define SUBTPAGE 888 
#define BBCl 26 
#define BBC2 33 
#define ITV 23 
#define C4 30
/* maximum length of dictionary */
/* space to store LDICT words */
/* don’t parse if too many characters */
/* don’t count if too many words per page*/
/* no. of pages to try before trying another channel */ 
/* page with subtitles */
/* channel number BBCl */
/* channel number BBC2 */
/* channel number LWT */
/* channel number Channel 4 */
/* GLOBAL VARIABLES */
static char outbuf[1020]; /* to read a page into */
static char huge *wds[LDICT]; 
struct time *tp; 
static char telew[500]; 
char *wrds[50];
/* pointers for the dictionary strings (words) */ 
/* time of day */
/* pointers for chars from a page */
/* string forms of teletext input */
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/* MAIN PART OF PROGRAM */
main()
{
/* VARIABLES LOCAL TO MAIN */
int nwords; /* number of strings in database */
unsigned int huge *wdsc; /* array with up to date counts of
frequency of strings */ 
int ch[4]; /* for the channel nos,*/
int ntwds; /* number of teletext generated strings */
int sumntwds; /* sum of all channels */
unsigned int sumwdsc=0; /* three temporaries */
int ij;
unsigned long cumcount = 0; 
static unsigned long reosums[LDICT];
static int reoindex[LDICT]; /* re-ordered counts and index to dictionary */
FILE *df; /* the pointer to wordcounts file */
int resp; /* just a character */
int curraq=0; /* the count for aquisition circuit */
FILE *fill; /* pointer for teletext stream */
char inbuf[1020]; /* a buffer for raw teletext chars */
char chanstr[13], pagestr[6]; /* some strings */
int h, i, j, k, channel, page; /* some integers */
long seeklen; /* füe pointer offset */
/* START OF OPERATIONS */
/* allocate memory for count array */
printf("%lu bytes free before \n", farcoreleft()); 
wdsc = (unsigned int huge *)farmalloc(42500L);/* 2*4*LDICT */ 
if ( wdsc == 0 ){
printf("Memory allocation error.Vi"); 
exit(l);
}
printf("%p %lu bytes free afteiNn", wdsc, farcoreleft());
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/* read in database words */ 
nwords = read_file ("lltotal.txt");
/* this bit checks if we want to re-init the datafile */
printf("Re-init the wordcount file? "); 
resp = getcharO;
if ( resp == ’y’ II resp == ’Y’){ 
fflush(stdin); 
printfC’Are you sure? "); 
resp = getcharO;
}
/* make all entries == 0 */ 
if (resp == ’y’ II resp =  ’Y’){
df = fopen("wcountdat","w"); 
for (i=0;i<nwords;++i){ 
reoindex[i]=i; 
for(h=0;h<4;++h) {
*(wdsc+h+(i*4)) = 0; 
fprintf(df,"%10u", 0);
}
}
}
/* otherwise read in all previous counts */ 
else{
df = fopen("wcount.dat","r+");
for (i=0;i<nwords;++i){ 
reosums[i]=0; 
sumwdsc = 0; 
for (h=0;h<4;++h){
fscanf(df,"%u",wdsc+h+(i*4)); 
if ( *(wdsc+h+4*i) >= 1 )
printf("C%d %s. %u\n", h, wds[i],*(wdsc+h+i*4));
/* sum previous counts for each channel and all channels */ 
sumwdsc += *(wdsc+h+i*4); 
cumcount+= *(wdsc+h+i*4);
}
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/* re-order word index according to counts - highest counted first */ 
for (k=0;k<=i;-H-k)
if ( sumwdsc >= reosums[k]){ 
for( j=i ;j>k;-j){ 
reosums [j] =reosums [j-1] ; 
reoindex[j]=reoindex[j-1];
}
reosums[k]=sumwdsc;
reoindex[k]=i;
break;
}
}
/* print ten highest counts */ 
for (i=0;i<10;++i)
printf("%s\t", wds[reoindex[i]]); 
printf("^"); 
for (i=0;i<10;++i)
printf("%lu\t", reosums[i]); 
printf('V’);
printf("Total number of words counted = %lu.\n", cumcount);
}
fflush(df);
rewind(df);
/* THIS BIT DEALS WITH MATTERS TELETEXT */
/* open device stream to the teletext card */ 
if ( ( fül = fopen ( "OPTH", "r+b" ) ) == NULL )
{
puts( "ERROR" ); 
return;
}
/* set up four aquisition circuits on device to recieve each channel */ 
ch[0]=26 
ch[l]=33 
ch[2]=23 
ch[3]=30
/* these are preset to channel no.s for B l, B2, ITV, C4 */
fputs( "H-\n", fiU );/* teletext no scrolling header */ 
fflush( fill );
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/* REPEAT LOOP FOR WORD PARSING FROM FOUR AQUISITION CIRCUITS */ 
for (;;){
gettime(tp); /* what time is it ? */ 
if ( (tp->ti_min % lOU) == 0 )
printf("hour = %2u:%2u\n", tp->ti_hour, tp->ti_min); 
curraq = curraq%4;
/* send stuff for next channel */ 
rewind(fill);
sprintf(chanstr,"C%d\nP888\n’’, ch[curraq]);
%uts(chanstr, fiU);
%uts("!\n*\n'\fill); 
sumntwds = 1; 
rewind (fill);
while( sumntwds != 0){ /* repeat loop 16 times if lots going on */ 
sumntwds = 0; /* otherwise change channel */
for (k=0;k<=PAGES;++k){
/* get the top of page */ 
fflush(fill); 
rewind(fill); 
fputs("!\n*\n", fill); 
fflush(fill); 
rewind(fill);
/* printf("\b%d", curraq);*/
fflush(stdout);
/* to start page if transmitting */ 
h = 128; 
i=0;
while ( h >= 127 11 h < 0){ /* check for jibbeiish */ 
h = getc(fill);
++i;
if ( i > MAXCHAR ) /* limit number of tries */ 
break;
}
if ( i > MAXCHAR ) /* quit loop for next channel if */
break; /* there’s nothing sensible */
ungetc(h,fill); /* otherwise read back first sensible char
and continue */
/* read in the teletext page into array inbuf */ 
for(i=0;i<24;++i) 
for(j=0;j<40;++j){ 
inbuf[i*40+j] = getc( fill );
}
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/* strip non-ascii chars and convert all to lower case 
then put into the outbuf global array */
conv_to_ascii(inbuf); /* see this routine defined later */
/* filter continuous characters into separate words */ 
ntwds = read_tele(); /* see this later */
/* Note this bit commented just prints out page!!! */
/*
printf("\n ntwds = %d\n",ntwds); 
system("mode co80"); 
for(i=0;i<24;++i) { 
for(j=0;j<40;++j) 
putchar(outbuf [40*i+j] ) ; 
putchar(’\n’);
}
*/
/* check if just an info page containing word subtitles/s!! */
for (i=0;i<ntwds;++i){ 
if(stmcmp("subtitle’',wrds[i],8)==0 11 stmcmp("” ",wrds[i],2)==0 
11 strcmp("programmes",wrds[i])==0 ){
ntwds = 0;
break; /* if it does ignore it and discontinue */
}
/*printf("%s\n", wrds[i]);*/
}
/* get rid of rubbish */ 
if ( ntwds > MAXWORDS ) /* a fine-tune */ 
ntwds = 0;
j=0;
for (i=0;i<ntwds;++i){ 
if(strlen(wrds[i])==l) /* get rid of odd characters - sorry */
++j; /* about ’a’ and etc. */
else if(strlen(wrds[i]) > 1)
- j ;
}
i f ( j > 0 )
ntwds = 0;
if ( ntwds > 0 ) /* tell us something is happening */
printf("Ch%d %2u:%2u\n", curraq, tp->ti_hour, tp->ti_min);
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/* search for parsed words in comparison set */
for(i=0;i<ntwds ;++i) 
for (j=0;j<nwords;++j){ 
rj = reoindex(j]; 
err_catch(rj, j, curraq, nwords); 
if (newstrcmpC wrds[i], wds[ij]) == 0){ 
-H-*(wdsc+(curraq%4)+(rj*4)); 
seeklen = (long)(rj*4+(cuiraq%4))*10; 
fseek(df, seeklen, 0);
fjprintf(df,"%10u", *(wdsc+(curraq%4)+(ij*4))); 
printf("\n%s, %u\n", wds[ij], *(wdsc+(curraq%4)+(rj*4))); 
/*fflush(df);*/
++ sumntwds; 
break;
}
}
fflush(df);
}
/*printf("words = %d\n", sumntwds);*/
}
++cuiraq; /* next channel */
}
}
/* SUBROUTINE FUNCTIONS */
/* can look for the page number */ 
int getpage(ptr)
FILE *ptr;
{
int pageno;
fscanf(ptr, "%d", &pageno); 
retum(pageno);
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/* read in the word database */
/^static char filew[DICTS];*/
int read_file(fname)
char *fname;
{
int i=0;
FILE *Q);
char huge *q;
printf("%lu byte freeVi", farcoreleft());
q = (char huge *)famiaUoc(DICTS);
if ( q == 0 ){
printf("Memory allocation error.Nn"); 
printf("%p %lu bytes freeVi", q, farcoreleft()); 
exit(l);
}
printf("%p %lu bytes free\n", q, farcoreleft());
if ((%=fopen(fname, "r")) == NULL){
printf("Cannot open %s, wrong directory?\n'\ fname); 
exit(l);
}
while (fscanf(%),"%s'\ wds[i] = q) != EOF){ 
q+= hugestrlen(q)+l;
++i;
}
fclose(fp);
retum(i);
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/* parse lower case character stream for words */ 
int read_tele()
{
int 1=0;
char *q = telew, c; 
char *bp = outbuf;
bp+=40;
while( *bp != ’\0’){
if(*bp < 96 II *bp > 122) 
bp++;
else{
-  sscanf(bp, '’%[’a-z]", wrds[i]=q);
/*printf("%s, %d \n", wrds[i], i);
fflush(stdin);
getcharO;*/
q+=strlen(q)+l;
bp+=strlen(wrds [i] )+1 ;
if ( i >30 ){
1=0;
break;
}
++i;
}
}/*
while ((sscanf(bp, "%c", &c)) != EOF){ 
if ( c == ’ ’ 11 c == ’\n’)*/ 
retum(i);
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/* strip to just alphabetical ascii and convert to lower case */
#define TRUE 1
#define FALSE 0
conv_to_ascii(inbuff) 
char inbuff[1000] ;
{
int in_graf ;
int i, j ;
char c , *bp = outbuf;
/* loop for each of 23 lines */ 
for ( i = 0 ; i < 24 ; i++ )
{
/* graphics mode reset at start of each line */ 
in_graf = FALSE ;
/* loop for 40 chars per line */ 
for ( j = 0 ; j < 40 ; j-H- )
{
/* get char, mask off top bit */ 
c = inbuff[i*40+j] & 0x7F;
/* chars less than 0x20 are control codes */ 
if( c < 0x20 )
{
/* these codes set graphics on */ 
if( ( c>=  0x11 ) && ( c <= 0x17 ) ) 
in_graf = TRUE;
/* these set graphics off */ 
else if( ( c >= 0x01 ) && ( c <= 0x07 ) ) 
in_graf = FALSE;
/* replace all control codes with spaces */ 
c = ’ ’ ;
}
/* if graphics character, replace with space */ 
else if ( in_graf && ( ( c < 0x40 ) II ( c >  0x5F ) ) )
*bp++ = tolower(c) ; 
}
}
*bp = ’NO’;
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/* error catching routine */
err_catch( wordref, reoref, aq, numwords)
int wordref, reoref, aq, numwords;
{
if ( wordref > numwords )
fprintf(stdeiT,"Error la: pointer to data exceded!\n"); 
if ( (long)wordref > EDICT )
fprintf(stderr,"Error lb: max. value of data direct pointer exceded!\n"); 
if ( reoref > numwords )
fprintf(stderr,”Error 2a: indirection pointer excedes real data!\n"); 
if ( (long)reoref > EDICT )
fprintf (stderr, "Error 2b: max. value of indirect pointer exceded !\n"); 
if ( aq > 3 )
fprintf (stderr, "Warning: channel reference exeedediVi");
return;
}
/* a string length function to cope with huge pointers */ 
int hugestrlen(str)
char huge *str;
{
long i=0;
while (*(str+i) != ’\0’)
++i;
retum(i);
}
/* a speeded up string compare for this application */ 
int newstrcmp(strl, str2)
char *strl; 
char huge *str2;
{
int x=0, y=0;
if (strlen(strl) != hugestrlen(str2)) 
retum(-l);
while ( *(strl+y) != ’\0’ /*&& *(str2+y) != ’\0’*/){ 
x+= (int)(*(strl+y)) - (int)(*(str2+y)); 
if ( X != 0)
retum(-l); /* return as soon as match fails
++y;
}
retum(x); /* should return 0 only on successful match */
}
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APPENDIX H - ADAPTIVE TEST SCORE SHEET
Note: In the PISA test word identifications are scored right or wrong. The level of the signal 
is then adjusted according to the rules as shown under Changes. A correct identification will 
be marked as a dot in the box (holed), an incorrect identification as a mark outside (not- 
holed). The presentation level for each pair of words is marked on the graph sequentially (see 
Chapter 8).
H - 1
H -2
PISA - Adaptive Test Score Sheet
Word 1 Word 2
rug [ ] ship [ ] Levels Start Finish
fish [ ] man []
cheese [ ] gap [ ] Right
rail [ ] hive [ ]
bone [ ] tooth [ ] Left
thumb [ ] thud [ ]
goat [ ] wrap [ ] Changes
kill [ ] vice [ ]
wave [ ] shown [ ] [*] [*] =>-5dB
not [ ] bomb [ ]
shell [ ] guess [ ] [ ]* [*] => None
thug [ ] fib [ ]
veil [ ] thatch [ ] [*] [ ]* => None
shoot [] heel [ ]
gauge [ ] vet [ ] []* []* =>+5dB
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APPENDIX I - RESULTS FROM SPEECH AUDIOMETER TRIALS
Note: The speech audiograms reproduced here were recorded using the computer based 
system as described in Chapter 8. The graphics were produced directly by the system using 
the Postscript driver, the Postscript commands were captured before being sent to a printer. 
The graphics were then reproduced via a word processor program so that figure numbers and 
titles could be added. Thus the presentation you see here is what you get with the system 
directly. Unfortunately, the author was unable to reproduce these figures with a colour printer: 
it is possible to distinguish the lines for the right ear, left ear and calibration as being of 
hghter, darker and black shades respectively, these are presented as red, blue and black 
normally.
The text at the bottom left comer of each page indicates the record number in the 
particular data file, the type of test, the date the results were obtained and an information 
code. This information code indicates how the results were recorded and the number of lists 
or frequencies used. The key for the information code is shown in Appendix A of the User 
Manual (Appendix K of this thesis).
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Figure II. A speech audiogram obtained for a subject with normal hearing in both ears. The test used 
Boothroyd’s Isophonemic Word Lists.
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Figure 12. A speech audiogram indicating normal hearing in the Right ear and a 15-20 dB loss in the left 
ear.
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Figure 13. A pure tone audiogram obtained with a normally hearing subject.
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Figure 14. Results presented for a PISA test using the same normal subject as in Figure 13. The additional 
horizontal lines at around 18 dB and 25 dB indicate the normal range of threshold.
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Figure 15. A conventional speech audiogram showing a 40 dB hearing loss, the pure tone results for this 
patient indicated a "cookie bite" loss of 50 dB centred around 1 kHz.
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Figure 16. Results from a PISA test indicating 10 dB and 20 dB threshold elevation for left and right 
ear. This patient was diagnosed as having non-organic loss (a good pure-tone response was not obtained).
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APPENDIX J - NPLUS AUDIOMETER SYSTEM - TECHNICAL MANUAL
Note: This appendix contains notes on setting up and operating the NPLUS audiometer system 
developed by the author. Topics which are covered are:
1. Hardware requirements and configuration
2. Software configuration
3. Calibration
4. Plotter/Printer device drivers
5. External attenuator system and circuit diagrams
The general use and operation of this system is described in the user manual in Appendix K 
(back pocket).
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Hardware Requirements
Personal Computer System
This system is designed to run on an IBM compatible personal computer. The software should 
run on any compatible with a VGA display, but it is advisable to use an 80286,12 MHz (AT) 
based system or anything considered more powerful (i.e. a 80386SX etc.). The responsiveness 
of the software is improved if a maths co-processor (i.e. 80287) is present but it will still run 
without. If a mouse is available a Microsoft compatible driver is required to run it with the 
software. Additionally, at least 1 MB of extended memory is required to enable full use of 
the systems facilities and is an integral part of the audio generation system.
Audio System
The audio system is comprised (at present) of two parts. The first is a data acquisition card 
installed inside the computer, the second an external attenuator/amplifier unit. The acquisition 
card used in the prototype was a DATA TRANSLATION DT2831. This card is the only type 
currently supported by the NPLUS software, it is of an advanced design incorporating many 
software programmable configurations. It is also of very high quahty which is important when 
dealing with audio signals. For more details about this device refer to the DT2831 hardware 
manual.
The external attenuator/amphfier was designed and built by Mr. Eric Woipe of the Electronic 
Workshop, Department of Physics, University of Surrey to specifications supplied by the 
author. The device allows control of the level of signals over a 45 dB range in 3 dB steps, 
via a 8 bit parallel port (which is incorporated in the DT2831). The device also provides 
necessary reconstruction filtering and power amplification for a TDH-39 or TDH-49 headset. 
The output of the power amplifier stage has been loaded so that other headphones should 
work equally as well. Details of this device are found at the back of this section.
Hard copy device
An Epson HI-80 plotter was used with the prototype system for hard copy output, this was 
of adequate quality and could draw in up to four colours. Hard copy device drivers are 
described later, presently only the HI-80 and PostScript printers are supported.
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System Configuration
The BIOS should be set up such that aH memory above 1 MB is configured as extended 
memory. At least 550K of free conventional memory and 780K of free extended memory is 
required to run the system properly. If drivers necessary to your system take up too much 
space use Quarterdeck QRAM with 80286 or DOS 5.0 devicehigh with 80386 systems to load 
them into high memory. The CONFIG.SYS and AUTOEXEC.BAT files used for configuring 
the computer system require some attention:
Config.sys
This file must contain the necessary commands to install the drivers required by the NPLUS 
system. It will also contain various other commands for the DOS system. An example of a 
config.sys file is shown below; the square brackets indicate that the text contained is not 
necessary if the system is to be mute, that is it has no signal generating capability. Drivers 
in curly brackets are optional but improve the performance of the system.
CONFIG.SYS
fiies= 30 
buffers=20 
stacks=0,0 
lastdrive=c
device=C:\himem.sys 
{device=c:\dos\ramdrive.sys 256 /e}
{device=c:\windows\smartdrv.sys 512} 
country=044
[device=c:\dt2831 \dt283x.sys /b:240]
{device=G:\mouse.sys /Y}
N.B. this system with smartdiive and ramdiive would require about 1.5 MB of extended 
memory to run satisfactorily.
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Autoexec.bat
The autoexec.bat sets up various parameters of the environment and can be used to load 
programs such as "audtest" - a program used to check the functioning of the DT2831 and the 
attached external attenuator/amplifier.
AUTOEXEC.BAT
echo off
PATH C:\;C:\D0S;C:\B1N;C:\AUD;C:\WP51
prompt $p$g
ver
[c:\aud\audtest]
{aud}
Aud.bat
This is a batch file which runs the master program "newstatm" which is the heart of the 
audiometer software. There are auxiliary programs which are run prior to newstatm to set up 
data files and create a data füe listing. There are also programs which run after the newstatm 
program is exited to compact data files and assist in making backups.
The batch first changes the current directory to c:\aud then puts up a banner to show the 
system is starting up (a delay is put in here to aid debugging). Then zoo is run on the archive 
aud.zoo which contains data files, a listing of the .aud data files is put in filehst.hlp to be 
used when required in the running of the newstatm program. The execution of newstatm is 
started, there are various messages but if all is present and correct the graphical interface 
should appear as shown in the User Manual. When execution of newstatm is finished the .aud 
files are re-compacted and a prompt will appear to aid backup. A final banner will appear and 
a warning will appear if a backup was not made.
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AUD.BAT
rem This file operates around the execution of the NEWSTATM audiometer program 
@echo off 
cd c:\aud 
cis
echo Welcome to
echo -
echo University of Surrey - National Physical Laboratory Audiometer 
echo
echo Version 2.7
echo
rem 4 second delay or press a key
keydelay 400
cIs
echo Making AUD Files... 
zoo xq aud
dir *.aud | listfor > filelist.hip 
echo Done.
echo Starting Audiometer 
newstatm
echo Packing AUD Files... 
zoo aunPq; aud *.aud 
echo Done.
rem a program to assist making a backup to drive B: of aud.* files 
audback b:
rem tidy up uncompressed data files
del *.aud
echo
echo You have been using the UoS - NPL Audiometer system, 
echo on
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System files
A list of fües required for the system is given a the end of this manual. Files are picked up 
by newstatm at run time for operations such as drawing graphics, producing help screens, 
driving hard copy devices in addition to data recording. There must also be an additional 
directory containing sample files for speech, wide band and narrow band noise. This must be 
the top directory (with the present V2.7) of D: drive (i.e. D:\). A listing of signal sample files 
is also given at the end of this manual.
Pure-Tone Calibration
The calibration levels of pure-tones and narrow-band noise are adjusted using a file called 
"tone.cal", this is an ASCII text file containing four columns of numbers representing the 
changes in dB gain required to produce dB(HL) hearing levels (the corresponding frequencies 
are shown at the left hand side here for reference):
TONE.CAL
125 45 47 4 70
250 27 28 4 51
500 14 15 4 35
1000 8 9 6 28
1500 8 12 6 26
2000 9 11 6 24
3000 12 13 6 27
4000 12 13 5 27
6000 16 24 5 38
8000 16 32 5 42
The first column represents the standard dB(SPL) offset required to obtain the corresponding 
dB(HL) level to the nearest dB for the corresponding frequency, these values should not be 
changed. The next column is the offset required to produce the standard offset in practice with 
the system, this should be measured using a standard technique and adjusted to obtain 
standard calibration levels. The third column is the standard offset to be applied to third
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octave band limited noise, this should not be changed (it is a reference). The final column is 
the gain required to obtain standard masking levels with the noise samples supplied with the 
system. If the file above were in place and the pure-tone level for 4000 Hz were 3 dB too 
high, three should be subtracted from the number at column 2, row 8, for example 13 should 
be replaced here with 10.
Calibration for Speech Audiometry
A calibration curve for AB(S) speech audiometry should be obtained by using the system with 
a group of normally hearing subjects. The scores and presentation levels may be obtained 
from the data files (use "zoo x aud" at a DOS prompt to extract them). Average scores over 
a range of levels should be entered in the file "booth.cal" as below;
BOOTH.CAL
GO 30
40 29
30 27
20 24
10 15
0 0
The left-hand column contains the presentation levels, the right the corresponding average 
score. A curve will be drawn on all AB(S) audiograms to show the calibration of the speech 
system. A threshold normal range of threshold should be entered in a file called PISA.CAL, 
this should just contain two integer numbers, one for the upper limit one for the lower 
(i.e. 23 28). The range will be indicated on the graph by two black horizontal lines. Again 
about twenty ears should be tested with this system and the mean of obtained thresholds used 
as a reference (usually about 10 dB greater than for the phonemically marked AB(S) test).
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Data Files
All data files have the file extension "aud" to distinguish them fi’om other types of files. The 
system will only use data files with this extension. In the normal running of the system the 
user will not be required to type in the extension, the system will append it automatically. The 
data files are split into parts by markers, these markers divide the files into a header giving 
patient details and sections containing records of individual tests. A short example is shown 
below:
EXAMPLE.AUD 
UoS-NPL-AUDIOMETER V2.6 
Name: Jim J.M.
Date of Birth: 12 6 47 
Patient: 11311 
Records: 15
UoS-NPL-AUDIOMETER V2.6 
BOOTHIWL 9 9 1991 A-R-04L-05 
28/30 1 E 50 dB 4 WL
21/30 1 E 40 dB 6 WL
7/30 1 E 30 dB 7 WL 
30/30 I E  60 dB 11 WL 
28/30 1 E 80 dB 5 WL 
8/30 0 E 50 dB 3 WL 
15/30 0 E 60 dB 9 WL
17/30 0 E 70 dB 2 WL
12/30 0 E 80dB 1 WL
The marker used here is "UoS-NPL-AUDIOMETER V2.6", this should remain intact 
otherwise the file may not be interpreted properly. The version number may change but this 
will not affect operation (i.e. V2.7). The date of birth must be given in a three field format 
(entered when the FILE function is used, see the User Manual). In the example shown above, 
after the header with patient details comes another marker followed by a record header, in this 
case for a header for an AB(S) test (BOOTHROYD’S), record headers are explained in
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Appendix A of the user manual (INFO). After a record header the results are listed. The 
format of these is fairly simple, look at jim.aud for and example of data records for the three 
types of test currently implemented. Data files may be "repaired" using an ASCII text editor. 
Use "zoo aunP aud *.aud" to re-pack the data files into the "aud.zoo" archive file.
Plotter/printer device drivers
You may use any device which supports simple drawing and text labelling commands to 
obtain hard copy of graphically represented results. This includes, for example, PostScript 
printers, HPGL format plotters and printers and Tektronix inkjet printers. All that is required 
is that various simple drawing, colour (if supported) and labelling commands are available. 
An example is given here for the Epson HI-80:
HI-80.DRI
1 6  1 6  1
IN\nlM31,3\nDRnVS 0\n
Di 0,36\n
D1 -36,0\n
MA %d, %d\n
DA %d, %d\n
LA%s\n
SP4\n
SP1\n
SP3\n
LT2\n
LTO\n
GH\n
Scaling and page format 
Header with reset 
Normal text direction 
Virtical text direction 
Move absolute 
Draw absolute 
Text label 
Black Pen
Red Pen (Right ear)
Blue Pen (Left ear) 
Dashed lines 
Solid lines 
Tail
The file is listed on the left, the function of the commands on the right. The "%d" and "%s" 
represent coordinates and text strings respectively, therefore they will be present in any driver 
in a similar way to above, (i.e. Draw absolute will always contain two %d’s, one for the x 
and y coordinates). The ’\n’ indicates a return character, use ’\n’ whenever a return character 
is required in the command to drive the device. Separate the complete commands with a
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return in the driver file, get all the necessary text to implement one command on one line so 
that there are only 13 lines in the driver file (the lines may be very long, see "encpost.dii"). 
There are limits on the length of each command, for the header and tail there is a limit of 400 
and 80 characters, for the others 30 characters.
The first hne of each driver file hsts scaling and coordinate system parameters. The first 
number in the line indicates if the device normally uses landscape coordinates, a 1 if it does, 
a 0 if not. You can switch around the axis by changing this number. The next two pairs of 
numbers are for scaling, they must be integers, they represent the top and bottom of a 
quotient for X and Y scaling to translate the screen dimensions (in pixels) to paper 
dimensions. So in the example above a factor of 6/1 is required to translate screen coordinates 
to HI-80 coordinates. The quotient numbers may be negative to alter the direction of drawing.
There are two devices currently supported, the Epson HI-80 and PostScript printers. The 
system is set-up to send printer commands to the default device (i.e. LPT1). Copy the driver 
file you wish to use to "printer.dri" (for example, "copy encpost.dri printer.dri" to use the 
PostScript driver). A certain amount of experimentation will be required in the writing of new 
device drivers to obtain best results!
System and Circuit Diagrams
Several sheets follow which contain some details of the construction of the external 
attenuator/amplifier required for use of the system. There is a summaiy of the spécifications 
of the device, a system diagram of the analogue and digital circuitry and a full circuit diagram 
of the analogue circuitry. These diagrams were reproduced courtesy of Mr Eric Worpe, 
University of Surrey.
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List of system files (C:\AUD)
EGAVGA.BGI NEWSTATM.EXE IMPLEM.HLP EAR.HLP PURÉ.HLP
HLE.HLP LEVEL.HLP MSKEAR.HLP MASK.HLP EXTEST.HLP
BOOTH.HLP PISA.HLP LEAVING.HLP EAR.DAT MASK.DAT
SIGNTURE.DAT GOTH.CHR LITT.CHR SANS.CHR TRIP.CHR
BIN.MMM BIN.TRA BIN.FMM BIN.MMR BIN.BAK
WORDS.LIS AUDTEST.EXE AUD.BAT AUD.BAK AUD.ZOO
TEST.EXE PLOT.HI KEYDELAY.C DATALIST.HLP ENCPOST.DRI
KEYDELAY.OBJ FILELIST.HLP ZOO.EXE KEYDELAY.EXE AUDBACK.EXE
PISA.CAL LISTFOR.EXE LISTFOR.C BOOTH.CAL TONE.CAL
PRINTER.DRI ffl80.DRI ZOO.MAN
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List of signal sample files (D:\)
BADGE.PC BATH.PC BED.PC BIKE.PC BOMBPC
BONE.PC BOTH.PC BUFF.PC BUZZ.PC CATCHPC
CHEEK.PC CHEESE.PC CHOOSE.PC CHOSE.PC COMBPC
COSH.PC COUGH.PC DEN.PC DICE.PC DIPPC
DODGE.PC DUCK.PC DUTCH.PC FAN.PC FIBPC
FILL.PC FISH.PC FIVE.PC FOAM.PC FOGPC
FUN.PC GAP.PC GATE.PC GET.PC GOATPC
GOES.PC GOOSE.PC GOT.PC GUESS.PC
HASH.PC HAVE.PC HAZE.PC HEAP.PC HEATHPC
HEEL.PC HIDE.PC HIP.PC mVEPC HOOFPC
HUM.PC HUTCH.PC JAIL.PC JAMPC JOBPC
JOKE.PC JOT.PC JUICE.PC JUNEPC KEYSPC
KILL.PC KISS.PC LAZE.PC MANPC GAUGEPC
MICE.PC MOON.PC MOSS.PC MOVEPC NOOSEPC
NOT.PC PET.PC POACH.PC POLEPC RAILPC
RAKE.PC RAVE.PC REACH.PC REAPPC RIDEPC
ROVE.PC RUG.PC RULE.PC SHAPEPC SHEDPC
SHELL.PC SHIP.PC SHONE.PC SHOOTPC SHOPPC
SHOWN.PC SIEGE.PC SOON.PC SUMPC TEETHPC
THATCH.PC TfflEVEPC THIGHS.PC THUDPC THUGPC
THUMB.PC TONEX.PC TOOTH.PC VATPC VEILPC
VET.PC VICE.PC WAVE.PC WAYSPC WEBPC
WEDGE.PC WELL.PC WHIZZ.PC WIDEPC WIFEPC
WILL.PC WISE.PC WISH.PC w rrcH P C WRAPPC
WREATH.PC WRETCH.PC NOISE.PC N0ISE2PC lOOO.WN
125.WN 1500.WN 2000.WN 3000.WN 4000.WN
6000.WN 8000.WN 250.WN 500.WN
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APPENDIX K - AUDIOMETER SYSTEM - USER MANUAL
Note: This manual has been written provide information to users, that is 
technicians or clinicians, about the NPLUS audiometer system. The manual 
contains instructions about powering up, getting started and system checks. 
There is also a tutorial section introducing the user to the functions of the 
system, including running through standard audiometric tests. Toward the rear 
of the manual is a quick reference section with descriptions of the function and 
use of the various settings. There are also some further notes about the PISA 
test in Appendix B of this manual.
APPENDIX L - JAMES ET AL. (1991)
Note: This is a pre-print of the paper named:
Speech Audiometry: Digitisation effects and the
non-equivalence of isophonemic word hsts.
Produced by James, C J., Bowsher, J.M. and Simpson, P.J., and appearing in 
the British Journal of Audiology, issue 25. The paper is referred to as 
James et al. (1991) in the text and is listed in the Bibhography.
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About this Manual
This manual describes the use and functions of a Computer Controlled 
Audiometry System developed by the University of Surrey and the 
National Physical Laboratory for conducting investigations of human 
hearing.
This system has been designed for use by trained Technical Staff working 
in Audiometry. This manual refers to these technical staff as "user" and to 
systems support staff as "system engineer".
The 3 chapters of this user manual describe the use and functions of the 
system as follows:
1. Getting Started
2. Tutorial
3. Function Reference
There is an additional technical manual describing the design of the system 
for use by system engineers who wish to correct or modify the 
configuration of the system.
1
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1 1 GETTING STARTED
The system installation should have been completed by a qualified system 
engineer. The user is advised to try out the functions and features of the 
system on a suitable subject before attempting formal clinical use.
1.1 Hardware
]
DISPLAY UNIT
COMPUTER BASE UNIT
EXTERNAL HEADPHONE 
AMPLIFIER
HARDCOPY PLOTTER
'5Ô1
MOUSE PAD
KEYBOARD
MOUSE
EARPHONES
Figure 1 Schematic of the complete system.
]
We assume that the system has been set up by a system engineer: Sit 
comfortably in front of the system, you will be looking at a system similar 
to that in Figure 1:
The base unit and display unit and keyboard are the heart of this system; 
it is an DBM AT compatible computer as commonly used in offices for
1
u
word processing or data base management. The hard copy device (plotter 
or printer) is connected to the computer via a cable (This cable not shown 
in Figure 1), the plotter allows paper records of results to be generated.
Looking around the back of the base unit, you will see another cable 
connecting the base unit to the External Headphone Amplifier (not shown 
in Figure 1). This cable carries the audio and control signals to the 
Headphone Amplifier. The signals are generated within the computer using 
additional internal hardware.
□
1.2 Power Up p
Turn on the power to the hard copy device, then the external amplifier, and
finally to the base unit and display. The display will gradually warm up H
and display various cryptic messages, there will also be lights on the base U
unit and keyboard. You will also hear miscellaneous sounds emanating
from the base unit. This is the computer system testing out its various
functions. You should check that the switch between the two figure ^
displays on the front of the Headphone amplifier unit is pushed upper most
to the remote position. You may notice the display numbers changing on
the external amplifier and hear several clicks or pops in the headphones,
this is normal functioning. A message will finally appear on the display p
thus (Figure 2): ^
When this message is reached, the system is ready to run the audiometer F
program. This message should disappear after several seconds or if you L
press any key on the keyboard, as the message says. Further lines of text 
will appear similar to those in Figure 3:
The first line says that there are data files present, the system then starts
the audiometer system proper. The dotted lines in Figure 2 correspond to jj
[
r
Welcome to
National Physical Laboratory - University of Surrey Audiometer
Version 2.6 
Press any key to continue. . .
Figure 2 The start-up message for the audiometer system.
Making AUD files... 
Done.
Starting Audiometer
Figure 3 An example of "file generation" messages.
miscellaneous messages which will appear momentarily. You will now see 
a colourful display appear similar to Figure 4. You should consult your 
system engineer if the screen does not appear s im ilar  to Figure 4 and you 
are left with a prompt saying Press any key to continue.
At this stage we will introduce the user to the system by means of 
following several procedures to check the correct installation of the system:
1
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Figure 4 The start-up screen of the audiometer system.
n
]1.3 Mouse and Pointer
You will see on the screen various graphics some of whose meaning may 
be immediately obvious. Somewhere on the screen there will be an arrow 
shaped graphic pointing diagonally to the top left hand comer of the 
screen. This is the screen pointer, it is moved by moving the mouse around 
on its pad; try it out, but do not press any buttons yet. This device may be 
used to access virtually all of the audiometer functions by placing the 
pointer over an appropriate graphic icon on the screen and pressing one or 
both of the mouse buttons. There wül nearly always be a pointer on the 
screen, if there is not it usually means the system is busy and you should 
not attempt any action until the pointer re-appears. If the pointer is absent 
for a period greater than 20 seconds or does not re-appear then you should 
contact your system engineer.
1.4 Keyboard
The keyboard provides an alternative method for accessing the functions 
of the system, once the commands are known this may provide a faster 
method of access for some users. Features of the system may be accessed 
by pressing single hot keys or combinations of hot keys. The keyboard is 
also used for entering information about the patient to accompany his or 
her audiometer results.
1
1.5 File loading/naming
You have been supplied with some example data files. We will now load 
one of these previously saved data files to check the filing system and the 
presence of example data files. We will use the mouse and pointer for this 
operation. Move the pointer over the icon labelled FILE, this is located on 
the light hand side of the screen within a light blue box. Press the left 
mouse button down and then release it, still keeping the pointer over the 
FILE icon. We will call this operation a left click, since a click is the 
sound the mouse makes. A large blue square and some text will appear in 
the middle of the screen (Figure 5).
D
D
D
Figure 5 The dialogue box for entering a file name. D
You win also see the label FILE turn green, this tells us that we are using 
the FILE function of the system. You wül notice that the large blue square.
8
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which we call a dialogue box obscures much of the original graphics. Now 
type in the word jim (in upper or lower case) using the keyboard. The word 
jim is the stem of the file name that will be used. This stem does not have 
to be the name of the patient. You will notice the flashing marker below 
the text you have entered, this is the cursor. Now press the <Entei> key 
on the keyboard, the dialogue box wül briefly disappear, then be replaced 
by another dialogue box as below (Figure 6). Here you wül note the 
adoption of the convention <"key name">, where the key name is the name 
given to the keyboard key, the brackets (<>) denote that you should use a 
keyboard key. This convention is used to denote hot keys which access the 
functions of the system, along with the use of the mouse and pointer.
Me : hJ a
te or
t 2.erst
Figure 6 Füe information dialogue box during file loading.
If you do not see a dialogue box entitled FILE: LOADING as in Figure 6 
please consult your system engineer. In this case the system asks you to
1
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enter details to create a new data file. You are advised here to type in some 
example details as covered in the tutorial section of this manual (Sections 
2.1). After entering these data you will arrive at something hke Figure 6 
except that there will be no information below the line Test Date Info, but 
other details will be as you entered them. (See explanation of Info codes 
in Appendix A)
At the bottom of this dialogue box you wül see a line of text 
<SPACE> FOR MORE, <ESC> TO EXIT. Press the <SPACE> bar, you 
WÜ1 see either a further list of information, except the bottom line as 
before. The data hsts that are displayed are from the file jim.aud: the 
system appends the extension ".and" to ah entered file names so that they H
may be identified as audiometer system files. Now press <ESC> (the key U
in the top left hand comer of the keyboard, marked ESC). The blue 
dialogue box wül disappear and the screen wül re-display its original 
graphics. You have now loaded a data file and ah data wih now be saved ^
to that fhe unth you again select the "FILE" operation, and enter a new file 
name.
r1.6 Audio system check 1
To check the audiometer’s audio system it is necessary to use one of the r
audiometer facihties of the system. Here, we wih use the implementation L
of AB(S). Move the pointer over the icon labehed BOOTHROYD'S within 
the turquoise region, and left click with the mouse (i.e. press the left mouse F
button and release). The label BOOTHROYD’S wül tum green, just as the L
FILE label did before. You wül also see more graphics appear; an AB(S) 
score graph in the top left hand comer, and a large panel (the central panel) I
with four numbered circles wül appear in the centre of the screen. Looking 
at the top light of the screen you wül see two s im ilar  looking graphics
D
n
labelled SPEECH LEVEL and MASKING LEVEL (see Figure 7 below for 
signal level graphic).
" '  "'I............
Figure 7 The graphic representing signal level setting.
3
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This graphic displays the current signal level presented to the test ear. 
Move the pointer over the upward pointing triangle on the left of the signal 
level triangle and left click, level will increase by 5, repeat left clicking 
until the level display reads 65.
Now put on the headphones, and left click on the icon labelled RUN at the 
bottom of the screen. You will see a change in the display in the centre of 
the screen and a word will be heard in the headset (perhaps, albeit faintly). 
The word heard in the headphones will now be displayed on the screen. 
You will see large green triangles flash on either side of the central panel. 
Now left click on the red circle marked 0 in the centre panel, the green 
triangles will briefly disappear. You will now hear another word and see 
it displayed on the screen. Continue left clicking on any of the circles in 
the central panel and listen to the words untÜ the flashing green triangles 
do not reappear (You will have heard ten words in total). At the end of this 
process a score N / 30 List X will appear on the display, and a cross or 
circle will appear on the score graph in the top left hand comer of the 
display. You have just presented a whole list of words. If you did not hear 
anything in the headphones you should contact your system engineer.
11
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1.7 System shutdown
We will now leave the AB(S) function of the audiometer; move the pointer 
over the icon marked EXIT, a blue dialogue box wiU appear asking you 
whether you want to confirm closing down the test function. Press <ESC> 
on the keyboard, and then left click again on the EXIT icon. The icon 
labelled BOOTHROYD’S will now be white indicating that you have left 
the AB(S) function, all other graphics wül appear more or less the same.
We WÜ1 now leave the audiometer system as a whole: click left again on 
the icon marked EXIT and the entire display wül dissolve, text wül appear 
on the screen as follows (Figure 8).
Packing AUD files...
Done.
BACKUP DATA (Y/N)? [Y]
Figure 8 An example of "füe packing" and backup messages.
This message tells you that the system has completed saving data files and 
asks you if you want to backup the data files. It is recommended that you 
always backup the data files. Press <Y> foUowed by <ENTER> (or just 
<ENTER>), the system asks you to place a backup disk in drive B: of the 
machine. This disk should be pre-formatted and suitable for saving data 
from the audiometer system. Press any key on the keyboard and the backup 
WÜ1 commence; there should be a light on drive B:. (If you do not wish to 
backup data press <N> foUowed by <ENTER>). After a few moments a 
DOS type prompt will appear on the screen (for example AUD>). If you 
selected to backup but did not insert a disk you wül receive an füe error 
prompt, press <A> to get to the DOS prompt as above. You are now at the 
DOS level of the computer system. You may now switch off the system 
or use the computer system with some other software with which you are
12
0
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familiar. If you are not familiar with the DOS system you should refer to 
the DOS manuals that should also accompany the system.
If you have any problems with the instructions given here do not hesitate 
to contact your system engineer. In the next chapter we will assume that 
you are able to get the system to its initial set-up state (see Figure 4) as 
explained above in sections A to C, and are familiar with all the operations 
discussed in this chapter.
]
]
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2 TUTORIAL
I The following sections are designed to give an introduction to the use of
the valions fiinctions of the system. Theso junctions include data filing and 
"  retrieval, and audiometric tests.
If you followed the procedure described in Chapter 1, "Getting Started", 
n  you should be familiar with the terms icon, left click and the shorthand for
J  a keyboard key <KEY>, where KEY is the label on the key (i.e. <ESC>
is the escape key, marked with ESC). If you do not feel familiar with 
these terms you are advised to review Chapter 1.
In the following sections we wiU take the user through some basic 
procedures to set up a patient record, and to perform pure tone and speech 
tests. The user is again advised to use the system with a voluntary "guinea 
pig" or his or her self.
2.1 Starting a new patient record
2.1.1 "Set-up"
You should have the system in "set-up" mode, that is no junctions are 
active. An active junction is shown by its icon label appearing green as 
opposed to white (inactive). Thus there should be no icon labels appearing 
green within the box with the turquoise background at the mid right area 
of the screen. If no junctions appear active just read through 2.1.2 (i.e. do 
not click or press any keys as instructed) to familiarise yourself with 
exiting procedures, then continue instructions from step 2.1.3.
15
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2.1.2 Exiting a. function
2.1.3 Accessing the file function
marked FILE) or press <F>. You should see a dia logu e box  appear like 
that in Figure 5 (in "Getting Started").
f ]
L
If any fun ction  is active you should exit that function: left click  on the icon  
marked EXIT (or press <ESC>), you will probably see a blue dialogu e box  H
appear (as in step 1.7 and Figure 7), if you don’t, you have exited the 
fun ction  and all the function labels will be white (clear). To clear  the _
d ia logu e box, righ t click  (i.e. press the right mouse button) or press I
<ESC>. The function will still be active. Now exit again (use the mouse 
or press <ESC>), all the function labels will now be c lear  (i.e. coloured p
white). p
Note: The double checking procedure you may have gone through above ^
is designed to prevent accidental and premature exiting from a function. Lj
[
To access the file function left click on the FILE icon  (graphic icon  P
U
u
2.1.4 Füe naming p
Type m or M, (i.e. press <M>), an m or M wiU replace any text at the 
cursor. Now type mt12, then press <ENTER>. You should now see the ~|
text mt12,aud at the position you typed, mt12.aud is the file the system Li
uses to store the patient details and data. The system has appended ".and" 
to the name you specified so it may be easily identified as a system data 
file. If the blue dia logu e box  disappears and is replaced by another (similar 
to Figure 6), the füe already exists. R igh t click  or press <ESC> to clear the
n
L
U
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dialogue box then repeat the procedure from 2.1.4 using a different file 
name (i.e. mt13 or nt13);
2.1.5 Entering patient details
You will now see the text Surname: followed by the cursor, this is a 
prompt (hke Filename above). We will call our patient M. Tims. Type in 
the text Tims and press <ENTER>, a new prompt will appear; Initials:. 
Type in M. or just M and press <ENTER>. You wül be prompted for date 
of birth, enter today’s date as three numbers (the only acceptable format,
i.e. 12 1091). You wiU be finaUy prompted for a patient number, type in 
X l 2. The text in the dialogue box wiU now look something like that in 
Figure 9. You may note that, here we have used the patients first name and 
surname initials and number for the file name. This is not a necessity, but 
is recommended as an aid to the maintenance of records.
2 .1 .6  Füe summary
Press <ENTER> if have not just done so. The dialogue box wiU disappear 
and WÜ1 be replaced by one simüar to Figure 9. This is the füe summary 
^  page as was mentioned in Section 1.5 . Right cUck or press <ESC> to clear
I the dialogue box, you are now back in set-up mode, no junctions are
active.
2.2 On-line help
1_j At times during use of the system you may at times forget how to access
certain features or the system may have done something which you 
consider erratic. Therefore on Une help is provided which describes briefly
17
Figure 9 Details entered into a patient record file using the file function.
the operation of various features of the system. The help feature is not a 
function, as such, since it may be invoked during the use of Junctions 
except FILE and VIEW. The help facility may be invoked using either the 
mouse or keyboard. We will now describe how to use and access on line 
help which is presented via the dialogue box system as used in other 
features (i.e. FELE above).
D
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2.2.1 Access to help using the mouse and pointer n
You should have the system in set-up mode as described in 2.1.1 above. 
Right click on the graphic icon marked with a ? at the bottom of the
18 D
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screen. A blue dialogue box will appear similar to that in Figure 10. The 
text in this dialogue box describes HELP ON HELP, that is how to use 
the on line help itself. The first thing explained is how the user may have 
accessed the HELP ON HELP facility (if he or she got their by trial and 
error or was unclear of the sequence). Read the text in the box and then 
continue to the next page by left clicking or pressing <SPACE>. The text 
goes on to say how to get help about various features of the system. There 
are about six or seven pages of text on HELP ON HELP, the last pages list 
the hot keys to access various features of the system. At any time you may 
right click or press <ESC> to clear the help dialogue.
J.. Ciiokeic^ w i t h  the: right M o o s e  foot tors 
the h e l p  icon.
Clicked! twice w i t h  the left m o o s e  
:ton ors the h e l p  icon .
] 3 » Hits o c c e s s  3.00 . <FJ-> t w ice in
Figure 10 The first page of "HELP ON HELP" information.
19
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2.2.2 Access to other help information ~]
Right click on the icon marked with an upward pointing arrow to the left 
of the display labelled SPEECH LEVEL. A blue dialogue box will appear 
entitled HELP: SPEECH PRESENTATION LEVEL. The text gives 
information about the operation of the signal presentation levels. Right 
click (or press <ESC>) to clear the dialogue box. Try accessing other help 
information by right clicking on other icons displayed on the screen, use 
right click (or press <ESC>) to clear the dialogue box, or left click (or p
press <SPACE>) to page through the information.
2.3 Doing a Pure tone test
0Next in this tutorial we outline a procedure for an "assisted" pure tone test: the system assists the user by automatically adjusting levels according to 
the Manchester technique (ISO 6189) after each trial, the system also 
assists with scoring and frequency selection. This automatic feature is 
active when AUTO MODE is on (see Reference section). This automatic 
feature is recommended because it enables fast and thorough pure tone 
testing.
2.3.1 Accessing the pure tone function
n
u
With the system in "set-up" mode (see Section 2 .1 .1 )  left click on the 
PURE TONE" icon (or press <T>). A new graph wül appear at the top n
left of the screen, labeüed PURET. Two circular icons labeUed Y and N J
WÜ1 appear in the central panel. Two new square icons labeüed with blue 
triangles wül appear in the lower panel with 1000 Hz in large text 
between them. The screen wül appear simüar to that in Figure 11. L.
2 .3 .2  Frequency selection
2 0
r
k ^ tÂ
H —«
basLa;
m #
? > î-\V  4:
m #BmB_____ T rw rz?!
K
Figure 11 The appearance of the screen with the PURE TONE function 
active.
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Left click on the icon marked with an upward pointing triangle to the left 1
of the text 1000 Hz (or press <PAGE UP>), the frequency display should L!
now read 2000 Hz, repeat the left click on the increase frequency icon (or 
press <PAGE UP> again), the frequency display should now read 
3000 Hz. Increase the frequency displayed further using the mouse or 
keyboard, the frequency will increase to 8000 Hz then drop to 125 Hz then r -
increase again. Now left click on the down pointing blue triangle on the 
right of the frequency display (or press <PAGE DOWN>), the displayed 
frequency will reduce. Using the mouse or keyboard set the frequency P
display back to 1000 Hz, we will use this as the starting frequency for our L
pure tone test.
2.3.3 Adjusting the signal level
nLeft click on the icon marked with an upward pointing white triangle ^
(upper) to the left of the SPEECH LEVEL display (see Figure 7). The
displayed level wül increase by 5 dB (this is also achieved by pressing
<UP ARROW>). Now left click on the downward pointing white triangle
(or press <DOWN ARROW>), the level displayed wül decrease by 5 dB. p
Use the mouse (or <UP ARROW> and <DOWN ARROW> keys) to adjust
the signal level to 55 dB.
2.3.4 Selecting the test ear
0
Left click on the icon marked with a faintly outlined ear shaped icon and L
an R on the left hand side of the screen (or press <LEFT ARROW>). You 
WÜ1 see some changes to the screen: the ear marked on the icon you have 
just clicked wül now be outlined in a heavy white border and be coloured 
red, the current test ear is now the right. If there was no change to the 
display try left clicking on the ear marked L on the right side of the screen
22 n
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(or press <RIGHT ARROW>. The state of the ear shaped graphics shows 
which is the current test ear; left or right. Make the left ear the test ear.
2.3.5 Selecting AUTO MODE on
We need to ensure that AUTO MODE is activated. Left click on the icon 
labelled AUTO SWITCH below the level display (or press <A>). You will 
see a change to the level display above. There wül be no text at the top of 
the signal level display. Repeat the access to AUTO MODE using the 
mouse or keyboard as above. The text AUTO ON wül appear at the top of 
the level display. Repeat access to AUTO MODE to get the text 
AUTO ON at the top of the level display.
2.3.6 Mouse operated pure tone test
Adjust the level display to read 40 dB, this is the starting level we shaft 
use for the pure tone test. The frequency display will read 1000 Hz, this 
is the first test frequency. It is recommended here to use the mouse and 
pointer to operate this test procedure because the operation is much 
simpler. Therefore, in this section of the tutorial we shaft only use the 
mouse.
2.3.7 Running the assisted pure tone test
Left click on the icon marked RUN at the bottom of the screen. Two green 
triangles will appear after several moments at either side of the two circular 
icons in the central panel. These green triangles indicate the system is 
ready to present tones.
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2.3.8 Cuing a tone
Move the mouse pointer over the lower panel containing the frequency 
display, there will be a familiar tone presented in headset (or hold down a 
<SHIFT> key). Move the pointer off the lower panel (release the 
<SHIFT> key), the tone will fade. You may also note that the green 
triangles turned dark red while the tone was present. Repeat the procedure 
to make yourself familiar with the operation.
2.3.9 Marking responses
Left click positively on the green circular icon marked with a Y (or press 
<CTRL> then press <Y> when green triangles flash), the display level will 
decrease by 10 and the green triangles wül disappear momentarily. You 
have just told the system that the patient (guinea-pig or yourself) could 
hear the previous test tone, it has adjusted the level for the next trial. 
Present the test tone at the new level as in 2.3.7 and left click on Y 
(press <CTRL> then <Y>) if it is heard and N (<CTRL> then <N>) if not. 
Continue presenting test tones and marking untü the frequency display 
changes to 2000 Hz and a mark appears on the graph at the top left of the 
screen. One frequency has now been tested and the mark on the graph 
indicates the threshold achieved.
2.3.10 Completing the test for the first ear
Repeat steps 2.3.7 to 2.3.8 for a range of frequencies. You may wish to 
repeat the procedure for 1000 Hz. When you are satisfied that you have 
covered sufficient frequencies you may exit from the automated procedure 
by left clicking on the EXIT icon at the bottom of the screen when the 
green triangles are present.
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2.3.11 Repeating the test for the right ear
Make the right ear the current test ear using the mouse or keyboard (see
2.3.4). Now repeat steps 2.3.7 to 2.3.10. If you wish to override the 
automated procedure at any stage exit the procedure as in 2.3.10, adjust the 
settings, for example signal level or test frequency then RUN as in 2.3.7. 
When this is done the system presumes that you are starting a new 
frequency so any responses entered before a threshold was reached will be 
disregarded.
2.3.12 Leaving the pure ione function
Get the system back to its "set-up" state by exiting the pure tone function 
(see section 2.1.1). You may notice the system requires that you confirm 
your wish to leave the function. You should now be m set-up mode with 
aU function icons clear (i.e. marked in white text).
2.4 Doing an AB(S) word-Iist test
You should have the system m "set-up" mode (see section 2.1.1) and have 
named the record file as in Section 2.1.4.
2.4.1 Accessing the AB(S) word list function
Left click on the icon labelled BOOTHROYD’S (or press <B>). A new 
graph will appear at the top left of the screen entitled BOOTH IWL. There 
will be four circular icons in the central panel labelled 0 to 3. The screen 
win appear similar to that m Figure 12.
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Figure 12 The screen appearance when the BOOTHROYD’S function is 
active.
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2.4.2 Setting up the speech audiometer function
Set the signal level to display 55 dB (Section 2.3.3) and select the left ear 
as the test ear (Section 2.3.4). Make sure that AUTO MODE is on (Section
2.3.5). The first list will now be presented to the left ear at 55 dB.
2.4.3 Starting a list
Left click on the RUN icon (or press <R>), the pointer will disappear 
momentarily. A word wül be heard in the headset and displayed on the 
screen in the lower.
2.4.4 Marking a response
The response to words presented in the headphones may be marked 
phoneticaUy by left clicking on the appropriate icon marked 0 to 3 in the 
central panel (or by pressing <0>, <1>, <2> or <3>) whüe green triangles 
flash at each side of the central panel. The icon you have selected wül 
flash to indicate your input then the green triangles wül disappear again 
momentarily and the next word wül be presented.
2.4.5 Running through a word-list
There are ten words in each isophonemic AB(S) list, therefore you should 
need to present ten words and enter ten responses in aU. After you have 
scored ten words the display wül indicate the score for the selected level; 
for example 25/30 at 55 dB. The score wül also be marked on the score 
graph.
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2.4.6 Completing the test for the first ear
You may notice that the signal level is now 45 dB if the list score was 
more than 9/30, otherwise the level will be increased to 55 dB. You may 
wish to alter the level setting or use the systems choice. Repeat the list 
procedure as 2.4.3 to 2.4.5 using the new test level, you may notice the 
system uses a different list of words. Repeat the list presentations for a 
range of levels.
2.4.7 Repeating the test for the second ear
Change the test ear, referring to step 2.3.4 if necessary. Repeat steps 2.4.2 
to 2.4.6.
2.4.8 Exiting the speech audiometer function
Return the system to the "set-up" state after you have completed the 
word-list test.
2.5 Doing an adaptive speech test
There is a new test on this system which enables the user to obtain an SRT ^
using far fewer presentations than necessary with word list-tests. The test 
is named PISA for prototype interactive speech audiometer. The system 
does virtually aU the work in selecting test levels, the user merely has to 
set a starting level and mark responses by "whole words" i.e. yes or no, not 
phonetically.
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2.5.1 Starting an adaptive test
Be sure to have the system in set-up mode a described previously. Left 
click on the icon labelled PISA (or press <P>). You wiH see a new graph 
appear at the top left of the screen and two circular icons appear in the 
central panel marked Y and N, the screen will appear similar to that in 
Figure 13.
2.5.2 Setting up an adaptive test
Adjust the level display to read 55 dB and check that the left ear is the test 
ear. If AUTO MODE is on (see 2.3.5), the system will first begin 
presenting words several steps above 55 dB, but will only use words 
presented from 55 dB in the results. This allows time for the patient to get 
used to the task. With AUTO MODE off the system will present the first 
word at the selected starting level (i.e. 55 dB) and use the response in the 
results. Select AUTO MODE on.
2.5.3 Running an adaptive test for the first ear
Left click on the RUN icon (or press <R>), the mouse pointer wiU
disappear momentarily and a word will be heard in the headset and
displayed on the screen. Green triangles wül flash in the central panel
prompting you to enter a response.
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Figure 13 The screen set up for an adaptive speech test.
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2.5.4 Marking a response
If the word was correctly identified then left click on the circular, green 
icon marked Y in the central panel (or press <Y>), if not then left click on 
the red icon marked N (or press <N>). Another word wül be now be 
presented via the headset and displayed.
2.5.5 Completing the adaptive test for the first test ear
After each response is entered a new word wül be presented untü the short 
list of words has been exhausted. You may notice that after pairs of 
presentations the level may be adjusted. You wül see a record of 
presentation levels displayed on the graph at each stage and at the end of 
the test for the first ear this should have stabilised around some value, this 
value is a measure of the patients SRT (or yours, or your guinea pig!) for 
the test ear. The value obtamed by the test for the SRT, X dB, is displayed 
at the top of the graph as Mean level X dB.
2.5.6 Repeating the adaptive test for the second ear
Select the right ear as the test ear (if the system has not done so) and 
repeat the procedure in steps 2.5.2 to 2.5.5. You may wish to select 
AUTO MODE off to complete the test more quickly (not recommended for 
use with patients). When the test for the right ear is completed, exit the 
PISA function to return the system to the "set-up" state.
2.6 Reviewing test results and obtaining hard copy
On exiting any function the record of the results of that test are closed. 
You inay look at the summary of previous tests by using the FILE function 
but these oiüy indicate the date and type of test. To review the results of
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previous tests use the VIEW function. The VIEW function also allows you 
to select results for hard copy.
2.6.1 Starting the VIEW function
Have the system in set-up mode and make sure that the current record file 
is the one you wish to examine (use the FILE function to check). Left click 
on the icon labelled VIEW (or press <V>). You will see two graphs appear 
over the lower half of the screen. These will be similar in appearance to 
those you saw while running tests.
2.6.2 Selecting graphs to view with the mouse
results.
2.6.3 Selecting graphs using the keyboard
You may also use the keyboard to change the graphs; Press <LEFT 
ARROW>, then press <UP ARROW>, the left graph will change, press 
<DOWN ARROW> the left graph wiQ change back. Now press the 
<RIGHT ARROW>, then use the <UP ARROW> and <DOWN ARROW> 
keys to change the right graph.
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DLeft: click with the mouse, you will see the graph on the bottom left change, right click with the mouse, the graph on the right will change. Try 
left clicking then right clicking, you will notice the graphs cycle around, 
this allows simultaneous comparison of any two previously recorded ^
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2.6.4 Hard copy
First make sure the hard copy device (plotter or printer) is set up to print 
(if in doubt consult the manual). Select the graph you wish to print on the 
left hand side of the screen. Press the <LEFT ARROW> key then press 
<CTRL> and the <LEFT ARROW> key together. It may take several 
minutes for the printer/plotter to complete the graph, do not try to do 
anything with the system in this time. You may also print the right hand 
graph by pressing <RIGHT ARROW> then <CTRL> and 
<RIGHT ARROW> together.
2.6.5 Exiting the VIEW function
Click both right and left mouse buttons together or press <ESC> to exit the 
VIEW function. The system is now in set-up mode. You may now wish to 
exit the audiometer system; left click on the EXIT icon or press <ESC>.
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3 FUNCTION REFERENCE
~i In this chapter we describe the functions of the audiometer and their use.
I  This chapter is divided into two main sections:
n 1. Audiometer settings
J  2. Audiometer functions
”j The first section covers the miscellaneous operations which allow alteration
J  of basic audiometer facilities such as test ear, signal level and masking
noise. The second section covers the functions of the audiometer in which 
the settings may be used or adjusted. These functions include the test types 
-  AB(S) word lists or pure tones, and other system functions such as file
loading and viewing of results. The choice of sysiem junction will define 
J  a context within which the settings may be used, some settings wiU have
subtly different meanings depending on the cnneni junction of the system.
1
J  At the beginning of each section the structure of the references for different
settings and functions is shown, this format is used for aU examples in each 
n  section.
1  
J
]
I 
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3.1 Audiometer settings
In this section we describe the operation and use of a number of 
audiometer settings which would be found on any ordinary manual 
audiometer, these are listed below:
1. Adjust Signal level
2. Adjust Masking noise level
3. Select test ear
4. Select masking noise on or off
5. Select mask tracking on or off
D
n
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There is also another other setting unique to this system:
6. Select auto mode on or off 0
Under each setting name, the means of access and appropriate graphic icon 
are shown. In addition a description of the operation and effects of the 
setting is given. This is done in a standard format as below (Figure 13).
SETTING NAME
GRAPHIC
ICON
ACCESS How to get at the setting.
USE When you should use the setting.
DESCRIPTION What the setting does under the restrictions of particular
functions.
SEE ALSO Any related settings.
r
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Figure 13 The standard format of definitions for audiometer settings.
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You can see that the information is divided into four different headings, in 
addition there is the setting name given at the top and a figure showing the 
relevant graphic icon which may be used with the mouse pointer.
As a general rule, the setting may be accessed by placing the pointer over 
the appropriate area of the graphic icon and left clicking with the mouse, 
any details will be given m the section marked "ACCESS" along with the 
equivalent key strokes (hot keys) which can be used in place of the mouse 
if you so choose (though it is recommended to stick exclusively to mouse 
or exclusively to key control). Accessing the setting will have an effect on 
the system as described in the "DESCRIPTION" section. The "USE" 
section describes when it would be appropriate to use the setting. The final 
section, marked "SEE ALSO", will give a list of related functions and 
possibly refer you to another section of this manual.
Note: you are strongly recommended to use only the mouse or only the hot 
key strokes as swapping between alternatives can be confusing.
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SIGNAL LEVEL
ACCESS To increase signal level, left click on the upper white 
triangle to the left hand side of the icon or prèss the 
<UP ARROW> key on the keyboard. To decrease signal 
level left click on the lower white triangle to the left of 
the icon or press the <DOWN ARROW> key on the 
keyboard.
u
0
0
0
0
USE
DESCRIPTION
To adjust the level of the signals presented to the 
CURRENT TEST EAR.
The current test ear SIGNAL LEVEL is shown in the icon 
box as above. Access to this setting adjusts the SIGNAL 
LEVEL in 5 dB steps. The signal level will also be 
adjusted automatically by the system at certain times 
when AUTO MODE is on and during the course of a 
self-adaptive procedure such as PISA. lîAUTO MODE is 
on then this is indicated within the icon box by 
AUTO ON as shown in the graphic icon above.
SEE ALSO CURRENT TEST EAR, AUTO MODE and ih& Junction 
PISA.
D
0
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MASKING NOISE LEVEL
ACCESS
]
]
USE
DESCRIPTION
To increase masking noise level, left click on the upper 
yellow triangle to the left hand side of the icon or hold 
down a <SHIFT> key and press the <UP ARROW> key. 
To decrease masking noise level left click on the lower 
yellow triangle to the left of the icon or hold down a 
<SHlh'l> key and press the <DOWN ARROW> key.
To adjust the level of the masking noise presented to the 
contra-lateral ear.
The current MASKING NOISE LEVEL is indicated in the 
icon box as above. Access to this setting adjusts the 
MASKING NOISE LEVEL in 5 dB steps. The masking 
level may also be adjusted when the MASK LOCK is on.
SEE ALSO SIGNAL LEVEL, MASK LOCK, CURRENT TEST 
EAR, AUTO MODE, and the function PISA.
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CURRENT TEST EAR
ACCESS To select the right ear as the current test ear, left click on 
the graphic icon as marked above with an R situated on 
the left hand side of the screen, or press the <LEFT 
ARROW> key on the keyboard. To select the left ear as 
the current test ear, left click on the graphic icon as 
marked above with an L, or press the 
<RIGHT ARROW> key.
USE To select the current test ear.
DESCRIPTION The state of this setting determines which channel of the 
headphones the test signals will be sent to. The current 
test ear is indicated which one of the ear shaped graphic 
icons is a solid ear colour (red - right, blue - left) and 
emphasised by a thick white outhne. The contra-lateral 
ear will always be solid grey (no masking signal) or line 
shaded (masking signal present) and have a dashed 
outline. The current test ear may be swapped by the 
system by during ctttdin functions H AUTO MODE is on.
SEE ALSO AUTO MODE and all Junctions.
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MASKING NOISE ON/OFF
ACCESS
]
]
USE
DESCRIPTION
To switch masking noise on or off, left click on the mask 
shaped graphic icon contra-lateral to the current test ear, 
or hold down a <SHlhl> key and press <LEFT 
ARROW> (current test ear left) or <RIGHT ARROW> 
(current test ear right).
This enables the user to switch masking noise on or off 
in the contra-lateral test ear, provided that the masking 
noise level is greater than 0 dB.
Maskiug noise ON is indicated by the mask shaped icon 
for the contra-lateral ear being a solid ear colour, and a 
MASKING NOISE LEVEL greater than 0 dB being 
indicated. If OFF the mask shaped icon wiH have a 
dotted outline and revert to grey. The system remembers 
the MASKING NOISE LEVEL set before it is switched 
off and sets the same level agam when it is switched on.
SEE ALSO MASKING NOISE LEVEL and CURRENT TEST EAR.
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MASK LOCK ON/OFF
ACCESS
USE
Left: click  on the graphic icon  labelled MASK LOCK, or 
press the <L> key on the keyboard to switch the se ttin g  
on or off.
To lock the M ASKING N OISE LEVEL  to the current 
SIGNAL LEVEL.
The mask lock ON is indicated when LOCK ON appears 
at the top of the MASKING NOISE LEVEL icon  box. In 
the LOCK ON state, any changes to SIGNAL LEVEL  wiU 
be accompanied by a commensurate relative change in 
the M A SKIN G  N O ISE LEVEL.
SEE ALSO SIGNAL LEVEL and MASKING NOISE LEVEL.
DESCRIPTION
D
u
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AUTO MODE ON/OFF
r
L-
ACCESS L eft click  on the graphic icon  labelled AUTO SWITCH, 
or press the <A> key on the keyboard.
USE When AUTO ON is indicated, the automatic features of 
the system are enabled, such as automatic SIGNAL  
LEVEL  control.
DESCRIPTION A U T O  M O D E  on is indicated by AUTO ON displayed at 
the top of the SIGNAL LEVEL  graphic icon  box. SIGNAL  
LEVEL  may be altered by the system during use of any 
of th e fun ctions  of the system in the ON state. There may 
also be other options specific to particular fu n ction s  
which are enabled when auto mode is toggled ON.
SEE ALSO SIGNAL LEVEL and all Hhe ju nction s.
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1^  3.2 Audiometer functions
In this section we describe the operation and use of the implementation of 
audiometric tests on the system. These implementations are here called 
fu n ction s  of the system, those available at present (Version 2.7) are listed 
below:
1. Boothroyd’s isophonemic word-list test, AB(S) version 
(BOOTHROYD’S).
2. A prototype interactive speech audiometric test (PISA).
3. Pure tone test (PURE TONE).
There are also two additional fun ctions  for file naming and re-viewing 
results:
4. Data file selection, summary and generation (FILE).
5. Re-viewing and comparison of results (VIEW).
Under each fun ction  name, the means of access and appropriate graphic 
icon  are shown. In addition a description of the operation and use of the 
fu n ction  is given. This is done in a standard format as in Figure 14.
You can see that the information is divided into nine different headings, in 
addition there is the fun ction  name given at the top and a figure showing 
the function select box with the appropriate icon  label emphasised.
Functions are accessed by placing the pointer over the appropriately 
labelled graphic icon  and left clicking  with the mouse, or by pressing the 
h ot key indicated. Under the "USE" heading in each description is an 
outline of the kind of test implemented m the function, i.e. word-list 
speech, pure tones etc. In "DESCRIPTION" you will find an outline on the 
format of the test and the kinds of results obtainable with the system.1
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FUNCTION NAME
GRAPHIC 
ICON
ACCESS How to get at the function.
USE What measurements the junction should be used for.
DESCRIPTION The basic operation of the function.
START-UP The appearance of the screen and what initial adjustments 
you can and should make to settings.
GRAPH The format of the scoring and display of results on the 
graph.
RUN Starting the running of a test.
SCORING How the test responses are scored and entered.
EXIT How to abort the running of the test.
AUTO ON The effects of AUTO ON the running of the test.
Figure 14 The standard format of definitions for audiomei&r functions.
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The next four headings give operational guidelines; the function of the 
J graphics and icons appearing on the screen and how to use
se ttin gs  - START-UP, the form of results displayed on the 
1 graph - GRAPH, how to initiate a test run - RUN, how to score and enter
J  responses - SCORING, and how to abort a test run - EXIT.
The use of R U N  and E X IT dwAng function  operation will always be found 
“ in the sections RUN and EXIT respectively. R U N  arid EXIT  may be
accessed by left clicking  on the appropriate icon or pressing <R> or <ESC> 
\ respectively. On aborting a test run the user is required to confirm his/her
decision in, currently, the two speech tests but not the PURE TONE test.
The user should note that whenever EXIT  is used midway through either 
”1 running of a list for B O O T H R O Y D ’S  or an ear for PISA  the data saved wiU
J be incomplete but still saved. Aborting a tone presentation run using EXIT
with AUTO ON has little effect since the user can re-start a testing 
sequence at the same frequency.J
]
1
J
The last two fu n ction s FILE  and VIEW  have several different headings 
since there operation differs from the general similarities between the test 
fun ctions. The u ser  is advised to run through the use of fu n ction s  by 
following the tutorial section (previous chapter). This section should be 
used for quick reference only.
Note: you are strongly recommended to use only the mouse or only the hot 
key strokes as swapping between alternatives can be confusing.
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ACCESS Left click on the icon labelled BOOTHROYD’S or press 
<B>.
USE For measuring speech hearing acuity at a variety of 
presentation levels, with or without contra-lateral masking.
n
DESCRIPTION Speech hearing acuity is measured by presentation of lists 
of ten mono-syllabic words. The patient is asked to repeat 
what he/she hears and the response is scored 
phonemicaUy (i.e 0 to 3 out of 3). The score is entered 
into the system and a cumulative score is displayed for 
each list. u
START-UP The score graph is drawn in the top left comer of the 
display. Icons for entering response scores are drawn in 
the central panel of the display, there are four circles 
marked 0 to 3. The test ear, speech level and masking 
level should be set up for presentation of the first list.
GRAPH The results are displayed as a percentage phonemic score 
for each level used with each test ear.
n
n
J
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RUN The test runs list by list, so that each list presentation is 
initiated with each access to RUN. The first word is 
presented a short time after access to RUN. When the 
system is ready to accept entry of a score green triangles 
flash in the central panel.
SCORING Responses to presented words should be scored 
phonemicaUy. Left clicking the appropriately numbered 
circular icon in the central panel enters a score. 
Alternatively, scores may be entered by pressing the 
appropriate key; <0>, <1>, <2> or <3>. The selected 
score icon will flash momentarily to indicate a score has 
been entered. After entering a score the next word in the 
list will be presented immediately.
EXIT The presentation of a complete list of ten words may be 
aborted at any point when the green triangles flash 
indicating a score should be entered. The user may left 
click on the icon labelled EXIT or press <ESC>. The 
decision to exit a list run must be confirmed by repeating 
access to EXIT after the warning dialogue box has been 
cleared (using left click, right click, 
<SPACE> or <ESC>).
AUTO ON The signal level (and mask level if LOCK ON) is 
adjusted based on the results from the previously 
presented list following simple rules: If the list score is 
greater than 9/30 the levels are reduced by 10 dB, if 
greater, then to 10 dB above the starting level. If the list 
score was greater than 25/30 the level is then increased 
by 20 dB for each list subsequently presented.
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ACCESS Left click on the icon labelled PISA or press <P>.
USE
DESCRIPTION
For obtaining a quick speech reception threshold (SRT). 
Also gives an indication of hearing loss particularly 
affecting speech perception (See Appendix to this 
manual).
Starting at a comfortable listening level words are 
presented and scored by whole word. The levels are 
adjusted based on the results from pairs of presentations. 
The system gradually converges on the patient’s speech 
reception threshold (SRT), presenting words near or at 
SRT.
D
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START-UP A graph is drawn in the top left comer of the display and 
two circular scoring icons are drawn in the central panel. 
The user should set the signal level to what should be a 
low and comfortable level and select masking as 
appropriate for presentation of a standard word-list.
GRAPH A mnning record of presentation level versus pair of word 
presentations is recorded. The calculated SRT and the 
number of reversals is indicated for each ear at the top of 
the graph.
G
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RUN RUN is only accessed once for each test ear. The first 
word is presented after a short delay. The user is 
prompted to enter a response score when green triangles 
flash in the central panel.
SCORING Word identifications are scored either correct (yes) or 
in-correct (no). The scores may be entered using the 
mouse and pointer by left clicking on the appropriately 
labelled (Y or N) circular icon in the central panel 
or by pressing <Y> or <N>. Entry of response scores are 
confirmed by momentary flashing of the appropriate icon. 
The next test word will be presented a short time after the 
previous score has been entered. The signal level may be 
adjusted after each pair of presentations depending on the 
response scores entered (See Appendix in this manual).
EXIT The testing of the current test ear may be aborted at any 
point when the green triangles flash indicating a score 
should be entered. The user may left click on the icon 
labelled EXIT or press <ESC>. The decision to exit a run 
must be confirmed by repeating access to EXIT after the 
warning dialogue box has been cleared (using left click, 
right click, <SPACE> or <ESC>).
AUTO ON The presentation level wül be increased by 20 dB when 
RUN is accessed and introductory training word 
presented at this level. After each score is entered the 
level will be reduced by 5 dB each time until the level 
reaches the starting level set by the user. Then the normal 
test words and level adjusting algorithm will take over.
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PURE TONE
D
ACCESS Left click on the icon labelled PURE TONE or press 
<T>.
USE To obtain pure tone thresholds.
DESCRIPTION
START-UP
GRAPH
Enables the generation of pure-tones with a range of 
frequencies over a range of levels. Narrow band noise 
matching the test frequency may be presented to the 
contra-lateral ear. Tones are cued by the user using the 
mouse and pointer or the keyboard.
A graph is drawn in the top left comer of the display and 
two circular scoring icons are drawn in the central panel. 
The user should set the signal level to what should be a 
low and comfortable level and select masking as 
appropriate for the patient. The frequency of tones may 
be adjusted by left clicking on either icon marked with a 
blue arrow in the lower central panel (or by pressing 
<PAGE UP> or <PAGE DOWN>).
The results are displayed as level versus frequency for 
detection thresholds or for maximum comfort levels for 
each ear.
D
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RUN There will be a short delay then green triangles will 
appear in the central panel. The system is now ready to 
cue the tone by moving the pointer with the mouse into 
the lower central panel (or by pressing and holding 
<SHlbl>). The tone is turned off by moving the pointer 
back outside the lower central panel (or by releasing 
<SmFr>). A tone present is indicated by the green 
arrows turning deep red.
SCORING If the patient can detect the presented tone then the user 
may enter a "yes" score by left clicking on the icon 
marked Y in the central panel or by first pressing 
<CTRL> then pressing <Y> when the green triangles 
flash. If the patient could not hear the presented tone then 
a "no" score may be entered using the icon marked N or 
by pressing <CTRL> then <N>.
EXIT Unless AUTO ON is indicated the next tone may be set 
up using the level and frequency controls and accessing 
RUN to present tones. EXIT may be used to get out of the 
procedure invoked when AUTO ON is indicated. No 
warning and confirmation is made.
AUTO ON The next presentation level is selected and RUN 
automatically initiated according to the "Manchester". 
This facilitates use of the test. When a threshold has been 
reached a new frequency is selected and RUN initiated. 
EXIT may be used to leave this fixed procedure, for 
example so that unusual frequencies may be left out or 
new starting levels selected.
]
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FILE L
ACCESS Left click on the icon labelled FILE or press <F>. If no 
data file has been selected when any other function has 
been accessed then this function is called first before 
continuing execution of the selected junction.
USE To name or generate the current data file.
DESCRIPTION
START-UP
Opens a data file: if the data file has been previously 
created then previously stored data may be retrieved for 
viewing or new data added to the end of the file. If the 
file has not been previously used then the user is 
prompted to enter patient details, the new but empty data 
file is summarised. Data is entered and displayed through 
use of dialogue boxes.
A blue dialogue box will appear in the centre of the 
display with a prompt Filename:. The name of the last 
file used will follow the prompt (except if no file has 
previously been in use). The user may type in a new file 
name or just press <ENTER> to obtain a summary of the 
data in the last named file.
0
]
FILE SUMMARY If the file has been previously generated (i.e. has been 
used) a summary of patient details and a summary of test 
records will be displayed.
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1 NEW FILE If the named file does not exist the user wiU be prompted to enter patient details (name, d of b, and number). The 
entered details wiU then be displayed. <BACKSPACE> 
may be used to clear mistakes during entry of details. 
After each line of text is typed the user must press 
<ENTER>. See the section 2.1.4 of the tutorial section.
GRAPH Not applicable.
RUN Not applicable.
]
SCORING Not applicable.
EXIT EXIT only has effect during the summary listing of details 
and records of results.
NOTE: See the Appendix in this manual for the key to the INFO 
(information) string used for data summaries.
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VIEW D
ACCESS Left click on the icon labelled VIEW or press <V>.
USE
DESCRIPTION
START-UP
To review and compare records of results. To obtain hard 
copy of graphical results.
Graphs displaying results from previous tests contained 
in the same file are be re-displayed on the screen. Two 
graphs may be viewed at any one time (in addition to any 
existing graph in the top left comer of the display). The 
user may step through the complete set of records in the 
named data file. Hard copy of either graph currently 
displayed is made accessible.
Two graphs will appear in the lower half of the display. 
These will represent the last two data records in the 
named file. At the top of each graph the type of test and 
test date are given. An information code is also given, 
this indicates which ears were tested, whether masking 
was used, how many stimuli were presented and whether 
automatic and/or manual features of the system were used. 
(See Appendix in this manual for explanation of INFO 
code.)
D
D
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GRAPHS The record currently being displayed may be changed 
using the mouse or keyboard: Left clicking wül change 
the record displayed on the left of the display, right 
clicking that on the right. Alternatively, pressing the 
<LEFT ARROW> key selects the left hand graph, 
pressing <DOWN ARROW> lets the user look back 
through the records, <UP ARROW> forward through the 
records. <RIGHT ARROW> selects the right hand graph.
HARD COPY At present (Version 2.7) hard copy is only accessible via 
the keyboard. Confirm selection of the required graph by 
repeating pressing of <LEFT ARROW> for the left hand 
or <RIGHT ARROW> for the right hand graph. Then 
press <CTRL> and the appropriate arrow key together. 
Make sure the hard copy device is ready to go before 
selecting hard copy (i.e. switched on, on line and loaded 
with paper).
SCORING Not applicable.
EXIT Press both mouse keys down together (i.e. left click and 
right click simultaneously). Alternatively press <ESC>.
]
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Appendix A - INFO Data information string
When data generated in a test is saved, the system makes a summary 
record of the facilities of the system used during the test. This summary 
includes which ears were tested, whether masking noise was employed, and 
whether AUTO ON was used and whether no automatic facilities were 
used. The number of test stimuli or lists used for each ear is also recorded.
The summary is in a coded string format as below:
^ AMRMxxLMxx
Where in order:
A - AUTO ON was used at some point.
^  M - AUTO MODE was off at some point (i.e. manual).
-  R - The right ear was tested.
M - Masking was applied to the left ear during right ear testing.
„ XX - The number of hsts*, frequencies or words presented to the right ear.
L - The left ear was tested.
M - Masking was applied to the right ear during left ear testing.
XX - The number of lists*, frequencies or words presented to the left ear.
Continued overleaf
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* - The number of lists in a word-list test, frequencies (including 
repetitions) in a pure tone test and the number of word pairs used in a 
PISA type test.
For example, the INFO string A-L-05R-06 for a BOOTHIWL test is 
interpreted:
AUTO ON used exclusively, five lists were used with the left ear, 
six with the right.
and, AMLM06R-06 for a pure tone test:
AUTO ON and AUTO MODE off used in the course of the test. Six 
frequencies were used with both left and right ears. Contra-lateral 
masking was used in testing the left ear.
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Appendix B - Notes on the PISA test
The prototype interactive speech audiometric test (or PISA test) was 
developed by Chris James at the Department of Physics at the University 
of Surrey. The test was designed to incorporate the notion of "Robust" and 
"Fragile" words (James et al., 1991). It was discovered in experimental 
investigations of the use of isophonemic word-hst tests that some words 
were inherently of high intelligibility under certain listening conditions 
whereas certain words were always of lower intelligibility. This is every 
likely obvious to most users of word-list tests: some words are always 
easy, some always difficult and this varies little between patients.
Further experimentation allowed the selection of "useful" words which 
were more reliably intelligible or un-intelligible at around speech reception 
threshold (SRT). This allowed the design of a test which could home in on 
SRT, reliably, using lists of words with useful properties. Two lists of 
words are used, one of "robust" words, one of "fragile" words at around 
SRT (This does not mean to say the words are, inherently, of higher 
intelligibility or lower intelligibility at comfortable listening levels).
Words are presented in pairs, one robust one fragile, starting at a low but 
comfortable listening level. The level is adapted depending on the results 
of the pair of presentations:
Two correct identifications - reduce level by 5 dB (one decrement).
One correct identification - no change to level.
No correct identifications - increase level by 5 dB (one increment).
Thus once at SRT the level should remain constant, or at least oscillate 
between two levels the mean of which is the SRT. If the level does
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oscillate more widely, but still around some central value this may imply
that the patient has some problem which makes the hearing or certain L
speech sounds more difficult than others - this is still being investigated.
But the mean of levels wül stiU give a good indication of SRT.
Unfortunately, at present no use is made of the errors made in 
identifications, this may be incorporated in future designs.
NOTE: Some modification to the pair presentation PISA algorithm may be p
made to make more efficient use of the two word lists, for the first set of 
words down to the first reversal only single words may be used in future 
implementations. p
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Abstract
Phonetically balanced word lists have many applications, including the field o f  audiometric testing, as equivalent test 
material. An experiment designed to assess the effects o f  digitizing parameters on speech intelligibility has shown, 
following detailed analysis, that the lists show a degree o f  non-equivalence. The reasons for this are explored and 
questions asked about the fundamental principles involved in describing speech forms. Other approaches to this kind 
o f assessment are discussed.
Introduction
The investigation reported below arose from a 
study to determine the range of acceptable digi­
tizing parameters for speech signals to be used for 
speech audiometry. This is part o f a larger study 
concerned with the application of computers to 
audiometric testing.
From the published literature it may be seen that 
Pulse Code Modulation is the most useful and 
versatile format for digitally encoding speech 
material. Using this technique, the physical quality 
of the digital recording depends on the sampling 
rate and bit resolution used in the conversion. Both 
reducing the sampling rate and the bit resolution of 
the representation reduces the amount of memory 
space required to store a given duration of sampled 
speech. The aim of our study was to assess the 
quality of digitized speech, using an empirical mea­
sure of speech intelligibility with normally hearing 
subjects.
The assessment method used here involved the 
use of 12 of the AB isophonemic word lists orig­
inally devised by Boothroyd (1968a) for use in 
clinical investigations (see also Boothroyd, 19686). 
The particular version used here were those re­
corded at the Institute of Sound and Vibration 
Research, University of Southampton; they have
Please address all correspondence to: C. J. James, 
Department o f  Physics, University o f  Surrey, Guildford, 
Surrey G U 2 5XH, UK.
been well tested and are widely used in the clinical 
field. The design principle underlying the use of 
these lists is that they are all equivalent, and thus 
interehangeable. This is true at one level in that 
each list does contain equal numbers of the same 
phonetic units. However, the validity of this 
assumption is open to question. More accurate 
physical analyses of the articulatory units show 
differences as a function of position in the lexical 
unit and combinations of different units. In conse­
quence the phonetic equivalence may not necess­
arily provide general perceptual equivalence. The 
non-equivalence of these lists has been noted pre­
viously by Markides (1978) who refers to work by 
Coles (1974), in that three of the original set o f 15 
lists were deemed non-equivalent after inves­
tigation using normally hearing people. Markides 
did not explain why these three lists were notice­
ably non-equivalent to the remaining 12 and how 
far they can be regarded as being homogeneous. 
The possibility of inhomogeneity between lists may 
become more apparent when the physical quality 
of the speech material is varied. This may arise 
from the experimental conditions used in the pres­
ent experiment, limited bandwidths and sample 
resolution, or from hearing impairment.
Normally the lists are used to assess individual 
speech recognition at different presentation levels 
expressed as a per cent correct score. In most clini­
cal applications scoring by phoneme and not by 
whole words is used. In practice there is a major
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problem in calibrating the presentation level with 
the main uncertainty arising from the inhomo­
geneity in relative loudness of whole word units 
and, more critically, phonetic units. The pres­
entation system may be subjectively calibrated for 
absolute assessment of individuals using the per­
formance of a group of subjects at différent pres­
entation levels. The scores will be averaged over 
all lists for the given condition of presentation 
level. There is more danger in basing the assess­
ment of an individual on results obtained under a 
certain condition with a particular list than with 
the assessment of an average effect obtained with 
a group using a range of different lists. In the 
individual case the error may be high, whereas in 
the group case the varianee, not the mean, will be 
affected. It could be that for certain combinations 
of lists and conditions there may be strong inter­
actions that increase the variance and give incon­
clusive results. In the present study an attempt 
was made to minimize the possibility of misleading 
results, this was done by randomly assigning lists 
to conditions for each subject at each presentation 
level. Thus in what are probably the most inter­
esting circumstances, including those when certain 
features are lost from perception or contextual fac­
tors become most important, the test becomes less 
accurate and less informative.
Conditions investigated
The purpose of the study was to investigate the 
effects of reproducing the test material digitally 
using conditions that would cause differences in 
physical quality. N o literature specifically relating 
the effect of digital sampling conditions to the intel­
ligibility of the reproduced speech signal could be 
found. A general background to the physical 
effects of digital sampling on audio signals is avail­
able in standard texts, such as Sinclair (1988). In 
the experiment, two parameters that dictate the 
quality of the reproduction were used. A third 
parameter, presentation level, was introduced to 
assess the contribution of any ceiling effects that 
might have occurred.
The sampling rate
This limits the bandwidth of the signal. Specifically 
the reliable bandwidth will be slightly less than half 
the sampling frequency and limited by the cut­
off frequency of filtering applied to the signal on 
recording and reproduction to prevent aliasing 
noise. The actual bandwidth will depend on the 
order of the filters used. Steeper cut-off slopes will 
potentially widen the reliable bandwidth of the 
presentation system.
The sample resolution
The sample or bit resolution in physical terms has 
an effect on the maximum dynamic range of the 
system. This is dependent on the relationship of 
the smallest detectable signal representable by the
l.s.b. (least significant bit), to the largest rep­
resentable signal with all bits present. In practice 
this is equivalent to a signal-to-noise ratio. 
However, the digitization noise is not the same as 
the uncorrelated white noise often used in speech 
experiments, thus the concept of signal-to-noise 
ratio is not a wholly adequate description in this 
case.
The presentation level
A third condition was imposed on the signal by 
varying the presentation level to explore the role 
of ceiling and floor effects. A problem arises if 
certain sampling conditions do not degrade the 
speech signal to a degree where any of the words 
become unintelligible so that the intelligibility 
scores remain around 100%. By reducing the pres­
entation level, the amount of information available 
to the subjects is reduced thus making the influence 
of the sampling conditions more critical to the 
speech intelligibility. A proportion of the words 
then become unintelligible under those conditions 
that lower physical quality, resulting in scores with 
a range of values below the 100% correct mark.
Factors affecting the measurement of speech 
intelligibility
Physical quality
Various studies have, in the past, concentrated on 
the effects of bandwidth and noise level on the 
intelligibility of various speech forms. Speaks 
(1967) demonstrated the interactions of bandwidth 
and presentation level on the intelligibility of sen­
tences. This work highlighted the use that the sub­
ject can make of linguistic context in the reception 
of sentences. Specifically he showed that the intel­
ligibility of sentence material is less sensitive to 
bandwidth restrictions than had been observed for 
monosyllables (French et a l, 1947). He also 
showed that the shapes of the intelligibility curves 
are different for sentences and monosyllables for 
the same change of filter characteristics.
In the assessment of communication systems, 
optimum listening conditions are normally used. 
This includes the use of normally hearing subjects. 
However, Cooper and Cutts (1971) studied the 
effects of noise on the discriminability of mono­
syllables for both normal and hearing-impaired 
subjects. They utilized a high presentation level so 
that the effects should have been due only to the 
signal-to-noise ratio and the hearing impairment.
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The study showed a similar increase in per­
formance with increasing signal-to-noise ratio for 
both groups under the optimum conditions, 
though generally the performance of impaired sub­
jects was around 25% lower than that of the nor­
mals. This showed an interaction between hearing 
impairment and bandwidth.
Type of material and context ejfects 
From these kinds of studies we can see not only 
the interactive effects between conditions, but also 
a strong dependence on the type of speech material 
used, reflecting non-linearities owing to the intro­
duction of a linguistic context. This leads us to 
believe that there will be parallel interactive effects 
within a single lexical context at the phonemic 
level. We may predict, for example, from the evi­
dence of the differences in intelligibility between 
high and low predictability, meaningful sentences 
that isophonemic word lists will be similarly rend­
ered inhomogeneous under certain conditions. 
This may arise because of the effects of context 
within the words, which is not normally controlled 
for. In consequence the reception probabilities of 
words will change unpredictably under certain 
conditions, and different words will be affected by 
differing amounts. We could thus determine for 
individual words (or sentences with sentence 
material) whether they are ‘robust’ or ‘fragile’ 
under an imposed condition, in terms of whether 
they remain reliably intelligible or are completely 
lost. Within current models of speech perception 
the cause of this effect starts with the particular 
physical features of the speech signal (Massaro, 
1980). Restrictions on the physical nature of the 
speech signal, for example bandwidth or pres­
entation level, result in the perceptual effect of loss 
of intelligibility. The restrictions remove infor­
mation available to the listener by obscuring fea­
tures or reducing them to a level where they may no 
longer be resolved. Given that some information is 
perceived, it is then up to higher-level processes to 
make decisions and at this point contextual effects 
come into play. The process could be thought of 
as being on three levels:
(a) The discrimination of acoustic features;
(b) The integration of features into phonetic 
units;
(c) The combination of phonetic units to make 
plausible lexical structures or, where appli­
cable, make sensible grammatical structures.
‘Robustness’ at the first level will depend on the 
word having features that stand up to the physical 
restrictions, for example the high-energy con­
sonantal sounds that have most of their energy
below that of some particular bandwidth restric­
tion. A t the second level, if the phonetic units 
remain distinctive within the context of the pro­
nounced word and under the physical restrictions, 
the reception probability of the word will be high. 
This aspect differs from effects at the first level. At 
the second level, the distinctiveness of phonetic 
units will vary with articulation within different 
lexical contexts and also the probability of finding 
a particular phoneme in a given plaee in a word 
varies. At the highest level, word frequency effects 
and the possibility of confusions also appear. The 
frequency of usage seems to have an effect on the 
reception probability of words (Broadbent, 1967). 
Confusions arise and a more probable but a simi­
lar-sounding word can be produced by subjects 
when sensory information proves to be unreliable 
(Lyregaard, 1988).
Phonemic balance-true or false?
If each of the isophonemic lists was made up of a 
balanced selection of acoustic features, then we 
would expect that the effects of the applied con­
ditions would not be dependent on any condition- 
list combinations. However these assumptions 
may be invalid.
Phonemic analysis does not represent an accu­
rate description of the acoustical structure of com­
binations of individual phonetic units (phonemes). 
There are always different acoustical manifes­
tations (phones) of a given phonetic unit, due both 
to variations among speakers and also between 
occurrences of the same phoneme in the contexts 
of different words and complete phrases. It is also 
true that no two repetitions of the same phonetic 
form will be identical even within an individual 
speaker. In the present experiment we are using 
material spoken by a single speaker and one utter­
ance of any particular word so the primary cause 
of acoustical variation is the word-context in 
which the phoneme is pronounced.
Scoring rationcde
The factors described above will unbalance the 
lists, particularly when the presentation conditions 
adversely affect those physical qualities of the 
speech sounds which are critical to the perception 
of the whole word. The various contextual effects 
will probably be most significant where conditions 
produce around 50% intelligibility. This is because 
at this level some words whose perception is heavily 
dependent on many physical features will be 
entirely lost whereas other, more robust, words 
will be intelligible owing to a few physical features.
An assessment of intelligibility based on the 
number of correctly perceived phonetic units for
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each list could therefore be inaccurate, especially 
if dealing with only one subject. This has obvious 
and important ramifications for speech audi­
ometry as currently practised.
In the present study, as well as the conventional 
phonetic scoring, ‘whole word’ scoring has been 
used, and with this procedure there are some 
different problems. The probability of perceiving 
the whole word correctly is not simply the product 
of the probabilities of correct perceptions of the 
first consonant, the vowel and the second conson­
ant, as follows;
p[whole word correct] p[cl]p[vl]p[c2]
Whole word scoring turns uncertainty in one or 
more elements into a zero score, thus giving a 
pessimistie intelligibility measure, and not neces­
sarily a more useful or accurate one. However, if 
one is searching for safe minimum limits then this 
will constitute a reasonable approach.
In conclusion, it may be possible for the subject 
to guess some words from limited sensory infor­
mation, whereas for other words virtually all the 
sensory information may be necessary. Both with 
phonetic and with whole word scoring, pho­
netically balanced lists are unlikely to constitute a 
homogeneous set of word groups under normal 
conditions. With the use of the different pres­
entation conditions this inhomogeneity could be 
increased further.
Method
Material
The AB(S) tape recordings issued by ISVR were 
digitally transcribed using a high-quality 12-bit 
converter at a sampling rate of 22 kHz, with the 
equipment thus providing a full 10 kHz reliable 
bandwidth (these are listed in Appendix 2).
The 12 conditions used in the experiment 
covered a range of sampling parameters using four- 
bit resolutions in combination with three band­
widths, up to and including maximum 12-bit, 8 
kHz bandwidth signal quality. The numbers used 
to identify the sampling conditions used in this 
experiment are shown in Table I.
The three presentation levels were defined to be 
0 , - 1 0  and —20 dB, relative to a level defined by 
the test tone recorded on the original tape. This 
tone was played through the headset to register 60 
dB SPL as measured on a Bruel and Kjaer artificial 
ear (model number 4153). The test words were 
presented binaurally via headphones (TDH-49), in 
a low noise environment, SPL <  15 dB(A).
Subjects
Six male and six female subjects, with no history
Table I. Numbering system for combinations of the two 
sampling parameters giving the test conditions used in the 
experiment
Condition Bit resolution Filter cut-off
(no.) (bits per sample) frequency (kHz)
0 12 8
1 12 6
2 12 4
3 10 8
4 10 6
5 10 4
6 8 8
7 8 6
8 8 4
9 6 8
10 6 6
11 6 4
of hearing impairment and between the ages of 21 
and 25, were chosen from the local university 
population. Before each main experiment, subjects 
were given a pure-tone threshold test [‘Manchester’ 
method ISO 6189 (1983)] to check they had normal 
hearing [+20  to —10 dB(HL) between 0.5 and 
6 kHz]. They initially undertook a training run 
consisting of the presentation of 10 words with 
randomly assigned conditions to familiarize them 
with the range of sounds that would be encoun­
tered in the main experiment.
Procedure
For the main experiment the 12 word lists were 
randomly and exhaustively assigned to the 12 con­
ditions, i.e. any one list could only be assigned to 
one condition. The subject was presented with the 
words in pseudo-random order from any list at a 
fixed presentation level and asked to repeat as 
much as possible of what he or she heard. The only 
restriction on the random presentation was that 
half of each list’s words were used in the first half 
of the test run and half in the second. This served 
to equalize the distribution of the occurrence of 
given conditions between each half of the test. This 
proeedure was repeated with the words being pre­
sented at the remaining two different levels. The 
order in which the presentation levels were given 
was counterbalanced across subjects.
The presentation rate was unpaced, a new word 
only being initiated after the subject’s response to 
the previous one had been recorded. The pres­
entation of each word was cued by a short tone 
followed by a short gap. Using the instructions 
given in Appendix 1 the subjects were asked to 
repeat each word as they heard it and told that the
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words would vary in clarity. Even if they heard 
only part o f a word, or a word that did not make 
sense, or even a single sound they were asked to 
reiterate it. The response in each case was both 
written down by the experimenter and recorded on 
a tape recorder. This allowed for correction of 
any errors in the experimenter’s records after the 
experiment was completed.
Results
The experiment was designed on the assumption 
that the lists were equivalent. Figures 1(a) and 2(a) 
show the mean score v. condition at three pres­
entation levels, using whole word scoring and pho­
netic scoring respectively. The corresponding stan­
dard deviations v. condition are shown in Figures 
1(b) and 2(b) respectively. There is a roll-off in
(a) 30
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(b)
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0.6
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Fig. 1. (a ) Mean 'whole word’ score and (b ) standard 
deviation o f  arcsine transformed ‘whole word’ scores 
V. condition ( see Table I) . Performances are shown separ­
ately fo r  each presentation level.
0.3
.2 0.25
0.2
■o 0.15
OdB 
-10 dB 
- 2 0  dB
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0 I 2 3 4  5 6 7 8  9 10 II
Condition
Fig. 2. (a ) Mean phonetic score and (b ) standard deviation 
o f  arcsine transformed phonetic scores v. condition (see 
Table I ) . Performances are shown separately fo r  each 
level.
performance for the 0 dB level, from around Con­
dition 7 (6 kHz, eight-bits). This corresponds to a 
rise and fall in the standard deviations of trans­
formed data. The scores show a similar result for 
the three six-bit resolution conditions whereas 
there are marked fluctuations in the standard devi­
ations. The other two levels show a similar but less 
obvious pattern. The performance measures for 
each of the presentation levels show signiflcant 
effects only for bit resolution {P < 0.05 by 
ANOVA), and not for bandwidth. The significance 
of bandwidth on the scores being reduced for 0 and 
—10 dB levels to P  <  0.10. A post hoc comparison 
(Scheffé, see Hays, 1963) showed the 12-bit, 10-bit 
and eight-bit conditions (averaged over all band-
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width values) to be more or less homogeneous, 
there only being a significant difference (P <  0.05) 
between means for each of these and the six-bit 
condition. This is true at each presentation level, 
though by sight these differences do not seem to 
be so clear cut at the lowest presentation level.
Since the distribution of lists assigned to par­
ticular conditions was not constrained across sub­
jects, it was necessary, after the completion of the 
whole experiment, to survey the list-condition 
occurrences; these are shown in Table II. If there 
was a balanced distribution of occurrences of a 
particular list across the conditions, then generally, 
low mean performance for that list would suggest 
a list of intrinsically low intelligibility items. In 
the alternate case of a high mean performance we 
could conclude that the list is composed of high 
intelligibility items. For the purposes of clarity the 
mean performance (using ‘whole words’) for each 
list is shown separately for each presentation level 
in Figure 3(a).
It seems, from whole word scoring, that the per­
formances for Lists 3 and 11 are lower for all 
presentation levels whereas the performance for 
List 8 is higher for all levels. The results for the 
two higher presentation levels are close. Whilst the 
results for lowest presentation level differ, there is 
still a peak for List 8 and troughs for Lists 3 and
11. There is a generally significant effect of list for 
each of the three presentation levels (P <  0.01 by 
ANOVA). This cannot be explained by these par­
ticular lists being presented more frequently under 
particularly low- or high-quality conditions. Again 
by post hoc comparison, these visual differences 
are statistically significant (P <  0.05), the scores, 
except for Lists 3 and 11, being homogeneous at 
the 0 dB level, the prominence of List 8 showing
(b) 10 dB Level
0 -> 0 0 2 0 4 0 3 0 1 0 2 0
1 0 1 2 1 0 2 0 2 1 2 0 1
2 -> 0 5 0 2 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 1
3-> 1 0 1 2 2 1 0 0 1 2 1 1
L 4 ^ 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 3 1 1 2 1
I 5-> 2 0 1 2 1 1 1 2 0 0 1 1
S 6 0 0 2 0 1 0 1 5 1 0 0 2
T 7 ^ 2 I 2 1 0 1 0 0 2 2 0 1
8 ^ 2 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 4 1
9-> 0 3 0 1 2 0 3 0 1 2 0 0
10-> 3 0 0 1 0 0 3 0 2 1 0 2
11 1 1 0 2 0 2 0 0 2 1 2 1
Î Î Î Î Î Î Î Î Î Î Î Î
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
(c)
Condition
—20 dB Level
0 ^ 0 0 0 0 1 0 6 0 4 0 1 0
1 ^ 0 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 0 0 1 2
2 ^ 0 2 0 5 0 4 0 0 0 1 0 0
3-^ 1 0 1 1 3 1 0 1 1 2 1 0
L 4-> 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 2 2 3
I 5-^ 1 0 1 2 2 0 0 0 1 1 3 1
S 6-> 1 0 4 0 1 0 1 3 0 0 1 1
T 7 ^ 0 3 1 1 1 2 0 2 1 1 0 0
8 ^ 0 0 2 0 0 2 3 2 0 1 0 2
9-^ 0 4 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 0 2 2
10-^ 4 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 0
11-i- 4 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 3 1 0 1
Î Î Î Î Î Î Î t Î Î Î Î
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
Condition
Tables II(a)-(d). Distribution of randomly assigned lists 
with conditions for various levels
(a) OdB Level (d) Across all levels
0 ^ 0 0 1 0 2 0 5 0 3 0 1 0 0 ^ 0 0 3 0 7 0 14 0 8 0 4 0
1 -> 1 1 0 0 2 2 0 1 0 3 0 2 1 ^ 1 3 3 2 5 5 1 4 1 5 1 5
2-> 0 3 0 4 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 I 2-> 0 10 0 11 0 12 0 0 0 1 0 2
3 ^ 2 3 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 2 1 3-> 4 3 2 3 7 2 0 1 2 6 4 2
L 4 ^ 0 1 3 3 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 2 L 4 ^ 2 1 4 4 2 2 1 4 3 3 4 6
I 5 ^ 0 0 3 2 2 0 1 1 1 0 2 0 I 5 ^ 3 0 5 6 5 1 2 3 2 1 6 2
S 6 ^ 5 0 3 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 S 6 ^ 6 0 9 0 2 0 2 10 1 0 3 3
T 7-> . 0 0 1 1 2 2 1 0 2 0 2 1 T 7 ^ 2 4 4 3 3 5 1 2 5 3 2 2
8-^ 1 2 1 0 1 0 0 2 1 3 0 I 8-> 3 3 4 0 2 3 3 4 1 5 4 4
9-> 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 3 3 1 1 1 9 ^ 0 8 0 1 2 0 6 5 5 3 3 3
1 0 ^ 2 0 0 1 0 3 3 2 0 0 0 1 10-> 9 1 2 3 0 3 6 2 2 4 1 3
11 ^ 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 3 2 2 11 6 3 0 3 1 3 0 1 6 5 4 4
Î Î Î Î Î Î Î Î Î Î Î Î Î Î Î Î Î Î Î Î Î Î Î Î
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
Condition Condition
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Fig. 3. (a ) Mean ‘whole word’ seore and (b ) standard  
deviation o f  arcsine transformed ‘whole word’ scores v. list 
using all data obtained with that list. Performances are 
shown separately fo r  each presentation level.
clearly at the —10 dB level, and the most promi­
nent group differences being between Lists 9, 10 
and 11, and Lists 1, 7 and 8. There is also a sig­
nificant (P <  0.02) list by presentation level inter­
action, which reflects that the list performance 
graphs have a different shape at each of the pres­
entation levels. This point is discussed more fully 
later.
As has been said, whole word scoring gives a 
more pessimistic view than phonetic marking. 
Thus we see that the difference between peaks and 
troughs is about 1.5 to 2 out of 10 in the whole 
word scores [Fig. 3(a)], and is about 2 in 20 for 
the phonetic scores at each presentation level [Fig. 
4(a)]. It should be noted that in these experiments.
(a )
28
26
24
22I
202
8
1S2
-«O dB  
-X -10 dB 
-2 0  dB
0  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  10 II
List number (0  to II)
( b) 0 .04
OdB 
--X —10 dB 
-2 0  dB
0.035
0 .0 3
°  g  0 .0 2 5
0.02
•> I 0.015
0.01
0 .0 0 5
List number (0  to II)
Fig. 4. (a ) Mean phonetic seore and (b ) standard deviation 
o f  arcsine transformed phonetic scores v. list using all data  
obtained with that list. Performances are shown separately  
fo r  each presentation level.
when phonetic scoring is used, it is found that in 
virtually all cases the vowel was correctly per­
ceived. Thus the lower limit of phonetic scoring is 
more realistically a value of 10, not zero. Com­
parison of Figures 3(a) and 4(a) shows that the 
results from using whole word and phonetic scor­
ing are similar, and results for phonetic scoring 
show a similarly significant effect of list (P  <  0.01).
Discussion
From the results we can see the general trends in 
the effects of the sampling conditions on mean 
performance. We can see from the measurements 
of statistical significance that there is much unre­
liability in these results particularly at the lower 
two listening levels. This may be because the words 
that are reduced in perceptibility at the highest 
presentation level by more degrading test con­
ditions are also more adversely affected when the
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overall presentation level is reduced. Those words 
that remain intelligible at the lower presentation 
levels are therefore likely to be less critically affec­
ted by the test conditions than by the overall pres­
entation level. This agrees with the prediction that 
the effects of reduced bit resolution are superseded 
by the effects of presentation level mentioned in 
the discussion on the perception of features. Thus 
the use of presentation level here to control the 
ceiling effects is unsuccessful in that the accuracy 
of the intelligibility measure has been reduced. In 
effect the reduction in presentation level has merely 
set a new, reduced ceiling on the maximum score. 
This new ceiling will be set according to the intel­
ligibility characteristics of the words making up 
each list.
In seeking explanations of inter-list differences, 
we must look at the average scores obtained for 
individual words. By obtaining a measure of indi­
vidual difficulty defined by mean whole word score 
and mean phonetic score, we can accurately define 
sets of words that were never incorrectly perceived 
under any conditions. These are denoted ‘robust’ 
in Tables III and IV and are defined as words that 
have a mean ‘whole word’ reception score of more 
than 0.9 (in fact all these words had a mean score 
of 1.0). The next group down is categorized by 
scores between 0.8 and 0.9 and is defined as 
‘medium robust’, while any words with mean 
reception scores less than 0.8 are termed ‘fragile’. 
To ease the identification of words from the same 
list, these are shown on the same line in each cate­
gory (Table III). These categorizations are not 
entirely arbitrary, for although the robust and 
medium robust words cover a much smaller range, 
the boundaries can be derived from the effects of 
presentation level on whole word list scores. Look­
ing at Figure 3(a), specifically at the results for List 
2, the list score holds up at the higher two levels 
but then falls down to that o f List 3 at the lowest 
presentation level. The same can be seen for Lists 
9, 4 and to some extent 5. These lists hold 1 or 0
robust words. Conversely Lists 7 and 8 hold their 
relative performance at the lowest presentation 
level and have a larger content of robust words 
(four and three respectively). The effect of medium 
robust content can also be seen with Lists 7 and 
10 that fall in performance between the highest and 
medium presentation level having fewer medium 
robust words. Conversely, List 9 that maintains 
mean performance at the medium presentation 
level but falls at the lowest level contains more 
medium robust words. Thus we could reconstruct 
the expected list difficulties from the content 
results, by weighting the words according to the 
range of average score they fall into. It can be seen 
that for List 3, eight words occur in the category 
‘fragile’ and for List 11, seven words are in the 
category ‘fragile’; both lists do badly in all con­
ditions. Lists 7 and 8 have few words in the cate­
gory ‘fragile’, and these hold up over all conditions. 
A similar finding occurs with phonetic scoring [Fig. 
4(a)].
Since they were not affected functionally by any 
of the test conditions the robust word-forms pro­
vided no critical information at all in this appli­
cation. Similarly it can be said that the word-forms 
that were on average never correctly reiterated 
were also redundant in the present investigation. 
It is construed that phonetically balanced lists are 
not the best approach to intelligibility testing or 
hearing testing because the lists contained uneven 
numbers of variously difficult words, although a 
greater range of conditions might have altered the 
categories of ‘robust’ and ‘fragile’ words. It would 
seem unlikely that it would be possible to remove 
all robust and fragile words whilst retaining any 
form of rigorous phonetic balancing.
Further information on the nature of the sensory 
information and the importance of linguistic con­
text effects, may be gleaned from a study of the 
standard deviations of the scores. These are shown 
in Figures 3(b) and 4(b), for both whole word and 
phonetic scoring respectively. The data are the
Table III. Words classified by mean wbole word scores. Words are num­
bered as in Appendix 2
Fragile categories: 0 to 0.8 
Limits 0.00-0.10, no. =  0 
Limits 0.10-0.20, no. =  0 
Limits 0.20-0.30, no. =  1 
114 laze
Limits 0.30-0.40, no. =  4  
36 guess 
63 thighs 
74 ways 
113 heath
Table III. continued 
Limits 0.40-0.50, no. =  4 
34 wreath 
42 sum 
91 whizz 
116 rove
Limits 0.50-0.60, no. =  5 
4 haze 
24 keys 
53 heap 
96 poach  
106 pole
Limits 0.60-0.70, no. =  22
3 cheek 5 dice
15 hive
25 vice 27 shown
30 fun 35 hide 37 comb
44 wide 45 rake 47 shop
54 wise 55 rave
66 foam
73 five
89 cough
92 buff
100 kiss 103 thieve 109 moon
119 soon
Limits 0.70-0.80, no. =  26
2 fan 6 both 9 move
13 cheese 17 wedge 18 moss
20 thud 22 wrap 28 hoof
32 vat 33 shape
40 fib 43 heel
51 catch
64 wave
70 bath 77 noose
83 ride
93 mice 99 cosh
101 buzz 105 wife
115 bike 117 pet 118 fog
Medium robust category:
Limits 0.80-0.90, no. =  32
1 rug
12 gap 16 bone
21 witch 26 get 29 bomb
41 thatch 48 vet 49 june
50 fill 52 thumb 56 goat
60 badge 61 hutch 65 reap
72 dip 78 got
81 hip 82 thug 84 siege
90 have 94 teeth 95 gauge
102 hash
Robust category:
Limits 0.90--1.00, no. =  26
0 ship 7 well 8 jot
10 fish 11 duck 14 rail
23 jail
31 will 39 job
46 goes
57 shone
62 kill 68 not
71 hum 75 reach 76 joke
80 man 86 chose 87 shoot
104 gate 107 wretch 108 dodge
110 wish 111 dutch 112 jam
38 choose
19 tooth
58 bed 
67 goose
85 veil 
97 rule
59 juice 
69 shed
88 web 
98 den
79 shell
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Table IV. Number of words in each ‘whole word’ score bucket category 
for each list (refer to text and Table III)
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
Fragile
0.0 to 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.1 to 0.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Whole word 0.2 to 0.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
score bucket 0.3 to 0.4 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1
category 0.4 to 0.5 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
0.5 to 0.6 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0
0.6 to 0.7 2 1 2 4 3 2 1 1 1 1 3 1
0.7 to 0.8 3 4 3 2 2 1 1 2 1 2 2 3
Medium robust
0.8 to 0.9 1 2 3 0 3 5 5 2 5 5 1 0
Robust
0.9 to 1.0 3 3 1 2 1 1 2 4 3 0 3 3
standard deviations obtained from arcsine trans­
formed scores. This transformation is necessary to 
maintain the integrity of the statistical analysis 
when dealing with fractional scores (see Howell, 
1982) and has been used in obtaining the measures 
of significance. Consistency in list difficulty over 
all conditions is shown by low variances between 
individual instances, whilst high variance would 
suggest a strong list-condition interaction. A fuller 
understanding of these effects would be obtained 
with a more complete distribution of lists amongst 
conditions.
If we look forward to the development o f self- 
adaptive test procedures we can see the obvious 
necessity for balancing the test items to maintain 
control over the introduced variances in these pro­
cedures, let alone those existing inherently between 
subjects. A pragmatic approach may be to select 
particular groups of items for different conditions. 
Knowing that some words may be usually expected 
to ‘survive’ under certain conditions, may prove 
useful in critical measurement. An adaptive para­
digm could include raising the word difficulty with­
out changing any other factors such as pres­
entation level.
A further question to be raised is the usefulness 
of phonetic scoring with regards to individual 
assessment. In audiometric applications of the AB 
lists, use is not made of the particular phonetic 
errors made and only the overall score is used. 
Therefore no information would be lost using 
whole word assessment, since the equality of the 
phonetic units between lists is highly questionable, 
and a phonetic assessment only serves to increase 
the range of intervals within a given assessment. 
Therefore, it may be sensible to score the test using
the whole word criterion in more general clinical 
applications.
Conclusions
Some useful measure of the effects of sampling 
quality on the intelligibility of monosyllabic words 
has been obtained in this study, though the results 
are not as reliable as was hoped because of the 
non-equivalence displayed by the word lists caus­
ing large variances in the results for particular con­
ditions.
In this study some searching questions have been 
asked regarding the validity of phonetically bal­
anced word lists, and it was found that there were 
differences in difficulty between the lists. Notably, 
the mean intelligibility scores obtained with Lists 
3 and 11 were lower and with List 8 higher. It has 
already been recommended that the original set of 
15 lists be reduced to the 12 most reliable 
(Markides, 1978); those used in the present study. 
This may not be the end of the story since the three 
from the original lists that were discounted are 
only the tip of an iceberg.
The non-equivalence of isophonemic lists can be 
attributed to the fundamental inability of artic­
ulatory description to provide accurate infor­
mation about the acoustical features of the word- 
forms and the occurrence of context effects. These 
contextual factors present in the particular com­
bination of features play a large part in the sub­
jective perceptibility of the lists. The ‘robustness’ 
of the complete word-forms dictates the overall 
intelligibility of the word lists, and affects their 
relative difficulty under certain conditions (i.e. at 
different presentation levels). Thus, controlling for 
content, featurally or phonetically, between lists
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does not necessarily achieve a balance of difficulty. 
It is also thought that whole word scoring is as 
useful as conventional phonetic scoring for speech 
performance assessment, giving equally accurate 
and informative results.
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Appendix 1
Instructions to the subject
Please read these notes carefu lly -if  you have any ques­
tions ask me.
Initially I will test your hearing using a standard pure- 
tone test procedure. This will involve telling me when you
can hear a tone. You will be presented with tones o f  
various pitches; at each pitch the tone will be varied in 
presentation level several times. This procedure will be 
followed for each ear.
Then I will give you a training run to familiarize you  
with the sounds you will hear during the main experiment. 
In this run you will be presented with 10 words under the 
varying conditions and are asked to respond to them as 
you would in the full experiment (i.e. as below).
Y ou will be presented, via the headphones, with a 
sequence o f  single, one-syllable words. I would like you 
to repeat each word as you hear it. The words may vary 
in clarity. Please listen carefully and repeat what you  
think you hear. Even if  you hear only part o f  a word, or 
a word that does not make sense, or a single sound, you  
should repeat it.
Your responses will be recorded. After you have made 
a response a new word will be cued by a tone in the 
headset.
Appendix 2
Numbering used in the experiment o f the phonetically 
balanced lists:
List 0 List 1 List 2 List 3
0 ship 10 fish 20 thud 30 fun
1 rug 11 duck 21 witch 31 will
2 fan 12 gap 22 wrap 32 vat
3 cheek 13 cheese 23 jail 33 shape
4 haze 14 rail 24 keys 34 wreath
5 dice 15 hive 25 vice 35 hide
6 both 16 bone 26 get 36 guess
7 well 17 wedge 27 shown 37 comb
8 jot 18 moss 28 h oof 38 choose
9 move 19 tooth 29 bomb 39 job
List 4 List 5 List 6 List 7
40 fib 50 fill 60 badge 70 bath
41 thatch 51 catch 61 hutch 71 hum
42 sum 52 thumb 62 kill 72 dip
43 heel 53 heap 63 thighs 73 five
44 wide 54 wise 64 wave 74 ways
45 rake 55 rave 65 reap 75 reach
46 goes 56 goat 66 foam 76 joke
47 shop 57 shone 67 goose 77 noose
48 vet 58 bed 68 not 78 got
49 june 59 juice 69 shed 79 shell
List 9 List 10 List 11 List 12
1 man 1 have 1 kiss 1 wish
2 hip 2 whizz 2 buzz 2 dutch
3 thug 3 buff 3 hash 3 jam
4 ride 4 mice 4 thieve 4 heath
5 siege 5 teeth 5 gate 5 laze
6 veil 6 gauge 6 wife 6 bike
7 chose 7 poach 7 pole 7 rove
8 shoot 8 rule 8 wretch 8 pet
9 web 9 den 9 dodge 9 fog
10 cough 10 cosh 10 moon 10 soon
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